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"The first creature of God, in the 

works of the days, was the light of the 

sense; the last was the light of reason; 

and His Sabbath work, ever since is the 

illumination of His Spirit." 

(Bacon, Essay on Truth) 
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INTRODUCTION 

A. The Subject Stated 

The noblest effort of the human mind, accord

ing to many, is the attempt to think God's thoughts after 

Him. It has been the belief of the church that from the 

mind of God to the mind of man has come and can come es-

sential truth and basic directive adequate for man's 

salvation and for the fulfillment of his destiny in the 

Will of God. There are those who feel that the next 

great discoveries of the human race will be and must be 

in the realm of the Spirit. No small value can be at

tached, then, to any study which attempts to sharpen up 

some of the tools of thought which are available in seek

ing greater knowledge of the Person and work of the Holy 

Spirit. Dr. A. M. Fairbairn once said: "No man can be 

a theologian who is not a philologian. He who is no 

grammarian is no divine."1 And Dr. William F. Moulton 

has said: 

"There is no subject which can be made more inter
esting than grammar, a science which deals not with 
dead rocks or mindless vegetables, but with the ever
changing expression of human thought."2 

****·~ .. * 
1. Robertson's Grammar,Introduction~ 
2. Ibid. 
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Dr. Tre.nch' s study o.f the synonyms of the New Testament 

has emphasized the high value of word studies in reveal

ing Scriptural truths which have been entrusted to the 

Greek language. 

It was while the W.!'iter was making a suggested 

study of the synonyms ~Tttlt_)(~W {rebuke) and e ).f yXw 

(rebuke, reprove, etc. ) that the importance of E- .:\ r r X w 

in the activating vocabulary connected with the Holy 

Spirit became evident. It also became apparent that in 

a few instances no entirely satisfactory English equiva

lent could be supplied. Out of these two observations, 

therefore, grew the subject of the present research:-
> / 

An Exegetical Study of e.Az=yXw in Relation to the Person 

and Work of the Holy Spir::tt. 

B. Extent of the Thesis and Delim::ttation 

The general field to which it is hoped this 

study will be an introduction is the Person and work of 

the Holy Spirit. This exegetical analysis centers on the 

word tAcrXu and comes to a focus on that passage in the 
) 1. / v 

Fourth Gospel (John 16:7-11) where c,.2:yl'u is used to 

depict the activity of the Paraclete on the world in 

relation to sin, righteousness, and judgment. A prelimi

nary survey o.f all instances where the word occurs in 

the New Testament leaves no doubt but that here the im-

portance of the context places greater significance on 
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this verb than anywhere else. This is not an arbitrary 

limitation of the field of study. Once the two lines of 
:::> .; 

interest are chosen, i.e., the Holy Spirit and ci\.f'yX(J, 

the area of dominant interest is settled logically (not 

arbitrarily) by the point at which they cross. Only once 

is the Holy Spirit the sUbject of the verb. This is in 

the following passage {Authorized Version of 1611): 

John 16:7b - "· •• for if I go not away, the 
Comforter will not come unto you; but if I depart, 
I will send him unto you." 

John 16:8 - "And when he is come, he will re
prove the world of sin, and pf righteousness, and of 
judgment: n 

John 16:9 - "Of sin, because they believe not 
on me;" 

John 16:10 - "Of righteousness because I go 
to my Father, and ye see me no more;" 

John 16:11 - "Of ~udgment, ·because the prince 
of this world is judged. 1 

Trench says, 

"We have, perhaps, nowhere in our version more reason 
to regret than here that the marginal reading 'con
vince' has not changed places with the textual 're
prove' •••• It need hardly be observed what a depth 
of meaning there is, or may be, in 'ci\fyXc•V --and 
being ascribed to the Holy Ghost, we must not stop 
short of the fullest and deepest meaning that the word 
will bear -- how much more than is expressed by 're
prover. It is not to 'reprove' alone, but to bring 
home to the conscience of the reproved man, however 
unwilling he may be to admit it, a sense of the truth 
of the charge; and all this, or nearly all this, our 
word 'convince' expresses, or might be brought to 
express."l 

1. Trench: On the Authorized Version of New Testament, 
p.lll. 
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After the present independent study, it will be possible 

to evaluate a comment such as this and it may not be out 

of place then to note various interpretations of this 

passage in different periods of the church. 

Before one can with any authority or under-
;I / 

standing give clcyX~, as ascribed to the Holy Spirit in 

this passage, the "fullest and deepest meaning" that it 

will bear, it will be necessary to examine its synonym 
> / 

£"'''~·~ and note both words in context wherever they 

occur throughout the Septuagint and the New Testament. 

It will be necessary to study also related ideas of evi

dent importance in the focal passage. As is true of most 

Johannine concepts, their simple statement may belie their 

profound nature. No attempt will be made, however, to 

treat any of these more thoroughly than is necessary to 

a reasonable understanding of its bearing on the passage. 

In fact, the principle of selection and emphasis of ma

terial throughout this paper will be its relevance to the 

comprehension 

Tf d.f~ K').,. IO.J'-

' .. / ' \ , 
\(cl l lT'rf 1 .fn(d.l o~ru V'l\S K«• nrt• 't<f •rcws. This qualifi-

cation of the principle must be added~-- that if this 

analysis should disclose that the emphases and the focal 

points indicated by the preliminary survey are other 

than stated, then revision will be made as required. 
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c. The Method of Procedure 

The commonly accepted method of exegetical 

procedure logically requires a thorough examination of the 

derivation and varying usage of the principal terms be

fore we are equipped to view them in the key passage. 

Certain preliminary lexical studies are essential. Of 
~ " 

first importance is LA~rxu , in the treatment of which is 
., / 

linked its synonym lrrt r~«W. These word studies will 

involve reference to usage in the Classics, the Septua-

gint, the Papyri, and the New Testament. 

The next logical step will be to make a special 
I / 

examination of the Johannine usage of c.;h:yl''-l • In his 

Introduction to the Johannine Writings, Dr. Gloag says, 

"The great difficulty is to penetrate into the hidden 
sense which the author intended to convey; and in a 
writer so profound and mystical as John, notwith
standing the simplicity of his style and diction, 
this is a task of no easy accomplishment."l 

It is evident that careful exegesis of every Johannine 
., / 

use of £A~yXw will be necessary. Reserved to the end 

will be the usage in John 16:8 for this constitutes our 

primary problem on which all this study bears. It will 

be given separate and more complete treatment, for it 

is here we shall seek to understand the full meaning 
., / 

of CA~yx~ as ascribed to the Person and work of the 

1. Gloag: Introduction to the Johannine Writings, p.76. 
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Holy Spirit. 

Finally, an attempt will be made to summarize 

the results of this study and to draw certain conclusions 

as to its importance and value. 

D. The Value of the Proposed Study 

Some of the values of this exegetical study are 

already evident and may be stated here in general terms 

so that both writer and reader may be alert to appropri

ate its benefits as fully as possible. 

(1) The first is that the very method of treat

ment involves a discipline which should bring increased 

facility in fUrther exegetical study. 

{2) Another value we have already noted because 

it lends unusual interest to the study of grammar. It 

is that we are here dealing with the processes and 

transmission of human thought. 

(3) Furthermore human thought has a history. 

Our research will take us to the thoughts of.many differ

ent minds in many different periods. 

(4) Of prime importance is the fact that this 

search will take us into the mind of Jesus and focus our 

attention on one of His profound statements concerning 

the Holy Spirit. 

(5) One of the values of any study is that it 
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forms the basis for further study. This is particularly 

true of an exegetical introduction to a larger field of 

interest. We are to concern ourselves here with only one 

verb in the activating vocabulary which speaks of the func

tion, or rather mission, of the Holy Spirit. Out beyond 

this word and its context lies the full Johannine concept 

of the Holy Spirit. And beyond that stretch other ranges 

of exploration and discovery -- the New Testament record 

and the History of the Church. 

(6) And finally, because the acts of the Holy 

Spirit are not limited to the past, probably the highest 

value which can come from this study relates to the 

Spirit's present activity. The writer hesitates to pre

dict or to limit the nature or scope of that activity in 

any way. It is our_prayer that as a result of this study 

God may find in us a more willing and a more effective 

instrument in His hands through Jesus Christ, our Lord. 
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A LEXICAL STUDY OF 



CHAPTER I 

A LEXICAL STUDY OF 
1 E. Tr I T ~~ W) 

A. Introduction to Chapters One and Two 

It is our purpose in these ~irst two chapters 
~ /' 

to become thoroughly acquainted with the word cAcyX~ so 

that we will later be ready ·to understand why and with 

what ~orca it is used in John 16:8 in relation to the 

Holy Spirit. We shall also want to know why its synonym 
,) , 
£7t1T'!f4al'-> was not used. These two Greek words are fre-

quently translated in the Authorized Version of the New 

Testament by the English word "rebuke". Other versions 

have attempted to reflect more adequately the distinction 

between them. we shall need to know this distinction i~ 

we are to appreciate the particular ~orce o~ £liyX"' in 
,) 

any context. In this chapter we must first study cnt-
, 

, ~'\ ..... 'V 
T!)lcUJas a pre-requisite to our analysis o~ £1u.·y"''-l in 

Chapter Two and then we shall make some conclusions as to 

the significance o~ the distinction between them. we 

shall treat each in the same way)- first by ex

amining its derivation and then by ~ollovdng its usage 

through Classical Greek, the Sptuagint, the Papyri, and 

the New Testament. We shall, however, reserve the 

-10-
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~\/ 
Johannine usage of LAcyt~ for more extended discussion 

in later chapters. As to the usage of these words in 

fields other than the New Testwent we shall check as 

far as possible even the conclusions in the standard 

works covering those fields. However, no attempt will be 

made to deal exhaustively with all the problems touched 

on by this analysis. Particularly in treating usage in 

the Septuagint many interesting side lines have been found. 

The importance of the Greek of the Septuagint for New 

Testament exegesis has only recently begun to receive 

due emphasis. In 1889 Dr. Hatch of Oxford recognized the 

amount of research needed in this field. Much has been 

done. But because of a lack of an authoritative Lexicon 

for the Septuagint, and because of the immediate rela-

tionship of the Septuagint linguistically and ideologi

cally to the New Testament, every listed use of these two 

words has been examined. Dr. Hatch, Dr. Deissmann, and 

Dr. Swete have been consulted for a general understanding 

of the significance of the Septuagint but the particu-

lar questions for which an answer has been sought are 

these: What is the Hebrew word translated? Vfuat is the 

meaning of the Greek word as indicated by the Greek con

text regardless of the correctness of the translation? 

What significance may be attached to any similarity or 

dissimilarity between this meaning and the authoritative 
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translation of the best Hebrew text in the American 

Revised Version? What usage classifications are possible? 

These comparisons are made partlcl:tlarly interes.ting be

cause the Septuagint is 11a translation of which we possess 

the original". 1 

It has already been mentioned that the purpose 
_;, / 

of this preliminary study of c.n' Tfl'4oltu is to provide a 

background against which to view its synonym. It is 

forced into this secondary position for reasons which will 

immediately be evident as we consider its derivation 

and its usage. 

, / 

1. Derivation of C71t'T'V'-Gtc...l 

This compound word is made up of the preposi-
" / / 

tion CTft plus the verb T~« w • Let us consider each of 

these separately. 
/ 

a. Derivation of T t_p.. c1.""' • 

The root Tl is given by the lexicographers 
/ 

Liddell and Scott under .,.,w which is a poetic verb, used 
/ 

like Tt~d~ , meaning to honor or value. For comparative 

purposes, Sanskrit and Zend roots and words are given 

which indicate that the valuation may be both good and 

1. Hatch, p.l4. See Bi lJliogra};Jhy for title where e:nthor 
only is given. 
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bad. It may result in honor or punishment. Sanskrit:-

' ki-nomi (ordino, colligo); ka-ye (poenas sumo); apa-ki-tas 

(honore affectus). Zend:- ci (expiare); ci-tha, ci-thi 

(poena) • From the root T I grew a number of related 
" / / , , / 

words: -it&.J, '"TIVW, Tl ti(I,Ud I, 7/V/..S , T~lf, T!J' Y'«, 
/ , 

"rlp.lta-•.s ,rt)"-CLW, etc. Primary and secondary meanings 

of these as they are used in Classical Greek are as fol-

lows (Liddell and Scott):-
/ 

T I(..J : · to honor a person, to value a thing or 

rate it. 

TtVW : to pay a price, to pay a penalty or a 

debt, to make return, to punish (middle). 
/ 

TIV'Ct)C-d..\ : to punish, to chastise, to avenge, 

to repay. 
/ 

TIO"'I..S : payll!ent by way of return or recompense, 

retribution, vengeance. , 
T!)4'\l\ : that which is paid in token of worth or 

value, worship, esteem, compliment, value or worth 

(of things), an estimate or assessment, a compensation or 

penalty. 
, 

a valuation, an estimate (of damages 

or property) • 
/ 

T~"' tr I.S : a holding worth, a valuation (of 

property), an assessment, a rating. 
/ 

it)-4-0lW : to pay honor to, to revere, to value 
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(things), to prize, to estimate the amount of punishment 

due. 

;;. / 

b. Derivation of e 7't I • 

This preposition comes from the Sanskrit 

api and the Zend aipi (Liddell and Scott). Thayer 

bases his statement that it comes from Sanskrit local pre-

' fix a pi on the authority of the German Curti us. It may 

be related to the Latin ob (Liddell and Scott). Accord

ing to Dana and Mantey its root meaning is upon (also 

Thayer, who compares it to the force of the Latin super). 
:> I' 

Winer states that C'ltt usually indicates "the being upon, 

above, a place (point or level), whether the object is 

regarded as at rest or in motion".1 In a footnote he 

quotes Wittmann as authority and says, "In most cases the 

Latin language employs ~for it. The German auf,which 

is applied to heights and to plains, corresponds to the 

Greek word in many respects. n The English words :!::'!E. and 
~ / 

upon are obvious derivatives from C"t· "Figuratively, 
~ / 

(Wf denotes, in general, the foundations on which an ac-

tion or state rests."2 Winer states that, according to 
•• :> , 

Kruger, £.lt' 1 with the genitive indicates "rather an acci-

dental and more loose connection" whereas with the dative 

1. Winer: A Grammar of the Idiom of the New Testrunent, 
p.374. 

2. Ibid., p.392. 
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it carries "the notion of belonging tot'.l With the ac

cusative it indicates motion upon or time over which a 
2 

thing extends. In composition its force depends on the 

kind of verbal action involved. Sometimes it simply gives 
~ / 

emphasis to the verb, as ~n• y•vc...~a-K'"", to know thoroughly.3 

;) / 

c. The Primary and Resultant Meanings of 
"tn•Tt...-"'-ci.w as Indicated by Its Derivation 

It can be readily seen that the root meaning 

of en• is implied in the kind of action involved in 
/ 

Tt)-'-ctW so that in this case the compound word brings out 

in full that which was inherent in the simple verb. The 

preposition intensifies the meaning by clearly focusing 

the action upon the object being evaluated. The primary 

meaning of the worq is obviously as given by Liddell and 

Scott, to lay a value upon (cp. Latin aestimare = to 

appraise). Resultant meanings are already indicated by 
/ 

the derivation of l"t~d.'-> and will be more clearly brought 

out by examination of the usage of the compound word. 

Because the classical usage has been more or 

less involved in our study of the derivation of the word, 

and because the Hebraistic Greek of the Septuagint and 

1. Winer: A Grammar of the Idiom of the New Testament, 
p.392. 

2. Ibid., p.407. 
3. Dana & Mantey: A Manual Grammar of the Greek New 

Testament, p.l06. 
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the Greek of the Papyri~ more closely related to New 

Testament Greek, the classical usage will receive only 

indicative treatment from references given in the stan

dard Lexicons while all available material on later usage 

will be studied. 

a. Classical Usage 

It will be evident from the usage of tills 

word by the ancient Greek writers that a wide variety of 

resultant meanings arose from the primary force of the 

word. This is understandable because of the number of 

different situations in which a man could lay an estimate 

or value on a person or a thing. Furthermore various 

kinds of action could grow out of his evaluation. Hero

dotus {6:39) 1 used it in the good sense arising out of the 
/ 

Homeric use ofT ')4-ctW , to show honor to someone. Other 

classical uses are listed by Liddell and Scott as fol-
--;- I 

lows: to raise in price (of wine), otvov tTT. 1ToAu (Diph-

ilus t}Arrop • 1.27); Passive (of corn) to rise in price 

(Democritus 918.20). (Thayer gives the quotation from 
( ,.. 

Democri tus 918.22,- o a' ro~ = to raise the 
,. 

price of corn.) Tt)A-al~ was an attic law term with vari-
..J "' 

ous uses, and €rr•r~cl.. w also had legal force. Herodotus 

(4.43) used it of a judge, to lay a penalty on a person. 

1. Liddell and Scott, p.560. 
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Plato {Phaedr. 237 C) gave it the meaning, to object to 

one as blameable. In DemosthE:mes(502.12) with the ac-
) ...... 

cusative o.f the thing it means to censure, ou louyJ 
) ..... 
tMr~r~w. With the dative only it also had the same 

meaning, to censure (Lys. 169.42, Isoci. 190 A, Dem. 246.9). 

Thayer says that Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato,, Dem., 
..J / 

all used e rtrqf".ot'-'l in the sense o.f to tax with .fault, 

to rate, to chide, to rebuke, to reprove, to centure 

severely. It is apparent that tlns .force o.f the word is 

related to the judicial meanings, to adjudge, to award 

a merited penalty. This meaning, to censure, rebuke, 

reprove, was current therefore 450-350 B.C. No earlier 
:> " 

usage o.f tn 1 t ')"-«w is given hy Liddell and Scott. The 

word itsel.f and these resultant meanings, therefore, were 

a later, gradual development .from the earlier word., "T"~aw, 

which in Homer's t:tme was mainly used in the good sense of 

bestowing honor on gods or worthy men. We see then that 

by the time the Septuagint was begun in Alexandria, 
~ , 
£ 1't 1 TrJ"-CI."-> had acquired a censorious meaning applicable to 

many situations. A similar change occurred in the mea~-
.::> , 

ing of the substantive ~n•T•~·~ ·.from the Attic, '~-

session o.f full political rights' to the later meaning, 
:1 

, 
"punishment" or penaltY' equivalent to the Attic crr(t~li6JS 

**"~*** 
1. Hatch, Op. Cit., p.4. 
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b. Usage in the Septuagint 
J /' 
En• Ttralw is found nine times in the Sep-

tuagint.1 In Psalm 109:29 it occurs in on~ version prob-

ably because of a cop~j_.st'rs substitution of it for 
> , 
tntT~r~~, to set over, to enjoin, to charge, to canmand, 

wbich is the better and probably the original translation 

of the Hebrew D ~-·. A literal translation 'of the Hebrew 

is, "He will set the tempest to stillnesstt• The American 

Revised version gives, 11He maketh the s1:{orm a calm". The 
' _;, J " . 'r ' Septuagint translates, K«t crrcr« cT"!' kolTaiiY'''' KCI(t 

:>/ > '1 ' 
ecrT}I\ tiS 01up~v, 11 and he commands the storm and it is 

calmed into a gentle breezen. Thus it seems reasonably 
;) "' certain that £tr•Toto-rw was used by the translator and that 

;I ... 

the later substitution of E: TTt"T~atw was an understandable 

error because of similarity of form and even of meaning. 

The other eight instances involve translation 

of the Hebrew word l )>J, to rebuke, which is related to 

the Aramaic and Ethiopic words meaning to cpy out. 2 
1 / 

E.,...-r,~aw is then actually never used in the Septuagint 

except to translate this word. In Genesis 37:10, Jacob 
>. , 

rebuked (cnri!)4'klrcV) Joseph in connection with the lat-

ter's dream concerning his parents' and his brothers' 

bowing before him. In Ruth 2:16, Boaz instructs the 

I 1. Bagster s Concordance of LXX. 
2. Gesenivj~ Hebrew & Eng. Lex. 
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reapers concerning Ruth, "and let her eat, and glean, and , , 
rebuke ( ErrrTtj<-l\CTCTC) her not". The remaining six in-

stances speak of God rebuking men, beasts, the sea, and 
1.1 / ""'h Satan. Psalm 9:5, ErrETIJA-"Ma-dJ l'Dt't:trl, "Thou hast re-

J / ,.. 

buked the nations". Psalm 68:30,2 E Tt £. T !1'4 1\ t:r ov ro •.S 

/ "" '\1 &)\paoas TOU '-<c:l"'cL)"-"0 , nRebuke the wild beasts of the 
, , " ... ~ & ,.. a A, 

reed tt. Psalm 106:9, ~ ct' 'Ti £T 'r" er-E T ~ cr IJ ~ ~ d. ctcrcr~ 

' ' ' / II L(d.\ c J M.f«v D'k , "And he rebuked the Red sea and it was 
) , (. ..L / 

dried uptt. Psalm 119:21, tli'CT 1)"-'MCTd.S' vTrt'f"-yalvo•s "Thou 

hast rebuked the proud". The final two instances occur 
J /", '.J' 

in Zechariah 3:2, E1Tt'T~-a:~., ~u,.,«».s ci trol ~Cll(S oft.t.. , 
\ , ,/ .a ' c .) l ,., ' 

\l(cl\ t' 7r 1 ,. 1.;'4 '\1\. cr 11n 'K "fH OS t" II CJ'O I 0 t ~ E .J w_..v.. C VO S T'k V 

'.i:. c,o oua-e~.i\ ~ · 1 "The Lord rebuke thee, 0 devil, even the 

Lord that has chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee". 

Although these citations exhaust the usage of 
, , 
t ,.,,.,r-u.w in the Septuagint, they do not cover every in-

stance involving the Hebrew word translated by it. This 

word occurs in six other instances. In Isaiah 17:13 the 

American Revised Version keeps the ·force of the Hebrew, 

nThe nations shall rush like the rushing of many waters: 

but he shall rebuke them" etc. But the Septuagint omits 

the last clause and produces thereby a meaningless 

**1£-·)!-** 

1. Verse 6 according to Concordance. 
2. Verse 31 according to Concordance. 
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transla tion.1 In Isaiah 54:9 the Ame'rican Revised Ver-

sion again ref'lects the Hebrew, "I will not be wroth with 

thee, nor rebuke thee". But the Septuagint translates, 
\ {)' ./) 1'\ ,,)'/ 'J , ,. " 

p.. 11 · ()~ l.v 11 tr < tr uau t7TJ <rot crT,/"' uJr: r"' «Tf. c t J ~ a-o u TCI{ 

>' ' A n oroz-t ~~r«a-rNr:r~r:re~dc, I will no more be wroth with thee, 

neither when thou art threatened." Examination of' the 

entire passage f'urther indicates how garbled is this 

translation. Theref'ore, without going deeper into the 

problem of' this particular case, it may be reasonably 

infared that had the translators had a better text or 
, 

done a more caref'ul job, rrr,;~~~ would have been used 

here also. In Jeremiah 29:27, an error in text or trans-

lation is again evident. The American Revised Version 

has, "Now theref'ore, why hast thou not rebuked Jeremiah 

of' Anathoth." The Septuagint translates,2 K'd~ Wl" f~ex .,.,' 
trl)vc.Ao,[of.:~ «Tc cit:f1C.J-<.''..t" 10£1 :1 flvO( fJ ~ ~ , "and now 

wherefore have ye reviled together Jeremais of' Anathoth.'* 

The negative is omitted and the sense completely al

tered. In Nahum 1:4, the American Revised Version con-

sistently continues to render the same f'orce of' the 

1. "Woe to the multitude of' many nations as the swelling 
sea, so shall ye be conf'ounded, and the f'orce of many 
nations shall sound like water; many nations like much 
water, as when much water rushes violently: and they 
shall drive him away and pursue him afar of'f," etc. 
(Isaiah 17:13a) This translation is impossible, there 
is no antecedent for "him "• 

2. Much transposition of verses and chapters in this part 
of Jeremiah places this verse.in Chapter 36:27 of the 
Septuagint. 
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Hebrew, "He rebuketh the sea., and ma.keth it dry." For 

some reason, the Septuagint here resorts to a. synonym, 
) 1/' 
clfH"II'\fW, to threaten, to menace, to rebuke. It trans-

, ). .... {) ' / \ i , <~ \ lates thus, Arfl:l t.JV oll\cl.t¥tr~ /.(olJ "'f'oi111WV ct\IT\o\V, "He 

threatens the sea., and dries it up. 11 In both Acts 4:1'7 
J , / 

and I Peter 2:23 this synonym,CI(TtCIAr~.v, is used in the 

sense of threaten. Therefore its use here in Nahum 1:4 

seems questionable to say the least. 

"The Alexandrian translators, however, while loyal to 
their original, sometimes even to a. fault, manifest 
nothing like the slavish a.dhera.nce to the letter with 
wnich Aquila. has been charged. They often amplify and 
occasionally omit; they interpret, qualify or refine; 
they render the same Hebrew words by more than one 
Greek equivalent, even in the same context; they intro
duce metaphors or gra.mma. tical constructions which have 
no place in the Hebrew text and probably at no time 
had a. place there, or they abandon figures of speech 
where they exist in the original. 111 

Thiother two instances where the same Hebrew word, to re-

buke, is used involve even more doubtful translations. 

In Malachi 2:3, we have according to the American Revised 

Version, nBehold I will rebuke your seed," and according 

to the Septuagint /r cfo~ ~ r~ .; +ot :sw ~tv 7;V z.)o'" v ' 

"Behold I sepa.ra. te the shoulder from you" (i.e., *'turn my 

<back upon you" -- in the marginal reading of the American 

Revised Version, "I rebuke your a.rmt'). In Malachi 3:11, 

the American Revised Version has, "and I will rebuke the 

1. Swete, Henry Barclay: An Introduction to'the Old Testa
ment in Greek, p.325. 
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the devourer for your sakes and he shall not destroy the 

fruits of your ground," while the Septuagint alters the 

sense thus, "And I will appoint food for you and I will 

not des troy the fruit of your land. 11 The verb used is 

$.~~T~A~~' I will give a charge for you to be fed. 

We are not concerned here with the interesting 

textual and translation problems indicated in these pas-

sages we have reviewed, but we are interested to note that 

in no instance has the Septuagint reasonably used any 
, 

word but E:"Tt•T~c:atw to translate the Hebrew, to rebuke, 

that in every instance the 1901 revision adheres to the 

original force of the Hebrew, and that in no case is 
.;. , 
f."TT'''.fA-ol.w used to translate any other Hebrew word. The 

evidence seems conclusive that in Alexandria in the second 

century, B.c., among Hebrew users of the Greek language 
.I , 

these two words were equivalent and t.rr•rrrct"'-~ meant pri-

marily to cry out a rebuke, to rebuke. 

c. Usage in the Papyri 

"It is often from the most unlikely quarters that 
light is shed upon our New Testrunent vocabulary, and 
a scrap of papyrus may be the means of settling some 
long-standing~ interpretum.nl 

Moulton and Milligan have amply and ably discussed and 

demonstrated the value of the Papyri in word studies such 

1. Moulton & Milligan: The Vocabulary of the Greek Testa
ment, Introduction, p.XIX. 
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as we are now making. They list the following three uses 
.I ,. 

of £TtiT1.)-td.W with the meaning, to censure, to lay under 

penalty:-
1 r 

(a) A Papyrus dated 218 B.c. -- ~yoct'a ~T 'k a-« v r o.s 

' , ... .,# r:;: ,. .fE }Lou i(oll cntrtr.wv;os C~~u"TLl\' , ttAnd I, having been vex-

ed and proceeding to rebuke her," (free translation without 

benefit of con.text.) 
_, 

(b) A Papyrus 2 dated 156 B. C. -- ,r.<. c tel 'IT r /-'- 'l/'ol)'- t' vos 

()Zv Cll~i~V H'Clt T~v ~u;\aLK(Ikv' 

"Then having sent for him and (even) the prisoner, I 

censured him." (Free translation.) 

(c) A Papyrus3 of 2nd or 3rd Centur.r A.D., one 

of the famous O~nchus Papyri, carries this usage well 

past the period of the New Testament writings,4 f~v S~ 

1. Papyrus de Magdola (Papyrus Grecs De Lille II). Ed. 
J. Lesquier, Paris, 1912. 

2. Paris Papyri in Notices et Extraits XVIII.ii. Ed. 
Brunet De Presle, Paris, 1865. 

3. The Oxyrhynchus Papyri. Vol. X Edd. B. P. Newfell & 
A. s. Hunt, London, 1898. 

4. That this usage was evidently fixed over many centuries 
is attested also by a quotation fro~,a Greek inscrip-
tion of the year 303 B.c., "'o"rr~s, c::av Ttvrs ~ , 
cpa!.\VWVToll .,.c.c.,:. To(. (3f~"tt(r"l'"ct... VopO)'fol.;ouy"tCS Cl;\). 

, _, (' • .... • .., ) ..... .. io '~ 
(CIC.Vt:ltt"tk.ot:.t~ I oiVTOI~ tTTt"Tr-"W.,..L-'-C.V 1('.,£1 .)l\-"IW_..l..(..t"V I 

"How, if certain lawgivers do not appear the best, but 
unfit, shall we censure and punish them?" (or, -- "lay 
them under a penalty and fine them 11 .) This is loose 
translation by the writer without benefit of context. 
Here, however, as in the three other loose translations, 
the sense of ~rr• Tl.,u..oL"'-J is clear. Moulton & Milligan 
give as source book for this inscription, Sylloge 
Inscriptionum Graecarum. Ed. W. Ditt~uberger -- Se
cond edition, Leipsig, 1888-1901 (1775°). 
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('>' .> .... > ..., 

~d.A"Hs our41 ot-u7'~ ur•l''J"«V', "But if you intend thus to 

censure him, n. 

A classical usage already noted also finds il

lustration in a papyrus of the year 2532 B.c.l in which 
:J / , 

l1T r1rr 'fA £1'"« I is used of Xop "iO.S (food, fodder) that had 
' 

been "augmented" in price. 
' / The substantive t.n-,rr_,p.-u. (penalty, fine) is found 

in a papyrus2 of 246 B.c. but more frequent use was evi-
\ > / 

dently made of ro trrri~o~ with the same meaning. Moul-

ton and Milligan refer to Berger3 for many examples cov

ering from the Third Century B.c. to the Fourth Century 

A.D. They cite one from the Second Century B.c.,4 one 
. ' / '\ 

from 66 A.D., 5 and one from 83 A.D.6 ( 10 1'"£ j3).ot.fo.s J(-LI 

.> / 

fTrtTC'I.f'OV ttthe damages and a fine"). A rare usage of 
, I' 

£Tr 11"~ov is contained in a papyrus of the year 114 B.c.7 
,) ' ' , 
£ Ad..i KO v crrt T ~ ov , "contraband oil". Closely related 

7 / 

to the primary meaning of £.IT 1 'i~..zl.J, to lay a value upon, 
7 / 

is a usage of ciTIT~ov in the Flinders Petrie Papyri,8 

1. Papyri Greci a Latini I-IX i. Florence 1912-28 (Vol. 
IV. 356'7). 

2. The Flinders Petrie Papyri,·Vol. III. Edd. J. P. Ma-
haffY & J. G. Smyly. • 

3. Die Strafklauseln in den Pa rusurkunden, Dublin, 1891-
4 20 verso ii.5 Von A. Berger. Leipzig, 1911, p.5. 

4. Les Papbrgs de Geneve I. Ed. J. Nicole, Geneva, 1896-
1900 (2 l ). 

5. The Oxyrhynchus Papyri Vol. II. (27529) See note 3, 
p.23 ante. 

6. Ibid., Vol. X (128240 ) See not! 3, p.23 ante. 
7. The Tebtunis Papayri Vol. I (39 0) Edd. Grenfell, 

Hunt, J. G. SmyEy' London, 1902-7. , 
8. Vol. II, 30 (f) • Moulton and Milligan assign no date 

to this. 
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~ / "' 
cl1T c cf 011 v c V' TT<>i I .3 

<: / :> / ~ ...... ItA 
v rr oLf X ct~ en' r'i"' 11v' c v 7 ""' rll'l T ('> 0

-

.) / 

Swfo~ tno•'-<'""' { ci~a~X.f'~l) , . ttThe slave showed thE! t 

there was an assessable value in the dwelling of Metro

dorus worth 150 drachinae."l 

These examples taken from the Papyri provide 
J / 

sufficient warrant for the conclusion that '"' r~«~ had 

largely become limited in meaning to a censorious or 

judicial rebuke during the period of the writing of the 

Septuagint and later the New Testament. 

d. Usage in the New Test8J:J. ent 

We are now ready to examine the New Testament 
) I" 

usage of trr•T0Q:~. The word occurs thirty times dis-

tributed thus:- Matthew, seven times; Mark, nine times; 

Luke, twelve times; Second Timothy, once, and Jude, once. 

Its use is limited almost entirely to the Synoptic Gos

pels. 'fuen Matthew, Mark, and Luke tell the same stor.y, 
~ , 

if en ITVUc:L"" is used by one, it appears in all three. 
/ .) ' > ·" ) " Matthew 8:26 has Tort cyrf8t:,s .t:nz::T t.)414.0"t:V Tc/is ocii'~'"S 

11 Then he arose, and rebuked the winds 

and the sea. tr In Mark 4:39, the sa.rne incident is given 
'~ , ...... >,. '"'i" 

thUS: ~d.\ J\ e..y (' f ~h: I.,S f:Tr S:T I~}( ~C V. T'f oL Vl'.)4 'f 11(41 r In tV 

/ / / 

T ~ t)ol "X <ll o-a-'t' ~ HJ n "', rrc t '/A c.; c- 0 , "And he awoke, and rebuked 

the wind, and said unto the sea, Peace, be still." In 

1. Translation by Mahaffy. See ante, note 2, p.24. 
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c J" Luke 8:24 the wording is only slightly different, o ~ 

e ' ~ ' op,-. ~v;u. c...s K«~ .,.;:;., \.ICA~J'~"' J,tyrf CIS ~rrrTI/' ),(tr'CV I '1" r- (. \ 

" Cl ( 
Tou uooLToS, "and he awoke, and rebuked the wind and the 

raging of the water."1 Though the wording of the sentence 
~ /' 

varies, the use of f'n-t ''.t'OI.C.) is identical. The same is 

true in other instances, so that the New Testament usage 

can be grouped into categories for more convenient 

treatment. 

(1) In the first category this verb is used of 

Jesus rebuking the winds and the sea. The three instan

ces (Matt. $:26; Mark 4:39; Luke 8:24) are given above. 

The verb expresses such an active control over nature 

that a verbal rebuke is able to stop its turbulance. 

(2) The word is also used of Jesus rebuking 

illness and demons, with the result that the possessed 

person is cured. There are six such instances. After 

the transfiguration Jesus healed the epileptic boy Whom 

the disciples had failed to cure. Mark gives such a 
::> ./' 

full account that the meaning of tTrtT:cc-«&.J is clearly 

*·!<-**** 

1. Compare the similar usage in the LXX, Psalm 106:9, 
noted on p. 19, 
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(§ «~TO~ , "And when Jesus saw that a multitude came 

running together, he.rebuked the unclean spirit, saying 

unto him, Thou dumb and deaf spirit, I command thee, come 
~ , ~ / 

out of him." It ,is evident that £n11"Y"'.ctw and '"''""- trfrt.J 

are practically synonymous here.1 The command gives the 

content of the verbal rebuke. The meaning is the same as 

in the first category. The only differe~ce is in that 

over which Jesus exercises active control. Jesus• rebuke 

stops the turbulent spirit which possessed the epileptic 

(so also in the other accounts of the same story, Matt. 

17:18 and Luke 9:42). Exactly the same meaning is involv-

ed when Jesus rebukes the unclean spirit crying out that 

Jesus was the Holy one of God {Mark 1:25 and Luke 4:35),2 

and when Jesus rebukes the fever in Simon's wife's mother 

(Luke 4: 39). 3 
.> / 

(3) In the third category Crt•1"trQ!c.J is used o:f 

Jesus charging certain ones not to make him known. The 

rebuke or charge involves varying degrees of prohibitory 

control. The emphasis is not so much on the control as 

on the verbal instruction not to proclaim him,as Christ 

or Son of God. There are six such uses. In three, 

1. We have already noted the substitution of the latter 
for the former in Psalm 109:29 in one version of the 
LXX, see page 18. 

2. Matthew omits this story. 
3. Matthew and Mark leave out the idea of command and 

indicate that the cure was effected by a touch. 
Therefore they do not use trr, Tte-O.w • 
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.> /"' 

trrtr!t'-~4.> is used not o·f a healing command but of instruc-

tions given after the healing:- Matthew 12:15, 16, "and 
.;. I' 

he healed them all, and charged ( l7T.£7"~"Jcr tV) them that 

they should not make him lmown. 11 Mark 3:11, 12, "and the 

unclean spirits, ••• cried, saying Thou art the son of 
.> , 

God and he charged (£7rtT~ol) them much that they should 

not make him known." Luke 4:41, nAnd demons also came out 

from many, crying out, and saying, Thou art the son of 
.) ' ..... 

God. And rebuking ( i.1T£.1"'f)4CJ&I) them, he suffered them not 

to speak, because they lmew that he was the Christ." It 

is possible that here the rebuke was more than a charge 

and involved the actual silencing of the demons. It is a 

question as to whether his instructions charged them not 

to speak or his silencing rebuke prevented their crying 

out. 

The three other instances of this use occur in 

the three versions of a single incident. Immediately 

after Peter's great confession-- that Jesus is the 

Christ, the Son of the Living God, -- Jesus "charged 
, " 

( £ ltCTifo kD"'CV) the disciples that they should tell no 

man that he was the Christ" (Matt. 16:20; so also in Mark 

8:30 and Luke 9:21). 
J / 

(4) frr,Tr)"olW is not only used of a charge to 

the disciples but also of Jesus def11ntely rebuking them 

for a wrong attitude or being asked to rebuke them for 

what they were doing. In Luke 9:55, Jesus rebuked 
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;1 / 

(£.TTfl"~'ktrr11') James and John for desiring to destroy 

the Samaritans who would not receive them. In Luke 19:39 

during the triumphal entry "some of the Pharisees from the 
.) / 

multitude said unto him, Teacher, rebuke (~711i'.J"'14troV ) 
::1 ... 

thy disciples.u In .Mark 8:33, Jesus "rebuked (t11(TJ~1Ao-£v) 

Peter, and saith, Get thee behind me, Satan; for thou 

mindest not the things of God, but the things of men.nl 

In all the eighteen New Testament uses cited 

thus far, Jesus is the subject of the verb. In the re

maining instances other subjects are found. 

(5) The fifth usage is that of Peter rebuking 

Jesus. This precedes Jesus' rebuke to Peter. Matthew 

16:22, "And Peter took him, and began to rebuke 
.> "" 

(en •T'.-'4«11) him, saying, Be it far from thee, Lord: this 

shall never be unto thee. n (So also in Mark 8:32.). 

The force of the verb here is the same as in the fourth 

use. It should be noted that the rebuke may be justi

fied (Jesus to Peter) or not (Peter to Jesus). 

(6) Another similar usage occurs when the dis-
. 1 / 

ciples rebuked (trt",.'""'""'•v) those that brought their 

children to Jesus 11 That he should lay his hands on them, 

and pray 11 (Matt. 19:13; so also Mark 10:13; so also 

Luke 18:15). The verbal rebuke apparently accompanied 

.> , 

1. Matt. 16:23 omits tlt•TJ,..w.otw, nBut he turned and said 
unto Peter, Get thee behind me, Satan: thou art a 
stumbling block unto me:," etc. 

'(.\CQ05 
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an effort to shield Jesus by preventing the children 

from being brought to him. 

(7) A seventh group of references in which this 

word occurs involves a violent usage equivalent to the 

English keep still or even the more rude Shut U£• As 

Jesus was nearing Jericho on his last journey to Jerusa

lem, a blind man begging by the wayside cried out, "Je

sus, thou son of David, have mercy on me. But they that 
.) / 

went before rebuked (t:l1£T~c.~v) him, that he should hold 

his peacen (Luke 18:38 & 39; so also in Matt. 20:311 

and Mark 10:48). 

(8) The remaining four instances do not fall 

easily into the above groupings end will be considered 

individually. 

Luke 23:40:- "But the other (malefactor) an-
" .... swered, anc;l rebuking ( t: 7T It' '.J" c.~v) him said, Dos t thou not 

even fear God?" The force of' the verb here is clearly 

the same as in the fourth and fifth groups above; an 

attitude is being rebuked as wro1~. The person evaluating 

the remark takes to task the person making the remark. 
, c - )'- c , 

Luke 17:3:- Tr;>otrcKf'lf:. rc:atu'toc.s. r"lllV oi.-J-4 Cll_,oT~ 

>r " " d.fts Q/Uf' ~, "Take heed to yourselves: if thy brother sin, 

1. Matthew says there were two blind men, but it is un
questionably the same story. 
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rebuke him; and if he repent, forgive him. tt The exact 

force of the rebuke is in this case not so readily ap

parent as in those already noted. The context must be 

carefully examined. Jesus has been addressing publicans 

and sinners:- "And both the Pharisees and the scribes mur-

mured, saying, This man receiveth sinners, and eateth 

with them" (Luke 15:2). Jesus has been stressing God's 

loving concern for the sinner, he has been vividly por

traying the gulf between the self-righteous, money-loving 

Pharisee end the penitent sinner. He sees how easily 

occasions of stumbling (o-KC:vi c1. f\.cl..) may arise among his 

disciples for it is evident they now include many newly 

converted publicans and sinners weak in faith and con-

duct. The precept in verse three is addressed to the 

mixed group of disciples ~otl11 rds), "doubtless to be dis-
.-

~ / 1 
tinguished from the «rroo-ra),ot , verse 5." The Pharisees 

had just scoffed at Jesus' teaching (16:14). Jesus wants 

internal unity and loving fellowship among his disciples, 

therefore the instruction to his disciples, "Holiness and 

love meet together in this precept: holiness begins with 

rebuking; then, when the rebuke has once been taken, love 

pardons. "2 

"From the whole connection it appears that the Saviour 

1. Lange, p.259 (verse 1). 
2. Godet, p.399. 
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is not speaking of sins in general, but particularly 
of such as one brother commits in intercourse with 
another. For this case he ordains no judicial re-
buke, but a milder, brotherly admonition (1-TTITr.;,o-oY), 
a helping him to came right and to amend himsel , in 
all long-suffering of love.nl 

The rebuke is conditioned by its purpose -- to lead to 

repentance. It is given by the one hurt or wronged in 

such a spirit that indicates he is already willing to for-

give as soon as the other makes forgiveness possible by 

repenting. The sin is rebuked by one who loves the sin-

ner and admonishes him to repent. Here is no patient, 

silent waiting for the other's conscience to bring him 

to reconciliation, but rather an immediate, active, ver-

bal effort to remove the barrier caused by a particular 

sin. Such is the nature of this admonition.2 

Jude 9:- "But Michael the archange 1, when con-

tending with the devil he .disputed about the body of Moses, 

durst not bring agat nst him a railing judgment, but said, 
' ..... ) "' the Lord rebuke th:ee" ( ~..l~oc: cirrcv 'E-rrrrf.,IA J-t troll a-ot 

/ 

l<vfto..s ). wThis verse has given more perplexity to ex-

positors than any other part of the epistle: and in fact 

1. Lange, p.259 (verse 3). 
2. In treating the con~ext of this verse (Luke 17:3) to 

determine the force of trr r r/-""' 7t o-ov, the continuity 
of the narrative has been considered from the stand
point of Luke's thought emphasis. Therefore it has 
not been necessary to enter into the critical prob
lem of whether chapters 15 through 17 are a chrono
logical sequence or a loosely connected collection of 
incidents and sayings. To determine meaning and usage 
it is sufficient to note a closely woven thought pat
tern. 
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the difficulties in regard to it have been so great that 

some have been led to regard the epistle ~s spurious."l 
~" 

But it is not necessary for us to enter the controversy 

as to whether the contest and the contestants are actual 

or mythological. Jude is pointing out "The close con-

nection between ungoverned passions and contempt of 

authority.n2 He uses as an illustration a story evi

dently well-known to his readers concerning a dispute 

between Michael and the Devil. 3 The expression, "The 

Lord rebuke thee," is the same as Zechariah 3:2. In 

both instances a rebuke to the devil (Satan) appears to 

be a function limited to a greater being. In spite of 

justifiable provocation not even an archangel dares to do 

what belongs to God alone.4 This kind of rebuke is set 

apart because of the nature and position of the one being 

rebuked. It :tmplies authority to censure and power to 

restrain. Jude is condemning unruly men who unjustifiably 

1. Barnes, p.447. 
2. Gardiner, p.l26. 
3. This story is ascribed by some authentic, but lost, 

Jewish tradition (Gardiner) and by others to the 
apocryphal "The Assumption of Moses 11 (Barnes~ and 
by still others to a special revelation to st. Jude 
(see Expositors Bible, p.424, and International Criti
cal Commentary, p.33l). Gardner connected it with 
Zechariah 3:2 (see Barnes, p.447). 

4. It is amazing how so many commentators make the mis
take of ascribing the rebuke to the angel (Barnes, 
p.450). This is exactly what the angel does not do. 
This kind of rebuke is referred to the Lord. 
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"set at nought dominion, and rail at dignities" (verse 8) 

when even Michael, the archangel, refrains from what might 

be considered a justifiable contempt for authority be

cause it is the authority of the Evil One. It seems 
~ / 

evident then that the verb CTTrltfA.Ol.W here takes on a some-
' 

what stronger force by virtue of its subject and object. 

This force is further strengthened by the parallelism in 

this verse which makes it almost synonymous with the 
, 

preceding "bring against him a railing judgment (~f'~ 1 V). 

The rebuke involves both judgment and restraint. 1 

second Timothy 4:2:- ~P~f v}ov r'ov A;yov, 
:1 / ) , :1 I .)/ \ j. ~ "' 
t.rrrcr7"Hftt CVKcl.lfW..S cH(clljl WS 1 tA~Y J.OV, ~TTIT//c.<.')llo-oV, 

, J , A ,. ' 
Trt4.fct '-(Q(.~co-ov, cv "'1T"«cr~ .,)4-clKfoou~'~ lo(cl.l J',J'ccX~, "Preach 

the word; be urgent in season, out of season; reprove, 2 

rebuke, exhort, with all longsuffering and teaChing." 

The usage in. this context is of partiaular interest be-
~ I' 

cause the two synonyms we are studying, l')tyXw and 
.> , 
z.rr,rte-ct. w, are both used in the same verse in a series of 

imperative exhortations. so as not to anticipate the 
7 /. 

study of c;\r-yX"(o) treatment of this verse will be post-

poned until later.3 

1. Barnes, p.450: "This is the idea here th.-e expression 
of a wish that the Lord would take the matter of the 
dispute to himself, and that he would properly res~rain 
and control satan, with the implied idea that his con
duct was wrong." 

2. Marginal re!:l.ding (A.R. V.) "bring to the proof". 
3. See P• 76. 
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;I 

C. Summary of the Lexical Study of e TT IT ~u. o(c.J·. 

This study has noted the gradual development of 

a censorious connotation in the usage of this verb. Its 

original force involved placing either a good or a bad 

value on a person or thing. The estimate or evaluation 

resulting in a disapproving judgment involved a definite 
;> , 

act upon {trrJ) the object. The Septuagint usage was 

found to be quite uniform and limited to translating the 

Hebrew verb to cry out a rebuke. This rebuke in general 

implied restraint (of the Red Sea) or censure (the proud). 

In the Papyri, usage supports the trend in meaning which 

has been noted. Except for one early usage in which the 

price of fodder nwas increased", the verb appears to 

have been fixed in the meaning, to censure, to lay under 

a penalty. 

The New Testament is in line with these findings 

but shows interesting colorings from the context. The 

word is limited almost entirely to the Synoptic. Gospels 

and three-fifths of the times describes an act of Jesus. 

His rebuke stops the raging of wind and sea; his rebuke 

stops the activity and outcries of demons and cures 

illness; his careful instructions1 with a view to pre

venting undesirable publicity prohibit certain ones from 

1. Such a ncharge" is equivalent to laying a person under 
a future penalty if disobeyed. 
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making him known as the Christ; his reprimand condemns 

a wrong attitude. The rebuke when made by others is not 

necessarily justified, as Peter found out when he cried 

out against Jesus' thoughts concerning the Crucifixion. 
) /' 

ElT••c,~ac~ as used by_ the disciples in their thoughtless 

rebuke of those who brought their children to Jesus has 

almost the force of physical standing in the way. And 

the multitude certainly tried to silence the outcry of 

the blind men by a verbal rebuke that was unfeeling. The 

usage in Jude 9, as was noted, combines judgment of the 

act and restraint of the actor (the devil). Probably the 

most significant contextual coloring of the force of this 

verb is that noted in Luke 17:3 where the condemnatory 

rebuke of an act of sin is to be given with such love 

that the actual force of the word is admonish to repen-

tance. 

It should be noted that there is no Johannine 

usage and none in connection with the Holy Spirit. 

Any further conclusions are reserved until after 

the analysis of the second synonym. 
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CHAPTER II 

A LEXICAL STUDY OF 
)E.. A e yXw 

A. Introduction 

Against the background provided by this study 

of ~rr•rt...-'4ctw the next step is to make a similar study of 
I I 

tA~yXu, which is that one of these two synonyms which is 

ascribed to the Holy Spirit. This chapter will conclude 

with a comparison. 

B. "E).. c y Xw. 

) ' .r 1. Derivation of CAeyXw · 

This is also a compound word formed apparently 

by the prep~si tion t K and A.: r Xu • Since no such verb as 

AtyX(.) appears in the lexicons, it is probably a variant 

of A;yv for which Liddell and Scott list three distinct 

meanings: 

(1) A;rCJ, "to lay 11 • In Homer uto lay asleep." 
The Radical is 1\ EX from which is clearly derived , 
~ixos, "bed". Not even a resultant meaning of c).~~Xw 
can reasonably be traced to this root. 

/ 

(2)A.~r(o,J, ttto pick out", nto gather", "pick u;e" 
(Latin, lego, colligo). It can also mean "to count 11 

(or "recountn), ttto tellrr, "reckon u;e 11 • All these 
meanings are found in Homer. 

r 

(3) A ry<.l, "to sayu, "s;eeak 11 (Latin, dicere). 
This sense is found first in Attic Greek and Herodotus 
and is used of ttall kinds of oral connnunications.u 

-38-
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Liddell and Scott (quoting Buttman) state that 

meanings (2) and (3) must be given a separate radical, 

namely/\£ r. After the classical usage of r).frX&.l has 

been examined, it will be seen that it may logically be 

connected with either (2) or (3). Since the root is the 

same in either case, it is here concluded the radical 

sought is 1\ E r. 
> 

The preposition ( \1< (Latin e, ex) has the root 
) 

meaning "from out of" as opposed to £1.S , "into", but is 

often equivalent simply to "~11 • In Composition, the 

ma,jor force is one of removal, "~", "away", ''£!!",but 

it also expresses completion like the English "utterly".1 

Dana and Mantey (p.l02) give the root meaning of 
.) 

~K as out of, from within. It is a preposition indicating 

source and stressing within-ness. vVhereas the root mean-
~ , ) 

ing of <>(rto simply indicates motion from which, f r s indi-
:1 

cates the sphere into which motion takes place, and rv 

indicates the sphere within which motion takes place (or 
;) 

a thing is true), t K is differentiated from these in its 

original force in that it indicates the sphere from within 

which an action takes place (see Dana & Mantey, p.ll3). 
) /' 

Now since c~cr~w always carries with it a 

sense of shame2 in the object of the verb, certain root 

1. Liddell and Scott. 
2. Thayer. 
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meanings are possible on the basis of our analysis of the 

derivation of the word. If it traces back to (2), the force 

would be to pick out flaws so as to put to shame, to 

gather derogatory information against a person so as to 

prove him wrong or guilty. If it traces back to (3), 

then the force would be to speak out forcibly agai. nst a 

person. Neither Thayer nor Liddell and Scott supply any 

conclusive information. These conjectures are based on 

the early classical usage which the lexicons indicate. 

~' / 2. Usage of e Jt 'r X w . 

a. Classical Usage 

In Homer's Iliad {9.522) it is used with 

the meaning, to treat a speech with contempt ()olu9ov cA1. 

And in his Odyssey {21.424) it has the meaning, to put one 
~ , 

to shame (cl. TtV«). This usage is found only in Homer • 
.> y, 

He also used the adjective rA.ry 1\lt.S , worthy of reproof, 
.) v, 

to describe certain men as cowardly ( t Ar¥1\ EtS lJ.4. 242; 

24.239). And the neuter noun T~ !-~ c r Xo.s means a reproach' 

disgrace, or dishonor in both the Iliad and the Odyssey 

(Il. 11.314; Od. 21.329). Later use appears to have been 

colored by the court room and the debate. Two main groups 

of meanings and two special meanings are listed by Lid

dell and scott. 1) To cross examine, auestion, for the 

purpose of ~nvincing, convicting, or refuting, disprovin& 

or proving, to censure, to accuse. This usage is found 
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in Herodotus (2.115), Aeschylus (Cho. 919), Sophocles 

(Aut. 260) and others. 2) To bring to the proof (Oesch. 

Ag. 1351), to disprove, confute (Dem. 836.10), and so, to 
( 

reject (Luc. Nigr. 4). Herodotus ( 2. 22) uses c.u Sand an 
c J / ~ / 

adverb to strengthen its force, ws ~voty l<l\ cltyXrl, "he 

proves as a logical necessity, 11 or "he brings convincing 

pro~f." It is also found in the same sense with that con

cerning which ( rr ~p•' T• vo.s) the proof is brought (Dem. 

516.1). In general it has the force of the Latin ar

guere, to prove, {Thuc. 6.86). 3) An interesting use is 

found in the Logic of Aristotle where the sense is to 
c, ~, > (' "'j 

prove by a reductio ad impossible, o trol. (aTrv' c11To oct c{ I , 

" > , I ' A / " .> , 14. .... ~ o-T 1 I{GL 1 C,). t y cl I To V. Ol"_)A C V 0 V 't'M V oL V 'r I "'' o/ 6" IV T 0 U 

~~l\&ou.s ... ttso far as there is demonstration (absolute 

proof), it is even to prove the assumption {proposition) 

contradictory of the truth. 111 4) Pindarus in 490 B.c. 
' , , 

used it with the meaning "to conquer", q-TfOiT"t ciV w Ku T«T"I 
) 

t: A., "to conquer an army with speed. 11 Apparently this 

resultant meaning involves proving oneself superior. 

b. Usage in the Septuagint 

' "' E ).cyXw is found fifty-three times in the 
2 Septuagint. In forty-three instances it is used to 

1. Free translation by the writer without benefit of 
context. 

2. Bagster's Concordance of the LXX. 
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translate the Hebrew verb,i)~,, to decide, adjudge, prove. 1 
, /' 

In the ten other inst~ces in which rAryrw is found there 

is no uniform explanation of its use. A third category 

is made up of those instances in which the Hebrew verb, 
..) '\ / 

n::::)', is not translated by Cl\rrXw. This occurs thirteen 

times. Each of these three groupings will be examined 

separately for i:.i.t.S_ contribution to an understanding of 

the Septuagint Usage. 

(1) )E.AcyXcu used to translate n ~·. 
Even a superficial observation of the 

Septuagint usage indicates that all of the transla-
) / 

tors felt that tAlyXcu was an adequate rendering of 

most of the mem ings of this Hebrew verb. Although 

the Hebrew meaning is not always correctly reflected 

in the Greek, it is possible to classify the usage 

of tAi'rr~ by the various meanings of its Hebrew 

equivalent because, in five out of the six groupings 

given by Gesenius, tAt"yXIo) fits the meaning and in 

most instances the Greek context· supports the clas

sification given. The sixth classification (~

judge, appoint) is better rendered by a different 

Greek verb and will be treated later. The five 

general classes of meanings are as follows: 

1. In certain modes it means correct. In New Hebrew it 
means argue with. (See Gesenius, p.406). 
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{a) Decide, judge, (Is. 11:3);1 decide for 

or between {Gen. 31:37; Job 9:33; Is. 2:4; 11:4; 

Mic. 4:3). In Isaiah 11:3 & 4, the prophet speaks 

of him who is to be of the stock of Jesse with the 

spirit of Jehovah, "And his delight shall be in the 

fear of Jehovah; and he shall not judge after the 

sight of his eyes, neither decide ck~cyJ~·) after 

the hearing of his ears; but with righteousness shall 

he judge the poor and decide ( cAr"'y- f r t) with equity 

for the meek of the earth.n2 The idea of judgmental 

decision is dominant in the context so that reprove 

would be too weak a rendering. 3 In Genesis 31:37, 

Jacob is spearing to Laban after he had searched in 

vain for the household gods. Rebecca,had hidden in 

the saddle on which she was sitting, 11\l\f.h.at hast 

1. Gesenius lists with Is. 11:3, Gen. 31:42 and I C~~on. 
12:17, which however are.far nearer the usage in I 
Chron. 16:21 and are placed with it in Group 4. Ge
senius also lists Ps. 94:10 (LXX, 93:10) in Group 1 
but the context clearly places it in Group 5. 

2. The Greek construction in 11:4 is actually better 
translated 11 judge the lowly of the earthn but the 
A.R.V. which is given more adequately expresses the 
Hebrew construction. 

3. So also in Is. 2:4 and Mic. 4:3. In both these 
verses t":AirKw is a variant reading for~Ejc:tcrKc.J, 
"to search thoroughly", "to test", "to condemn". 
Both contexts involve judgment of many nations or 
people. 
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thou found of all the furniture of thine house? 

Set it here between thy relations and my relations, 

' and let them judge (decide) between us two n ( ~call 

-> '\ /., ' ~ , ... r' • 1 
r' Itt y l ~ T CoiJ o- chi t:Jil/oi. ~ c 4T o~ Tc...v •"~~~~v) • There are 

six clear instances of this usage. 

(b) Show to be right, prove, argue, (Job 

13:3 and 15: 15:3; 22:4). In English the word ;:argue 

often has a petty, connotation linking it with 

an insincere or useless, argumentative attitude. 

This might fit the context of 15:3, but it should 

certainly be understood in a more profound sense if 

used in the other two verses. Job 13:3:- nNever-

theless I will speak to the Lord, and I will reason 

(argue my case) before him, ifhe will'" ( e ,.\~ y j w 

' " , ' ..... 1\ a , ~ Sc cv..zVTtGV atuTaU C4rll t-' ou 'k Tot 1.) The Hebrew 

substantive of this verb is used with the same 

meaning three verses later (13:6) and is translated 

1. The usage in Job 9:33 is similar but the translation 
is an unsettled problem (see Driver 8~ Gray, Vola. I 
and II). The Hebrew unvocalized text might lend it
sel~ ~o the LX:X,rende~ing,,£~1~c ;v o ~ea-~'T~S p,uwv, 
l(ol.l i:~£-yXt.~V 

1 
Kcol\ dd<o""-'V oi..V0/.,.).4-CtrtJV c:~._,....lf>4TC'f'wV 1 

nwould that our mediator were (present) , and judging, 
and holding a hearing between both." The Massoretic 
Text is translated thus (A.R.v.), "There is not umpire 
betwixt us, that might lay his hand upon us both. 11 

The English translation in Bagster, "and a reprovern, 
misses the sense of the context completely. A variant 
reading in the LXX gives .f, r ).fyXc...o, ttto refute utterly". 
In the context this strengthened form would carry the 
sense of "final" or "absolute" judgment. 

! v 
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:~1 v 
by the Greek substantive, S .. h:·y..-.ov "the reasoning of 

my mouth. nl 

(c) Convince, convict, (Job 32:12; Ps. 50:12; 

Prov. 30:62 ). In Job 32:12; the context indicates 

that this is the correct meaning. The young man 

Elihu out of deference to the age of his three 

friends had kept silent while they argued with Job. 

He was angry at their silent admission of failure to 

' 1 • .fhe .... next 
1
two p~ssag~s a~e similar. Job 3:15 -- t<«t 

~).r-yf""' cvotvT"ro~ a£uTOu "Verily I will speak, and 
plead before him" (Bagster). The context is that of 
a hearing on judgment. The A.R.V. translates, "Never
theless I will maintain my ways before him" but states 
in the margin that the Hebrew:argue. Driver and Gray 
(Vol. I, p.l23) say that, as in 13:3, the literal mean
ing of the Hebrew is, argue, prove rigpt • 

.:1 / J ( / ?- , (""' """' 
Job. 15:3:-t~ryX"-'V t:ll fJ"lt.P-«rrtv ot..s oo a~t., "And does 
he fill up the pain o~ his belly, reasoning with im
proper sayings, arJ.d with words wherein is no profit?1f 
(Bagster) Driver and Gray {p.l32) say the proper force 
is arguing. The A. R. v. gives, "should he reason 
with unprofitable talk, or with speeches wherewith he 
can do no good?" 

It should be remembered that the A.R.V. is a careful 
translation of the Hebrew while Bagster's or the writer's 
translation is of the Greek which is often a paraphrase 
of the Hebrew. This is true in Job 22:4. The meaning 
of the Hebrew may be reprove, nis it fore~ thy fear (of 
him) that he reproveth thee, that he entereth with 
thee into judgment? 11 (A.R.V. -- Margin -- for fear of 
thee.) Gesenius therefore lists it in Group 4. But 
the Greek paraphrase is so different that it can hardly 
be compared with the above translation, and the usage 
of i,tfyXw is clearly with the sense to argue, to 
plead. The Greek context makes this evident ,''H ..\~vov 
vou 1Totouprvt>S 'i.Jccyjrts , etc. --"Wilt thou es
tablish (make, or maintain) and argue (plead) thy 
cause?" -

2. LXX : Prov. 24:29. 
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convict Job (V.6). He himsel~ had no doubt Job could 

be shown to be in the wrong.l 0~ his three ~riends 
,3r' ;J ~ "'' ~ 'K he says (V.l2) McU tdO" ou&-< 'XV ,.'t' Iwf3 r: .-if:t' """'" 

behold there was none that convinced Job, or that 

answered his words among you" (A.R.V. from the Hebrew 

and Hatch, p.228, from the Greek). Driver and Gray 

translate, "none to convict Job." Now there is no 

doubt but what this is the proper force o~ the He

brew and that this meaning is implied in the Greek 

sentence. But there is a question whether in the 

Greek f~frX~v carries this ~orce alone or only by 

implication from the context. There is ground for 

believing that it is used here in the sense of ~

guing as in Group 2. Bagster translates, "And 

behold, there was no one o~ you that answered Job 

his words in arg'llln.ent" (i.e., arguing). There is 

grammatical support for thus taking T~'r~p as the 
~ 

dative of the person addressed after «VTct rro Kf'tV-
/ 

O;"£VtJS. The usage in Romans 9:20 ~avors this view, 
\/ " .. ' / ... IJ"' . 

ISU TIS (I o oiV-,..oi.TrOKflVd,/-4-t.l/tJS TfJ C';! , "Who art thou 

that repliest against God?" 'EA~rXw takes the 

accusative or as in Group 2, the. adverbial construe-
, / , -

tion t:V'tii.V'tcoll otuTou , ttargue before him, n or the 

1. Driver and Gray: Vol. I, p.278. 
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) ' / 

prepositional t.v(lipttfffV , "arguing with improper 

sayings." In any case, whether this usage should be 

listed here or in the previous group this discussion 

here can serve to illustrate the fact that it can 

be used in either sense. The particular shading can-

not always be fixed with finality. 

In Psalm 50:211 God is speaking to the 

wicked concerning their hypocrisy in these words, 

{A.R.V.):- ttThese things hast thou done, and I 

kept silence; Thou thoughtest that I was altogether 

such a one as thyself: But I will reprove thee, and 

set them in order before thl.ne eyes." The Septuagint 
) \/ ~ ... 

translates this last portion, C.l\<-y J w o-L, Kot t 
/ .. / / 

Tral.P'"' ""T,. o-w Kol'tlll rr,..o 6 cr 4l7ro&l rtJu. The context cer-

tainly indicates a stronger sense than reprove. The 

wicked have forgotten the justice of God in the light 

of which their acts will be judged. Also, more than 

a rebuke is involved. Verses 22 and 23 clearly show 

that the purpose is repentance and salvation. 

Gesenius gives the Hebrew the meaning convince, 

convict; and there is no reason against, and every 

1. Ps. 49:21 in the LXX. In the LXX, Ps. 10 has no 
number, Ps. 11 is c~lled the lOth, and so on to Ps. 
14'7, each Psalm is one number less than in the Hebrew 
or English. Psalm 147:1-11 is in the LXX Ps. 146. 
Ps. 149:12-20 is Ps. 14'7. 
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contextual reason for, giving t A~yK'-' the same 

force. 1 
J / 

The usage of t:AtrXu in Prov. 30:6 is 

doubtfully listed here because Gesenius gives the 

Hebrew the meaning convict. Verses 5 and 6 are 

a unit:-

5. "Every word of God is tried:· (margin= puri
fied) 
He is a shield unto them that take refuge 
in him. 11 

6. "Add thou ·lio:'c .. unto his words, 
Lest he reprove thee, and thou be found a 
liar." (A.R.V.) 

''f:.~ir J'} in the last line may mean, "Lest 

he convict thee of the sin of adding to ltis words. 11 . 

But the context· seems to indicate rather a correc-

tive rebuke, "Lest he set you right and you be made 

a liar. n2 This would place the meaning in Group 

1. Calvin, The Psalms, Vol. II, p.278: "By this alarming 
language the Psalmist aims at convincing them of the 
certainty of destruction should they longer presume 
upon the forbearance of God •••• He warns them, that 
ere long they will be dragged into the light, ••• He 
will set the] whole list of their sins in distinct 
order ••• before their view, and force them upon 
their observation. 

Hengstenberg, Vol. II, p.l80 - Paraphrase: "I kept 
silence, in my long-suffering, Which should have led 
thee to repentance, ••• but thou, falsely interpret
ing my silence, thoughtest that I was ••• wholly as 
thyself, equally well inclined toward sin. I will 
chastise thee, and thereby give convincing proof of 
the opposite~" · 

2. Toy, p.522,523: nLest he rebuke thee.n ••• "Rebuke 
: reprove, correct, set right; see 3:12; 9:7 & 8; 
15:12." 
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4 or 5 which <~re closely relatecL to each other. 

(d) Reprove, rebuke, Chide (0£ God, Ps. 

50:8; Ps. 105:14; Gen. 31:42; I Chron. 12:17; I 

Chron. 16:21). In support of this classification 

see the footnote below.1 (Of Man, Gen. 21:25; 

Lev. 19:17; Job 40:2; Prov. 9:7, 8, 8; 15:12; 

19:25; 24:25; 2 28:23; Is. 29:21; Jer. 2:19; Ezek. 

3:26; Hos. 4:4; Amos 5:103 .) This is the dominant 

usage (20 times) of litry X~ in the Septuagint. , 

1. Gesenius does not include rebuke in this classifica
tion but there can be no hard and fast line between 
rebuke and reprove. He gives Gen. 31:42 and I Chron. 
12:17 the meaning, judge, but it is difficult to see 
why they should not be listed with I Chron. 16:21 and 
Ps. 105:14 as here. Note the marked similarity: 

Gen. 31:42:- (Jacob to Laban) 11God saw rrry humiliation, 
and the labor of my hands and rebuked (warned) thee 
yesterdayn (vers~ 24 not verse 37 is determining.) 

I Chron. 12:17:- "But if to betray me (David) to mine 
enemies unfaithfully, the God of your fathers look 
upon it and rebuke (reprove) it." 

I Chron. 16:21:- "And he reproved (rebuked) kings for 
their sakes." This Psalm o£ David, 105:1-15, is quoted 
in I Chron. Thus Ps. 105:14 is identical. 

2. This verse is listed as 24:40 in the concordance. In 
the LXX it is the fortieth verse beginning with 24:1. 

3. Jer. 2:19 has a context that makes the exact mean
ing of t."iy>:c.u somew1.1at doubtful, "Thine apostasy 
shall correct (1Ta1• Srucrc.t ) thee, and thy wickedness 

~ , 1 f shall reprove (l..~c.y ·rt ) thee.' ¥aurer prefers the se-
verer sense, chastise ••• punish (Fausset, p •. 6). 
Hosea 4:4 might belong in Group 2, "that neither 
any one may plead, nor anyone reprove" ('f}.Et'X1< -
argue?) 
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When it is considered that the distinction be-

tween this meaning and the next, to rebuke, chastise, 

~orrect, is so fine as to make it easily possible to 

list additional passages here, then it is even more 

evident how characteristic is this sense of the 

word. This usage is s::> clearly established that it 

is not necessary to examine the verses closely. A 

few examples will suffice. Psalm 50:8:- "I will 

not reprove (: tlf t j <.J) thee on account of thy sac

rifices." Lev. 19:17:- "Thou shalt not hate thy 

brother in thine heart: thou shalt not in any wise 
,) ~ "' J 

rebuke (E.lcrp.~ cJ.cr,t=•s) thy neighb<?r, so thou 

shalt not bear sin on his account." Prov. 19:25:-
J / 

"And if thou reprove (c.:\cyX1ts) a wise man, he will 

understand discretion.tt Amos 5:10:- "They hated him 
J / 

that reproved ( f.l t y A6 vT«) in the gates, and ab-

horred holy speech." 

(e) Correct, rebuke, chastise, chasten (Of 

God, ~Sam. 7:14; Job 13:10; Ps. 94:10; 141:5; Hab. 

1:12.)1 (Of Man, Job 5:17; 33:19; Ps. 6:2; 38:2; 

1. In Ps. 94:10 gives the Hebrew verb the meaning, judge, 
. but the A.R. v. certainly challenges this, "He that 

chastiseth (margin = instructeth) the nations, shall 
he not correct, (even) he that teacheth man knowledge?" 
And the Greek certainly ,indicates the meaning given 

.here,o'n"ol\dC~WV 'L8VTJ ou;ti t:Aiyjcl I etc. In Job 
13:10, the A.R.V. from the Hebrew and Bagster from 
the Greek translate, reprove. But Gesenius and Driver 
and Gray translate correct. 
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Prov. 3:12.) This usage is differentiated from the 

preceding by a contextual emphasis on corrective 

chastening. The verbir«tlrtft..J, chastise, instruct, 

is often in the same verse. 'Ihi"s usage is also clear-

ly established. It occurs ten times. For example:

"Sam. 7:14:- "And when he happens to transgress, then 

will I chasten (~);yjCcJ) him with the rod of men, 

and with the stripes of the sons of men." Ps. 141:5:
/ 

_.The righteous shall chasten { 7T tt 1 J' i.V tr c t ) me with 

J / j mercy, and rebuke (tl£)' ~~) me." Job 5:17:- "But 

blessed is the man whom the Lord has corrected 

l~~Ey ]cv); and reject not thou the chastening of 

the Almighty. ul Job. 33:19:- "And again he ~

tened him with sickness on his bed. 11 Certainly 
J 1 / 

in Job t,< .z:r X"-~ depicts a learning process. 2 

.) J , 
(2) Other Uses of el\.ryX(J, Not as a 

Translation of 1"l :::)' . 
.I , 

f)t£yX~ is found ten more times in the 

Septuagint in addition to the forty-three times 

already examined where it is a translation of the 

Hebrew Tl:l' • Does this mean it was used with other 

meanings not contained in this particular Hebrew 

1. The A. R. V. gives a marginal reading, reprove<~ But 
this hardly brings out the force of the context. 

2. Driver and Gray, Vol. I: ''disciplined with pain." 
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verb? Certainly not in Prov. 3:11 and 29:1 because 

in both cases the Greek verb is used to trm slate 
1 

the substantive form of the same Hebrew word. 

And certainly not in Job 39:34 and Hag. 2:15 where 

the usage is the same as already noted but is con-

tained in a gloss not found at all in the Hebrew.2 
~ / 

In Prov. 10:10 and 18:17 clcy~~ is used in the sense 

of reprove, but the Septuagint version has such an 

altered meaning that it cannot be considered a 

translation. The Hebrew therefore has no bearing on 
3 _,,/ 

the Greek usage. In Ezek. 20:38 fAcy!~ was sub-

stituted in one version for a similar word eK);jw •4 

1. Prov. 3:11 Hebrew: "Neither be weary of this reproofft 
(A.R.V.) Greek: "Nor faint when thou art rebuked of 
him." On the LXX translation, see Moffatt, Hebrews, 
p.2oo. 

2. Job 39:34: "Why do I yet plead? 
even while reproving ( l A f:rXtJ v) 
an text: "and being reproved of 

being rebuked (warned) 
the Lord" (Alexandri
the Lord. ") 

Hag. 2:15: "And ye have hated him that reproved 
({liy~o v T«) in the ?,ates. n 

3. Prov. 10:10 Hebrew: 'He that winketh with the eye caus
eth sorrow, But a prating fool shall fall." (A.R.V.) 
Greek: "But he that reproves (~,\£ y.X41v) boldly is a 
peacemaker. 11 

Prov. 18:17 Hebrew: "He that pleadeth his cause first 
(seemeth) just, But his neighbor cometh and searcheth 
him out." Greek: "A righteous man accuses himself at 
the beginning of his speech, But when he has entered 
upon the attack, the adversary is reproved." 

4. In Ezek. 20:38, the Hebrew sense is "And I will purge 
out" (A.R.V.) and the Greek"'tKAcJ"' means, "And I will 
choose out from." It is interesting to pote that the 
two Greek words are not only similar in form but we 
have already con~idez;ed the possibility that tAf-rXu may 
be derived from t K .:\e. r'--'. 
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Thus seven of these instances are eliminated from 

any possibility of throwing new light on the usage 
~ , 

of our verb. In the remaining three cases (.,\cyXw 

is each time used to translate a different Hebrew 

word. It will be necessary to examine each sep-

arately. 
1 

Lev. 6:5:- The context concerns restoration 

for goods stolen and the bringing of a trespass of-

fering by the sinner as a means of atonement and 

forgiveness "in the day of his being found suiltyn 

(A.R. V.). The Hebrew word used here is Dr/a', offenee, 

guilt. The verb form is used in 6:4, 11if he hath 

sinned and is guilt-y> 11 and is there translated by 

rr~~~£jfw, to make a false note (metaphorically, 

to go wrong, offend). The Hebrew root is the same 

in both cases and the noun can mean either trespass 

or trespass offering. The act of restitution could 

hardly be on the day of offense but would more 

logically be "in the day of his trespass offering."2 

The Septuagint evidently tries to make this distinc

tion, "in the day he happens to be convicted" 

(t~c )'a~ ) . But the Greek carries none of the special 

1. LXX, Lev. 6:4; Hebrew, Lev. 5:24. 
2. If Lange (Lev. p.50) is correct in believing the mean

ing is trespass offering, the Greek translation is 
more understandable. See also Gesenius, p.7. 
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connotation or the Hebrew regarding trespass or-

ferings. 

II Chron. 26:20:- The Septuagint tnms

lates, "And behold he (Uzziah) was leprous in his 

forehead; and they got him hastily out thence, for 

he also hasted to go out, because the Lord had rebuked 
t/ ~~, j ' ' / (judged) him" (oil ""'tr cv oluTo v KUfto.s ). But the 

Hebrew word means to touch, to strike,l (with di

sease). And where the touch carries the rorce or 

divine chastisement as in I Srun. 6:9; Job 1:11; and 
(/ 

19:21 the Septuagint translates by using 01 TTT'u, to 

touch. It is evident then that here the transla-

tors made an interpretive rather than an exact trans-

lation. Uzziah's being smitten with leprosy is in

terpreted as an act or judgment whereby God rebuked 
> " X his conduct • .E.Acy tV does not then mean touch or 

strike but is used to:make explicit in the verb the 

implicit meaning of the passage. 

Job 15:6:- Only in this one instance is 

our knowledge of the meaning of tAryXu materially 

strengthened by an irregular Septuagint use of the 

word. The context clearly indicates the rorce 

intended. Eliphaz is speaking sharply to Job in 

verses 5 and 6, "Thou art guilty by the words of 

thy mouth • • • Thme own mouth condenmeth ( convic-

1. Gesenius, p.619. 
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teth, judgeth) thee, and not I: and thy lips shall 

testify against thee. n To use, repuke or .. reprove 

would imply conscious self-condemnation which is 

inconsistent with Job's self-justification. The 

Hebrew word (translated here only: by CAcyXw) is 

)t~h be wicked. It is widely used in the Old Tes

tament and occurs eleven times in Job.l Besides this 

primary meaning it means be guilty (Job 9:29; 10:7, 

15), condemn as guilti[ in civil relations {Job 9:20; 

10:2; 15:6; 32:3; 40:8; abs. Job. 34:29), act wick

edli[ in ethics and religion (Job 34:12). The pre

vailing Septuagint translation in Job is a construe-
~ / 

tion using <l'O"C'~tU , to be ungodly (Job 9:20; 10:2; 

32:;5).2 In Job 34:29 the verb \I<~Tct ~~~~ju, to give 

judgment against is used to translate the absolute 

sense of the Hebrew, "who will condemn?n Now in 

Job 15:6 the sense is the same as in 9:20, pronounce 

unrighteous. 3 Since the other passages have been 

so carefully translated, it is not unreasonable to 

1. Gesenius, p.957. 
2. Usage outside of Job is best illustrated by the ·par

allelisms in Deut. 25:1, "the (judges) judge, and 
justify the righteous, and condemn (l(ail"ct yv;;:,a--' ) the 
wicked,u and in I Kings 8:32, "thou shalt judge thy 
people Israel, that the wicked should be condemned 
( ~ v "..-'411 4~ "'<>~' J~ v o~ C) v ) . . . and to justify the 
righteous (J,Ic«•i:"rCI(t $~1o<Cil1 ov )." 

3. Driver and Gray, Vol. I, p.91. 
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conclude that 1) The idea of conviction was not un-
_, , 

suited to this passage, and 2) CAcrXu was capable of 

expressing a stronger degree of condemnation than 

thus far discovered in any other usage. Some prepa-

ration for this was found in the usage in II Chron. 

26:20 relative to the drastic punishment of Uzziah • 

.> '\ , 
(3) The Hebrewn:>' not translated by l"I\L"y,f"fo). 

In addition to the forty-three times when 

this Hebrew verb is transle.ted by ~A,: yXc..> there are 

thirteen times when it is not thus translated. But 
~ , 

just as £AryXw was twice used to translate the sub-

stantive form of the Hebrew,l so also there are 

instances where the Hebrew verb is translated by the 
~ , 

substantive form of fA~y;r~ (Job 6:25; 16:21; 23:7). 

In each instance the change in construction alters 

the sense of the passage more or less. Now in the 

other ten instances it will be necessary to determine 

whether there is any sense in which the Hebrew and 

Greek words are not equivalent. 

The Hebrew is evidently capable of 

reflecting a slightly stronger form of argument than 

indicated by tA;yx~ for it is twice translated by 

1. See P• Sl. 
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J1ol ).£ yo.)'Col 1 , to argue, reason, contend, dispute, 

(Is. 1:18; Mic. 6:2).1 The primary force of this 

verb is necessarily stronger than the resultant 

meaning of e Ai rK"'"' in the same sense. 

There are three instances where the Hebrew 

is incorrectly translated by ~vcaa:sw , to censure, 

revile, insult (II Kings 19:4; 2 Job 19:5; Is. 3'7:4). 3 

Three other passages involve doubtful or altered 

translations in which it is impossible to find any 

contribution at all to the above question (Gen. 

20:16; Job 6:26; Prov. 25:12).4 

1. Is. 1:18: "And come, let us reason together (dacl~yX6~.J4l'V )." 

Mi. 6:2: "For the Lord has a controversy with his peo-
ple and will contend (S1£ ).c r X l) h' u- e TeL 1 ) with Israel. n 

2. LXX 4 Kings - II Kings. This passage is identical with 
Is. 3'7:4. 

3. Is. 3'7:4: The rebuke in 3'7:3 sets the stage for the 
same meaning here, 11It may be Jehovah thy God will 
hear the words of Rabsha.keh, whom the king of Assyria. 
his master hath sent to defy the living God, and will 
rebuke the words which Jehovah thy God hath heard" {A. 
R.V.) But the word~ (reproach) sets the stage for 
a. twisted LXX translation, "to reproach { ot/e I .f,'J crv ) 
the living God, even to reproach ( 5vct .:fr'.frcrv ) with the 
words which the Lord thy God hath heard. 11 

Job. 19:5: 11 
•• 

(A.R.V.) 
• and plead against me my reproach." 

.) ; ~ 

LXX: . 11 • • • and insult ( o v l: 1 ~ ~ ' ) me with reproach. " 
4. Gen. 20:16 - Hebrew: "and before all thou art set right." 

LXX: 11And speak the truth in all things." 

Job 6:26, A.R. v.: ttBut your reproof what doth it re
prove? Do ye think to reprove words?" The Hebrew 
verb is used twice here. )/ 
LXX: "Neither will your reproof (c)cyXo.s) cause me to 
cease my words. 

Prov. 25:12, A.R.V.: "So is a. wise reprover upon an 
obedient ear." LXX: "So is a wise word (.A or o.s ) to an. 
obedient ear." 
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There remain the two similar uses of the 

Hebrew verb in Gen. 24:14 and 44 in which the Hebrew 
1 / 

sense cannot be translated by ~.A ryir"'. The meaning 

here is adjudge, appoint, prepare for, and differs 

from all the other meanings in that it has an en-

tirely favorable connotation. The Septuagint 

translates Gen. 24:14, "and this one thou hast 
c I' 

prepared for ( '1\ Tot ,;-c-ol D"d.S ) thy servant Isaac. tt But 
~ ... ,. v 

we have noted that LAtyr.~ from Homer down has been 

used exclusively in an unfavorable sense and always 

carries with it a sense of shame. In this respect 

it differs from the Hebrew verb with which we have 

otherwise found it practically equivalent. 

c. Usage in the Papyri 

The quotations from the Papyri which Moulton 

and Milliga.n1 have listed indicate that the usage of 
,u 

the verb follows closely the meaning of the noun eAtt/ros, 

proof, evidence. The noun is so used in one of the 

O.xyr:qtlchus Papyri2 dated A.D. 186, ttthen if he has con

fidence in the proofs (C~cyXots) of his accusation, he 

shall enter upon the more serious law-suit." A Papyrus 

1. The Vocab. of the New Testament, p.202. 
2. Vol. II, 237 (VIII. 1?) Edd. Grenfell and Hunt. See 

Moulton and Milligan. 
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dated A.D. 250 contains the statement "I don't require 
>' 1 papers (C) t }'Ko.s) for this case." Moulton and Milligan 

state that the noun has the meaning, conviction, in two 

instances. One is dated B.C. 19-18 and contains so many 

letters that cannot be read with certainty that translation 

is difficult. 2 The other is not dated. It contains the 

, "conviction of 

the righteous and the unrighteous. 113 

,E).fyXw is found used in a Papyrus of about 

B.C. 157, 11 if any of these who are injuring the revenues 

is in the future convicted (CAcyX8~,) of having acted 

as advocate in any case send him to us under arrest. n4 

A StrassbUl"'g Papyrus of A.D. 250 has, o'(T~V!'..f g:vct.,ialt 
.1 / '"'J U(CJV'ou.s rtt~y o{l, "whoever is able to convict them."5 

In this connection should be noted a most interesting 

1. P. Strass I. 4~ - See Moulton & Milligan. 
2. This Papyrus isjthe Berlin Museum. See Moulton and 

Milligan. The quotation is long and the translation 
not attempted. It apparently tells of information 
which a jailor gave. against one man at the conviction 
of another, rrpos ,t"~yXo....- ?'ou ''Iv)(upi Co4JVbJ. 

3. From a Papyrus in Strassbourg. I-41:6. 
4. From the Amherst Papyri II. 33:34. Grenfell & Hunt, 

London, 1900-1. Translation by Grenfell & Hunt. 
5. Translation by the .writer. The :force of 'E::AfrXt.> here 

is mainly conjecture since the entire context is not 
available to the writer. Moulton and Milligan imply 
this meaning by their grouping. Part of the context 
is known since this comes in line 31 of the Strass
burg Papyrus quoted above. (See Note 3.) 
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Lycian Inscriptionl where according to Moulton and Mil
( ) , ~ 

ligan "we find o e,l.c v J al s = the prosecutor. u 

"For the milder sense, expose, set forth"2 

attention is called to a passage from the Hibeh Papyri, 3 

B.c. 250, ncome to Talao at once, and bring with you the 

shepherd in order that he may give evidence (;;v (litJ
o vTol. ) in the matter about which you told me." Also in 

an Oxyrhynchus Papyri of A.D. 186 is found €~cyX&~~,, 
11may supply the proofs. n4 And in the Tebtunis Papyri of 

A.D. 123 is found this sentence, "You wrote to the 

strategus to make an inquiry ( t.A [c~rJqvJT«), and state 

the facts to you. n5 

These citations all show a distinct atmosphere 

of the court room or at least of an informal investiga-

tion. In the stronger usage, convict, Moulton and 

Milligan feel the meaning is as in the Fourth Gospel 

(3:20; 8:46; 16:8) "to bring to light the true character 

of a man and his conduct." "The milder sense, expose, 
I 

set forth,n they feel, "better suits this word in I Cor. 

14:24, Eph. 5:ll.u This New Testament usage needs now 

1. The Journal of Hellenic Studies XXXIV, p.l4, No. 1820, 
London, 1880. 

2. Moulton and Milligan, p.202. 
3. I 55 3 -- Grenfell & Hunt, London, 1906. Translation 

by the editors. 
4. Vol. II, 237 (VIII 40). Translated by Moulton & Mil

ligan. 
5. Vol. II, 297 17. Translation by the editors, Grenfell, 

Hunt, & Goodspeed. 
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to be examined. 

d. Usage in the New Testament 

) £.:\eyXw occurs nineteen times in the New 

Testament.1 It is used four times in the Fourth Gospel, 

three times in Titus, twice in Ephesians, Timothy and Jude 

and once each in Matthew, Luke, I Corinthians, Hebrews, 

James, and Revelation. First will be considered the 

general usage and then the meaning in John's Gospel. 

(1) General New Testa~ent Usage 

For the sake of convenient grouping, 

Thayer's classification of the New Testament usage 

of this word will be followed in examining the :fdnf;;;

teen passages outside the Fourth Gospel. 

Convict, refute, confute (I Cor. 14:24; 

Jas. 2:9; Eph. 5:11, 13; Titus 1:9, 13; 2:15; Jude 15.~ 

Whether or not Thayer justifiably omits the meaning 

convince will need to be determined. This classi-

fication also involves the meaning, expose, bring to 

light. 

,~E.). crX""' clearly means to convict of sin 

in I Cor. 14:24 and Jas. 2:9. Paul writes in Cor-

inthians, trBut if all prophesy, and there come in 

one un-believing or unlearned, he is reproved by all 

1. The English~an's Greek Concordance of the New Testament. 
!L :For the other J).?.f-H''t2p·es o:r. tb.e fifteen, see J?:p.73 anc1 79. 

Jrule 15 j_s treE.tecl se}JCT2,tel::/ on }?.81. 
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I I C " / 

(CA z yX"r Tall urro TialvTc..v), he is judged by all; the 

secrets of his heart are made manifest and so he will 

fall down on his face and worship God, declaring that 

God is among1 you indeed." (A.R.v. verses 24 & 25.) 

The word reproved is obviously inadequate to the sense 

of the passage. The marginal reading convicted 

conveys the proper meaning. Only conviction of sin 

makes logical the sequence of thought in which judg

ment is the next idea. rrEach succeeding speaker, 

uttering the Spirit's words, increases his conscious

ness of guilt.n2 Kling3 says that convicted here 

means he 

"Is made conscious of his sin and unbelief. The 
secret movements of his heart • • • concealed 
more or less from the subject himself • • • are 
exposed in so striking a manner by the speakers 
as one after another goes on prophesying and 
deepening the impression, that the individual 
feels himself to be one pointed at, is compelled 
to see himself in his true light, and at last is 
forced to confess the correctness of t;he delinea
tion ••• The conviction brings with it a 
judgment on the man's moral character •••• 
There is no further chance for disguise.tr 

Robertson and Plummer4 fe~l that the word convince 

1. A.R.V. marginal reading= in. 
2. Beet, p.250. Also Ellicott, p.2'78: "Each one as he 

prophesies in order (ver. 31) brings home to him, with 
accumulating force, all his inward sinfulness, and 
reveals all the gloomy shadows that rest upon his 
inner life: compare John 3:20. 11 

3. Lange, p.292. 
4. Int. Grit. Com., p.318. 
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(Authorized version) "is ambiguous and misleading." 

Convict now has the meaning formerly intended by 

convince.1 It is clear then that the usage in 

I Corinthians involves conviction of sin through the 

conscience of the sinner. In James 2:9 the Law con-

victs the transgressor of sin. 

"If you really fulfill the royal law laid down 
by scripture, 'You must love your neighbor as 
yourself', well and good; but if you pay servil~ 
regard to people, you commit a sin, and the Law 
convicts you of trans3ression." (Moffatt Trans
lation verses 8 & 9.) 

In the two instances in Ephesians 5:11, 13, 
) / 

tAeyX'-> contextually means convict in the sense of 

1. Calvin uses convince to mean convict. He relates this 
verse to Reb. 4:12.- "The Word o:t God is quick and 
powerful, and sharper than a two-edged sword; piercing 
to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the 
joints and marrow • • • a discerner of the thoughts of 
the heart. 11 He also relates this verse to John 16:8 
to be examined later. Of I cor. 16:24 he says, "Thus, 
then, unbelj_evers are convinced, inasmuch as they are 
seriously affected and alarmed, on coming to know that 
they have to do with God." (p.456.) 

2. Ruther, p.83: The Law means "not a single commandment, 
neither the above-mentioned law of love, nor specially 
a commandment forbidding respect of persons, as Deut. 
16:19 {Lange), but the law generally. n Ruther uses 
convict and convince synonymously. 

Moffatt, p.35: "As laid down by scripture refers to 
Leviticus 19:18; i.e., in the Greek Bible used by 
Christians. He calls it the royal or supreme ~· 
••• 'You shall not be partial to a poor man, nor 
defer to a powerful man' {Leviticus 19:15), is the 
strict injunction which precedes the Royal Law.n (So 
also Ropes in Int. Crit. Com., p.l9S) 

3. Literally the Greek say~, "Bei~g convi?t~d by~the 
law as transgressors" ( l:A r y X~ c vot CITT o -r-o u 

/ C' , ) 
vo,...u<HJ ws iTClf~j.3"'lTCill • 
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exposi~ or bringing to light. verses 11-13 accord

ing to the A.R.V. are:- nAnd have no fellowship with 

the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather even 

reprove (margin, convict) them (_.u~.Ucr v cfi '<ot ~ 
) / 

~)ryXcrc); for the things which are done by them in 

secret it is a shame even to speak of. But all things 

when they are reproved (margin, convicted) are made 
" ' ' .,l X" manifest by the light ( Tol. cf c 'Tr cal v "rGI. ' cy 0 ..-'1- c v « 

( ' ~ ' J.. ... 
uTTo T"o u 4'"-' loS .,ctvrtoui"ot f,) for everything that is 

made manifest is light. tt Much difference of opinion 

exists concerning the interpretation of this passage. 

So much of the discussion contributes valuable infor-
) , 

ma.tion concerning possible meanings of t:AcyXc., that 

it will be noted in some detail. Findlay says 

"The effect upon surrounding darkness of the 
light of God fn Christian lives is described in 
verses 11-14. The fruit of the light convicts 

1. Findlay, p.333. He adds, nverse 12 distinguishes 
'the things secretly done' by the Gentiles, 'of 
which it is a sha:me even to speak,' from the open and 
manifest forms of evil in which they invite their 
Christian neighbors to join (verse 11). Instead of 
doing this and 'having fellowship with the unfruitful 
works of darkness,• they must 'rather reprove them.• 
Silent absence, or abstinence is not enough. wbere 
sin is open to rebuke, it should at all hazards be 
rebuked. On the other hand, st. Paul does not 
warrant Christians in prying into the hidden sins of 
the world around them and playing the moral detective. 
Publicity is not a remedy for all evils, but a great 
aggravation of some, and the surest means of dfussemi
nating them.n 
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the unfruitful works of darlmess. The daily life 
of a Christian man amongst m€m of the wo"rld- is a 
perpetual reproof ••• 'This is the condemnation•, 
said Jesus, 'that light is come into the world.'' 

J , 

EAryXrrr, according to Lange,l requires rebuke, 

punishment, conviction. He says Meyer and Schenkel 

incorrectly apply it to oral rebuke alone. Alford, 

Eadie, and Ellicott favor the reference to oral 

rebuke. 2 Beet argues that it is ~'something more 

than mere refusal to participate. 11 He says reprove 

has the meaning, convict; i.e., prove to be wrong. 

Ellicott says the force is to reprove them 11not by 

passive, virtual reproof of your holy lives and con

versation (Peile), but, as St. Paul's use of the 

word (see esp. I Cor. 14:24; 2 Tim. 4:2; Tit. 1:9, 

13; 2:15), and still more the context suggest 

by active and oral reprobation. The antithesis is 

thus most fully marked; 'do not connive at them or 

pass them over unnoticed, but take aggressive mea-· 

sures against them; try and raise the Gentiles to 

your ovm Christian standard. t u3 Hodge, however, 

1. P.l84. 
2. RiddlW in Lange, p.l84. 
3. Ellicott, p.l23. On p.l24, he notes, "it may still be 

said, however, that the secondary meaning of the word 
~ \ , '\1' ' (compare Clem. Al. Protrept. 11. p .19, t, c Y 1\. c t To v 

"'1etl()(o" To ¢.C::,.s) may have suggested the m~taphorical 
language which follows. 11 Even without 4>ws in. the con
text the words can have this,secondary meaning. Thayer 

)~ c ~ ' quotes from Herodian, c. .,..,., a- rol,u. r vo...r, w s t' Kat J 

)..a~o' ft 'e1Trt3ouil-l, "<. , "remembering, that the plot should 
be concealed and not brought to light." (Free trans
lation.) 
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takes the meaning, to convince by evidence, deducing 

from this that, "The ethics as well as the theology 

of the Bible are founded on the principle that know-

ledge and holiness, ignorance and sin, are insepara-

ble; 11 hence that our duty is simply to let 11 the light 

of Divine truth shine into the darkened minds of 
1 men, and upon their evil deeds." But Hodge dis-

tinguishes between secular knowledge which does not 

possess this corrective and spiritual discernment 

which does.2 Robinson says, "The ordinary meaning 

1. Quoted by Riddle in Lange, p.l84. 
2. Hodge, pp.212-215: 11 The duty of Christians in reference 

to the works of darkness is twofold, - first, to have 
~o gommunion with them; and secondly, to reprove them. 
E).. c y X c 111 is not simply to reprove in the sense of 
admonishing or rebuking. It means to convince by evi
dence. It expresses the effect of illumination by 
which the true nature of any thing is revealed. 'When 
t~e Spirit is said to reprove men of sin, it means 
that he sheds such light upon their sins as to reveal 
their true character, and to produce the consequent 
consciousness of guilt and pollution. In I Cor. 14:24, 
Paul says the effect of intelligible preaching of the 
gospel is conviction, which is explained by saying 
'the secrets of the heart are revealed.' The duty, 
therefore, here enjoined is to shed light on these works 
of darkness, to exhibit them in their true nature as 
vile and destructive. By this method ~hey are correc
ted, as is more fully taught in the following verses. 
The ethics as well as the theology of the Bible are 
founded on the principle, that knowledge and holiness, 
ignorance and sin, are inseparable. If you impart 
knowledge, you secure holiness; and if you render ig
norant, you deprave. This, of course, is not true of 
secular knowledge; i.e., of the knowledge of other than 
religious subjects; nor is it true of mere speculative 
knowledge of religious truth. It is true only of 
that knowledge which Scripture calls spiritual dis
cernment. Of that knowledge, however, intellectual 

(Continued at bottom of next page) 
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~ / 

of ~ ~ c r X c tv' in the New Testament is to reprove' 

in the sense of to rebuke. But in the only other 

passage in which the word occurs in st. Paul's 

(Note 2, continued from preceding page) 
cognition is an essential element. And so far as human 
agency in the production of the conviction of sin is 
concerned, it is limited to holding forth the word of 
life, or letting the light of divine truth shine into 
the darkened minds of men, and upon their evil deeds. 

"Ver. 13. Vile, however, as those sins {ver.l2) are, 
they are capable of being corrected. They are not 
beyond cure. Reprove them. Let in the light of divine 
truth upon them, and they will be corrected or healed, 
for the truth is divinely efficacious. It is the 
organ of God -- that through which he exerts his power 
in the sanctification and salvation of men. such seems 
to be the general meaning of this difficult verse. 

It is connected with the precedin$ verse, and is de
signed to enforce the command, '£ley ~1:Tt'. , 'reprove': 
'reprove the things done in secret by the wicked for 
though they are too bad to be even named, yet, being 
reproved, they are made manifest by the light, and 
thereby corrected, for every thing made manifest' (i.e., 
revealed in its true nature) 'by divine light, becomes 
light-- that is, is reformed.' This interpretation 
gives a simple and consistent sense, assumes no un
usual signification of the terms employed nor any forced 
construction, and it is suited to the context. It 
supposes, 1) that TOt n-~ V'TO(. t). c ¥ ~ci.A c vD(. refers to T~ 
"P u 4l~ V1vo...u rv4>1.. of ver. 12. The things done in 
secret are the 'all things' which, being reproved, 
are manifested. 2) The words vno "Tou 4>-w,.o.s are not to 
be connected with tAryXo""'rvot as though the sense were 
'being reproved by the light; r but with ¢«V't:Fouial J , 

so that the sense is, 'are made manifest by the light.' 
This construction is required by the following clause. 
3)(b(ll\l'£poC:..M-cvol"' is passive, and not middle with an 
active s.ense. The meaning is, 'whatever is manifested;' 
not 'whatever makes manifest.' As the word 4> ot vepo~T"cl.t 
just before is passive, it is unnatural to make 
(/>ttvepoup~vov active. Besides, the apostle is not 
speaking of the nature of spiritual light, but of its 
effects. It illuminates or turns into light all it 
touches, or whatever it penetrates. 

(Continued at bottom of next page) 
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writings (apart from the Pastoral epistles) reproof 

in words is clearly out of place: I Cor. 14:24, where 
., / 

the verb eAl'rXttV seems to suggest the explanatory 
' ... ' /' 

sentence lel. l-<;=><~n't41l ••• </>oJ.II~?ol.. ytvr't"al. So in 
) 'l "' 

our present passage c A f r Xc rr is immediately follow-

ed by f~ Y~f Kf" '~ .,_,v~tV~ and subsequently we 
' ' /' >, v" r .. ~ tl... ...,..' ... have rot. d t TiolVTcl.. tA l')'l\ ~ t Yo{ Ulf 0 ..,..." u .,...u I 0 ... 

~~vcl'o~'rootJ • Accol"dingly it is best to interpret 

the word in the sense of to expose. With this inter

pretation we give unity to the whole passage. 111 

Now the discussion of this whole problem is clearly 

stated by Abbott in the International Critical 

_ Commentary with Greek quotations so worth noting th.a t 

they are given in full below.2 He believes expose 

(Note 2, conti~ued from preceding page) 
"If ~«vcpou.;c-r:vov be taken as active, as is done by 
Calvin and many others, and by our translators, the 
sense would be, 'Reprove these things, -- it is your 
office to do so, for you are light, and light is that 
which makes manifest.' This, however, is not what 
Paul says. He does not say, 'Reprove evil, for you 
are light;' but, ~aul says 'Reprove evil; for evil, 
when reproved by light is manifest, and when mani
fest, it is light,• that is, it is changed into 
light, or corrected. In ver. 8, he had said, 'Ye 
are light;' so here he says, what is illuminated by 
the truth becomes light.n 

1. Robinson, p.200: He quotes from Artemidorous the usage 
given in Note 2 follo~i~g. 

2. Abbott, pp.154,155: "£1ry Xt:Tr. is usually taken to 
mean 1 reprove 1 • This seems to imply reproof by words; 
but then the reason assigned seems strange; they are 
to be reproved, because even to speak of them is 
shamefUl. If the conjunction had been 'although' and 
not 'for' it would be intelligible: Hence some exposi
tors have actually supposed that yt:~.p here means 

(Continued at bottom or next page) 
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most adequately suits the present context. Scott 

supports this view: 

(Note 2, continued from preceding page) 
'although' which is, of course, impossible. Another 
view that has been taken is 'rebuke them openly, for to 
speak of them o~herwise 1s shameful'; but t'hi s puts 
too much in to ...\ ~ Y~' V • Ben~el 's view is that the words 
assign, not the reason for £.).., but the reason of the 
apostle's spe~~1ng indefinitely of the vices, whilst 
he enumerates the virtues. This is forced, and agmnst 
the emphatic position of ~po•~. Stier's view is that 
the reproof is to be by the life, not by words: 'Ye 
would yourselves be sinning if ye were to name the 
secret vices'; hence the necessity for walking in the 
light, that so these deeds may be reproved. But st. 
Paul is not deterred b;r such scruples from speaking 
plainly of heathen vices when occasion required. 
Harless!, v1ew, that the words are connected with 
_..eLk "'"'i(., 'Do not commit these sins, .. for the:y are, too 
bad even to mention,' assumes that 'l"at Kf'" +'ll\ rwe~pc,...c. ' ~, - .... simply = To( cpye1. "'rou o-KoTou.s which we have seen is 
untenable. 

Meyer and Eadie assign as the connection, 'By all 
means reprove them; and there is the more need of this, 
for it is a shame even to speak of their secret sins.' 
This seems to leave the difficulty unsolved. Barry 
says: "In such reproof it should be remembered that 1t 
would be disgraceful 1 even to speak' in detail of the 
actual,'things done in secret."! This again supposes 
that y4p assigns a reason for wha~ i ~ not expressed, 
namely, for some qualification of s:~cyXrr~:, not at all 

,:1 .. 
for ~~tyXcTs:. itself. 

> l ~ 
There is, however, another mean:lng of c,u:ytl"w very com-
mon, especially when the object is a thing, not a per
son, and mo~e particularly in connexion with deriva
tives of l<fCJ'ITTw, viz. to expose or bring to light. 
Artemidorous, in his interpretations of dreams, when 
speaking of those dreams which,forebode,~he,reveaLing 
of secrets, always speaks ofT"'« V.fH'TJ"~« (~cyXr4rBa~, 
e.g., 2:36, •fr.,l,0s :,1r~ Socrtws t.,Jor~.vot7"c.l)wv Tct. Kf'"rrr-c<.. 
£.tirXt( TWV .fl.eA'l;}Bcvan So.Kouyrc..J v c " • _Polybius 
says: "EAfrX c.<r6Q'f q,atcr-rv T«s cpu~rrts \I"Tfo. 'iw v ""' 
rrt.pttrT«rcwv. He opposes to it (p.l]i82) <ftoLCfKo1"Ct~811 ' 
(p .1383). Jind Phavqrinus ,defines "'t. ~ c yX'!;! · T~~ 

t< t.Kf'".P-.P-£vol/ wro7Tif.)4ot r1v~.r £rs tf> "".s -v~· 

(Continued at bottom of next page) 
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J' / c,... c rX", rtas we find it in the New Testament usu-
ally means rebuke; here it signifies rebuke by 
exposing. As a rule, when we speak of exposing 
an evil we think of denouncing it, as loudly and 
publicly as we can. Paul's idea is that of a 
silent process, comparable to the action of 
light. • • • Paul dwells on the secrecy of the 
heathen vices •••• One of the effects of' a 
Christian 11.fe is to dissipate this veil of' 
secrecy which is thrown over evil. A life in 
which everything is open and honest will make 
men feel how different it is from those othel 
lives which need to be carefully disguised. n 

.IE~iyX..., is used three times in Titus. 

Thayer classifies these instances under this same 

usage, 1:9, 13, to expose and confute false teachers, 

and 2:15, to utter by way of' refutation. But the 

force is not the same in each case and in 1:13 it is 

more likely the deceived who are to be sharply ~

rected thm the deceivers who are to be confuted. 2 

The first instance (1:9) occurs at the end 

of the paragraph concerning the qualifications of a 

bishop, "holding to the faithful word which is ac

cording to the teaching, that he may be able both 

(Note 2, continued from preceding page) c , , 
Compare also I Cor. 14:22, 'eAir,Xr-r«l uTro Tratv-rc.Jv 
. . . r~ J(pu"trT ~ TM3 lt(o/.1' ./'(Its ci~T ctC1 • "v c p « 
rlvr:Tett • The occurrence of' ll(pujl it here in the imme
diate context suggests that this meaning was present 
to the apostle's mind. Adopting it, we obtain as the 
interpretation: Have no participation with the works 
of darkness, nay, rather expose them, for the things 
when exposed by the light are made manifest in their 
true character. Then follows the reason,_, nqt for 
13a but the for whole exhortation. This £A~yX~rv is 
not useless, for it leads to felV£po()r6«J and so turns 
tt'fl(oTo.s into fCai.s. This is Soden's interpretation. A 
remarkable parallel is John 3:20. 

1. scott, p.230. 
2. Ellicott: Pastoral Epistles, p.l78. 
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to exhort in the sound doctrine, and to convict the 

gainsayers 11 (A.R. V.). Moffatt translates, "and 

refute objections raised by any.nl Ellicott gives 

the meaning, to confute, and quotes Chrysostom, 

"for the one not knowing (how) to dispute with 
the adversaries ••• and to destroy (their) 
devices (i.e., thought, conceptions) ••• let 
him be far from (any~ seat of teaching (i.e., 
professor's chair)." 

Hunther says: 

"By correction and reproof to refute those who 
contradict, ••• by which are meant the 
heretics •••• Even in classical Greek, the 
two conceptions refute and reprove are sometimes 
combined in t: ~C)' X' 1 v . n3 

The second instance (1:13) follows the 

vivid characterization of the Cretan deceivers 

as liars, beasts, and gluttons, "For which cause 

reprove them sharply, that they may be sound in the 

fai thn (A. R. V.). Moffatt translates "So deal sharply 

with them.tt Ellicott has, "Confute them, set them 

right, with severity.n4 Clearly this refers to 

those Cretans led away by the Judaizers (verse 14). 

~ / 

1. See Ellicott, p.l84, on a<vrtAerovrc{S, ~ainsayers, 
contradictors, objectors. In 1:9 "probaJ:y involves 
some idea of definite opposition," i.e., those who an
swer back obstinately and deceitfully (verse 10). 

2. Ibid., p.l74, gives the Greek. The above is the 
writer's translation. 

3. Meyer's commentary, pp.285,286. 
4. Ellicott, p.l76. 
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The third instance (2:15) comes as the con-

elusion to a chapter which began, nBut speak thou 

the things which befit the sound doctrine. 11 The last 

verse reads, "These things speak and exhort and re

prove with all authority. Let no man despise thee" 

(A.R.V.). Moffatt translates, "Tell them all this, 

exhort and repro:ve, with full authority. u Ellicott 

says, "He is to .exhort the faithful, and reprove 

the negligent and wayward. nl Ruther says, 11 ActA£ tV de

notes simple teaching,~«f~U«~. pressing exhortation, 

~AtyX. solemn admonition to those who neglect these 

duties. n2 

These last two uses might better be classi-

fied under Thayer's second group of meanings, as 

does J. Ritchie Smith (p.l76). They can be listed 

above only by reading into the corrective reproof a 

great deal of refutation of the false ideas im-

planted in these sp:i.ritual weaklings by deceitful 

Judaizers. However, hard and fast classification is 

impossible with a word of complex meanings and subtle 

shadings such as this. 

Jude 15:- Treatment of this verse is re

served to the end of this chapter. 3 

1. Ellicott, p.l89. 
2. Meyer's Commentary, p.305. 
3. p 0 810 
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To find fault with, correct, by word a r:d by 

deed. This usage corresponds with the dominant usage 

in the Septuagint. 

a) By word:- reprehend, chide, admonish, 

reprove, (Matt. 18:15; Luke 3:19; I Tim. 5:20; II 

Tim. 4:2; Jude 22.) These verses will be examined 

in the order listed. 

Matthew 18:15:- And if thy brother sin 

against thee, go, show him his fault between thee and 
'\ 

C'/ ,, 1 j"' ci~T~V ~£r"'jJ cro;; Kdl him alone (u7rattt ~l'cr "" ,---

~ " , 
cxvrocJ po vo ~-" ) ; if he hear thee, thou hast gained 

thy brother 11 (A. R. V.). Moffatt translates:- "If your 

brother sins, go and reprove him, as between you and 

him alone. 11 Morrison states:- "Reprove is Wycliffe' s 

word •••• It was Tyndale that originated our 

Authorized Version, tell him his faute. It is im

plied that there should be an effort to convince and 

convict within the sphere of his self-consciousness."l 

The purpose of this passage is to win over the fel

low believer who has si~ned. This verse states the 

first step toward that end. Although Matthew 18 

gives far more detailed instructions for dealing 

with a church situation of this nature, the sense of 

1. Morrison, p.320. 
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this fifteenth verse is very close to that of Luke 

17:3 which has already'been noted in connection with 
.1 / 

fTT 1Tt_p.ot.tJ. The usage of the synonyms is the same 

in that in each case the rebuke or reproof is tem-

pered by the loving, brotherly purpose -- to lead 

to repent·ance. Both words are so colored by this 

purpose that they take on an identity of meaning in 

this context which has not been noted elsewhere. 
~/ j McNeile says of this verse, n £-~ 'r oil is either con-

vince him of his fault (f. Jo. 8:9, 46; I Cor. 14:24) 
~ , 1 

or bett·er reprove (Lk. e.TrtTlfo Jr cro v ) • 11 The word 

reprove is capable of carrying both the idea of re

buking the sin and admonishing the sinner. 

Luke 3:19:- "But Herod the tetrarch be-
{ til ·q.-Xo_...c.c. <"vo.s ) 

ing reproved/by him (John) for Herodias his .bro-

ther's wife, and for all the evil things WhiCh Herod 

had done," etc. (A.R. V.) fiJohn' s unsparing castiga

tion of sin was at length to bring him to his doom. n2 

The force here is much stronger than correct, ad

monish, or even reprove. A far better word would 

.) ' / be rebuke. Plummer says:- "Obviously fl\£"yX"qr~vo.s 

means rebuked, reproved (I Tim. 5:20; II Tim 4:2), 

and not convicted or convinced (·Jn. 8:46; 16:8). u3 

1. McNeile, p.266. 
2. 'Manson, p.29. 
3. Plummer, p.97. 
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I Tim. 5:19, 20:- "Against an elder receive 

not an accusation except, at the mouth of two or three 
' ' / witnesses. Them that sin (Tov.soi~Cifl'rqlvoi''T4l.S) 

.)1 .... 
reprove ( ~A£yY~) in the sight of all, that the rest 

also may be in fear" (A.R.V.). Moffatt translates:-

"Those who are guilty of sin you must expose, in 

public, to over-awe the others. tl Whether "them that 

sin" refers to any church member1 or just to an ac

cused elder2 it is clear from the use of the present 

participle that this sort of public3 action is to be 

taken only against those who_make a practice of 

sinning. Moffatt's translation is evidently influ

enced by the idea of a public expose intended as a 

deterrent influence. The emphasis here is not, 

1. Ellicott, p.79: ncertainly not the offending presby
ters (Huth.), as the expression is far too comprehen
sive to be sn 11.mited, but sinners generally, 
1persistentes in peccato,' ••• whether presbyters or 
others. n , c " 

2. Ruther, pp .173,174: " rov.s ol/'#1;0 ("#I(Yt.tY"r~ S does not 
refer to the members of the church in general (de Wette, 
Wiesinger), but to the presbyters (Von Oostenzee, 
Plitt, Hoffmann), --those presbyters wbo, in their 
official work or general walk, do not conduct them
selves in a man.'1er worthy of, their office. • • • The 
most natural reference of 7re{vrr.s also is to the 
presbyters. It would clearly be too much to expect 
that Timothy should punish all sinners before the whole 
church (comp. Matt. 18:15, 17;) that would be unsuitable, 

c 
even in the case of presbyters who had sinned •• ·' or 
k Q ITT o t' may be qnly the rest of the_ same class 
to which the l.Aotf'"rOI.Voli'TC S belong', Hoffmann. u Ruther 
gives ~~fyx~ the meaning censure. 

3. Calvin, pp.l41,142:- «Refren publiquement (rebuke 
publicly). "I understand thl.s injunction to relate to 
elders, that they who lead a dissolute life shall be 
openly reproved." 
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however, on conviction of sin by exposing it but 

simply on a public rebuke. Verse 19 lends smpport 

to giving it the meaning, bring to the proof. 

II Tim. 4:2:- 11 Preach the word; be urgent 

in season, out of season; reprove (margin, bring to 

the proof), rebuke, exhort, with all long-suffering 
]/ j ; / / \ 

and teaching (tAcy 611', £TrtT//(1<trCv, 7TIJ(;Col.JftJ/.,~~.£u-ctv, 

etc.)" (A.R.V.). Moffatt translates, npreach the 

word; keep at it in season and out of season, re-

futing, checking, and exhorting men; never lose pa-

tience with them, a..11.d never give up your teaching." 

As noted previously, this is the only verse contain-

ing both synonyms. It provides a basis for compari-

son in the same context, as the usage in Matt. 18:15 

and Luke 17:3 allowed comparison in closely parallel 

contexts. Here the American Revised Version indi-

cates little difference in usage except in strength • 

.:1 , y ·-· The Moffatt translation limits the action of c~fr~ 

to false doctrines and emphasizes the restraining 
.) /' 

force of ~"' ITtp. 'l.CJ • The sense of these words needs 

to be determined against the background of a context 

in which Paul is urging Timothy to faithful performance 

of his official duty.l The substantives in 3:16 

1. Calvin, p.253: "Reprove, rebuke, exhort: By these words 
he means, that we have need of many excitements to urge 
us to advance in the right course; for if we were as 
teachable as we ought to be, a minister of Christ would 
draw us along by the slightest expression of his will. 
But now, not even moderate exhortations, to say nothing 
of sound ad vices, are sufficient for shaking off our 
sluggishness, if there be not increased vehemence of 
reproofs a..11.d threatenings." 
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form an integral part of the context even though they 

do not constitute an exact parallel,1 "Every scrip

ture inspired of God is also profitable for teaching 

"' ' r (Srf.urlfd.)..JDIIJ), for reproof (C~~Yf<6V), for correc-
.J I' A I' 2 

tion ( tTTo<lfOj'rJl&JfT'W), for instruction (71«1SL'~v) 

which is in righteousness" (A.R.V.). The third chap-

ter concerns both the problem of low moral standards 

and that of false beliefs. 3 The word refute hardly 
.> I' 

seems adequate to express the force of cJcyX'CJ. 

Ellicott says it means reprove in the sense of con-

victing them of their want of holiness and truth. 
J " 

"The stronger term, tiTtTt_,P-lttrOII (Jude 9) 'rebuke as 

blameworthy', suitably follows. n4 Evidently due to 

a desire to secure a climactic sequence some versions 
" / have placed t1rJTf,4A.t:J.w last.5 It seems logical to 

conclude that these synonyms here indicate different 

kinds and degrees of action directed against the 
J / . :Y 

same errors both in conduct and in belief. £). c r/l LJ 

.) / 

no more condones the sin than rt..n-IT!fi«t.J. In fact, 

1. Ellicott, p.l50. 
2. Moffatt, "moral d)-scipline." 
3. Ruther, p.263: "'r~.:,..J'ov should be restricted neither 

to heresies nor to moral transgressions; it includes 
blame of everything blameworthy. (See also Lange, 
p.ll2.) 

4. Ellicott, p.l50. So also Ruther, p.263, and Lange, 
p.ll2, who agree that the stronger rebuke carries vrlth 
it a decided manifestation of dislike or repugnance. 

5. Ibid., p .150: 11Vulg. It, & Copt. Goth. al." 
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it appears to be the more searching word so far as 

the secret depths of evil are concerned. It gets 

inside. But it does so in a sympatheticj redemp-

tive sense with a view to conversion and salvation. 

Herein lies its so-called milder action; reproof is 

to be persuasive to repentance, though always carry

ing with it a sense of shame. It is more subjec;.. 

tive in its operation. It is a much more sensitive· 
). / 

and complex word. Errtrt_,u..Olw on the other hand op-

erates more bluntly against or ~ the sinner in a 

more objective outward expression of opposition. 

It checks and repudiates rather than persuad.es. It 

is a direct frontal attack on entrenched evil. It 

openly rebukes. 

Jude 22:- This verse is omitted entirely 

in some manuscripts. The textual proble~ is quite 

complex.l For the purpose of noting the usage of 

1. A good brief statement of this problem can be found 
in the Int. Crit. Com. (Bigg), pp.340-342. Bigg 
feels verse 22 is either conflate or erron~ous and 
tra.nsla tes verse 23, "Some sa.ve, plucking them from the 
fire; some, who dispute pity in fear. 11 This eliminates 
~ :tc\'Xw entirely. Moffatt, p.244, concurs. 

Plummer, p.458 f., feels 11 that the original cannot be 
restored with certainty ••• we must be content to 
remain in· doubt as to what the s.uthor actually 
wrote. 11 He disagrees with Westcott and Hort and 
favors accep~ing,verse 22 with the verb i.A.{y,Xw slightly 
preferred to(~rcw. So also Gardiner, p.l65, and "most 
of the textual critics and commentators" (Bigg,, p.341}. 
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c)EyX'w it is relevant to examine possible meanings 
",')" 

. only of those manuscripts which contain lt1EYA" . 

By listing this verse in this classification Thayer 

evidently approves the translation of these two ver

ses given by Gardiner: "And some indeed who are con-
J / 1 

tentious, rebuke (EAt:yXcrt:); and some save, pluck-

ing (them) from the fire; and on some have compassion 

in fear, hating even the garments spotted by the 

flesh." Plummer translates: "And some convict, when 

they contend with you."2 Bigg gives as his transla

tion of this text Which he rejects, "Some confute 

when they dispute", etc. 3 The margin of the American 

Revised Version has, "And some refute while they dis

pute.u 

b) By deed:- to chasten, punish, (Heb. 12:5; 

Rev. 3:19.) 

? / "' This usage of ~.\cr11w as in the Septuagint, 

is clearly distinguishable by the presence in the 

1. see Gardiner, p.l65, for full Greek text of Lach:mann 
which he follows. 

2. Plummer, p.459: ••For it is those who are disposed to 
be contentious that need to be refuted and convinced 
of their error. It is .in favour of the latter ver-

) \ , 
sion (as opposed to tArt:.w) of the command that the 
verbs rendered convict and contend occur, and in the 
same sense, in the earlier part of the Epistle (VV. 
9, 15) • ..r-

3. Bigg, p.341. 
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immediate context of the verb 7Tottdc:t.J or its noun.l 

The two are practically synonymous2 and either could 

carry the sense of the passage alone, although the 

first probably provides a judicial and the second a 

paternal or scholastic coloring. Each depicts a 

beneficent act, a life lesson, not a verbal admoni-

tion. This kind of reproof is an inherent part of 

the discipline of l:tving, of growing up (Heb. 12: 7). 
J / 

Moffatt says e A t(Al.J points out the fault and TJa(tJrCw 
3 corrects it. Heb. 12:5, 6 is a quotation of the 

Septuagint version of Prov. 3:11, 12: 

5 -- nMy son, regard not li~ptly the chastening, 
(Tr<>(tJ'£1a .s ) of the Lord, 

Nor ~aint when thou art reproved (~AryX• 
0..-"- t: v o .s ) of him; 

6 -- For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth 
('frol.t$c[,r 1 ) ,4 

And scourget:g every son whom he receiveth" 
(A.R.V.). 

**~' .. *** 
r ,.. -> ,.. X 

1. In I. Cor. 11:32, TroltcH:.vw is used without ~)£r c.J 

but the context provides the judicial element, nBut 
when we are judged we are chastened of the Lord, that 
we may not be condemned with the world." Compare Ps. 
37:2; Prov. 3:11 for Septuagint Usage. 

2. Moffatt, Hebrews, p.200: Note that in 12:6 Manuscript 
A has 7TettJtb r, but manuscript B has "C..liyxn. This 
makes a twentieth actual or possible occunence of 
'{-,={{yXc.J in the New Testament. This mention of it is 
sufficient treatment. 

3. Moffatt, Hebrews p.20l: But the idea of correction is 
also in ~AfyX~· See Meyer, p.705, corrected by means 
of suffering. 

4. Ibid., Note 2. 
5. Moffatt, p.200: "Our writer, following the free LXX 

version, notes the twofold attitude of men under hard
slup. They may determine to get through it and get 
over it, as if it had no relation to God, seeing nothing 
of him in it. Stronger natures take this line; they 
summon up a stoical courage, which dares the world to 
do its worst to them. This is o~•ywFrlv noJ.,Je.fr:I..J 
I,{ up ( ou • It ignores any divine meaning in the rough ' / experience. Other natures collapse weakly (£K..:tcn:rv); 
they see God in the Trial, but he seems too hard upon 

(Continued at bottom of next page) 
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The usage in Rev. 3:19 is identical so tbat no fur-

ther comment is needed other than to note that they 

are Christ's words and therefore in the first per
:~ l / 

son, "As many as I love, I reprove ( €tlt'yX"c.J) and 

chasten (TT~tJa:.: u ) : be zealous therefore and repent. tl 

Jude 15:- Treatment of this verse has been 

reserved to the end of the chapter solely to empha

size its similarity to John 8:46 and 16:8 in the usage 
} "\ / .Y: 

of Ef\l)"!lCcl and in sentence structure. It belongs with 

I Cor. 14:24; Jas. 2:9; Eph. 5:11, 13 and Titus 1:9 
~ / 

in that t:i\ttXcv here means convict, condemn, expose 

as evil. But the grammatical construction with 
/ 

7r£{J' and the thing concerning which the action takes 
/ 

place links this verse with the two in John. 7Tr~J 

specifies the scope of the action. The Lord is 

to convict them wit~ference to all their ungodly 

acts and completely refute them with reference to all 

their ungodly sayings. The usage in this verse 

comes close to that of James 2:9, convicted by the 

law, and Job 15:6, pronounce unrighteous, condemn, 

convict, judge. 'rhe action involves not so much in-

ner recognition of sin as outward branding of sin. 

Jude 14b, 15 is either a quotation from the 

(Note 5, continued from preceding page) 
them, and they break down in self-pity, 
were victims of an unkind providence." 
use of ~ ,\( rXc..~ as in Heb. and Rev., see 
p. 202. 

as if they 
For Philo's 
Moffatt, 
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apocryphal Book of Enoch (Moffatt, Bigg, Plummer) 

or else both quote from a familiar unwritten tradi

tion preserved from ancient times (Calvin, Gardiner). 

Jude t s version is, "Behold, the Lord came with ten 

thousands of his holy ones, to execute judgment upon 
, 

all, and to convict all the ungodly of (rr£f') all 

their works of ungodliness which they have ungodly 
, 

wrought, and of ( 7T t;,) all the hard things which un-

godly sinners have spoken against him. 11 VVhether the 

Greek is the stronger compound word ~jc). ~Y fa~/ which 

is not found elsewhere in the New Testament,l or 

fAfyj~, , which has become the preferred reading,2 

the best English translation is probably convict. 

nAlthough rebuke and conviction of sin now often 

leadeth to conversion, then (i.e., at the judgment) 

it can result only in condemnation. 11 3 

(2) Usage in the Fourth Gospel 
l' '\. , 

The four uses of e 1\t. rXc.> in John's gos-

pel will be reserved for treatment in the next chapter. 

1. But occurs "thrice in the LXX (Esa. 2:4; Mic. 4:3; 
Sop. 12:17). 11 Gardiner, p.l5l.J , 

2. Nestle has ~AtyJtlll and places tfc.Jrrjo~, in the mar
gin. This is also the reading of Lachmann and Tis
shendorf. See Gardiner, p.l51. 

3. Ibid. Gardiner. 
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C. Summary of the Lexical Study of CAf y)"u 

~"'/X The derivation of l..Af)": c.J seems to imply pick-

ing out faults from within so as to put to shame. Its 

earliest use in Homer confirms this meaning. In later 

classical usage it was adopted by the court room and meant 

mainly to cross-examine, convict, refute, disprove, argue, 

prove. In the Septuagint it is used almost exclusively 

to translate its equivalent Hebrew word, to decide, judge, 

prove, argue, convince, convict, reprove, cl~ide, rebuke, 

chastise, correct, chasten. The Hebrew, but not [.l.;;x(J, 

can also mean, appoint, prepare for. And in one in-
~ / 

stance EAty~~ takes on a strong meaning of condemna-

tion when used to translate a different Hebrew verb. 

The Papyri show a usage in the strong sense, convict, and 

a milder usage, expose, set forth. An interesting use 

of the noun on a Greek inscription had the meaning, 

the prosecutor. In the New Testament a word of wide 

variety of meaning takes on deeper significance by vir~1e 

of the ·context in which it is used, particularly in con

nection with sin and judgment. 

D. Concluding Comparative Study of the Two Synonyms 

Of particular value in this study has been 
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the analysis of the usage in the Septuagint. 1 It was 

"' / found that t!Trliy«tJfc.J was a word of comparatively simple 

range of meaning and identical with the Hebrew verb, to 
1 7 / 

cry out a rebuke. It was found also that although £Acr}(w 

was used in the Septuagint fifty-three times and its 

Hebrew equivalent fifty-six times, only in tbree instances 

does the usage fail to indicate identity of meaning.2 

Forty-three times the words stand for each other, in five 

additional instances their substantives take the place of 

one or the other, and mistranslations account for some of 

1. Hatch, p.l5: "of singular value in the case of the 
Septuagint is the fact tba. t to a considerable extent 
it is not a literal translation but a Targum or 
paraphrase. For the tendency of almost all students 
of an ancient book is to lay too great a stress upon 
the meaning of single words to draw too subtle dis
tinctions between synonyms, to press unduly the force 
of metaphors, and to estimate the weight of compound 
words in current use by weighing separately the elements 
of which they are compounded. vVhereas in the ordinary 
speech of men, and with all but a narrow, however 
admirable, school of writers in a literary age, dis
tinctions between synonyms tend to fade away, the ori
ginal force of metaphors becomes so weakened by fa
miliarity as to be rarely present to the mind of the 
speaker, and compound words acquire a meaning of their 
own which cannot be resolved into the separate mean
ings of their component parts. But the fact that 
the Septuagint does not, in a large proportion of 
cases, follow the Hebrew as a modern translation would 
do, but gives a free and varying rendering, enables us 
to check this common tendency of students both by show
ing us not only in another language, but also in another 
form, the precise extent of mean:i.ng which a word or a 
sentence was intended to cover, and also by showing us 
how many different Greek words express the shades of 
meaning of a single Hebrew word, and conversely how 
many different Hebrew words explairi to us the mean:i.ng 
of a single Greek word. 

2. See summary of '€ A f y Xw t csnte , }J. 83. 
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the other variations.l Also there was not a single case 
;I , ' 

where ~AryX~ crossed Hebrew meanings in any way with 

' , tTft7"•p4iw. In spite of frequent usage neither was ever 

used to translate the Hebrew word associated with the 

other. On the basis of such evidence it is not unrea-

sonable to conclude that though similar in some meanings 

usage marked a clean line between the two words. It was 

found that this cleavage was maintained with only slightly 

less strictness in the New Testament. More basis of com-

parison was afforded because of usage in similar con-

texts (Matt. 18:15; Luke 17:3) and in the same context 

(II Tim. 4:2). Both words could be used in the sense, 
.> , 

to admonish; this was more natural to £)cy,XtJ and was 
.> / 

only in a single instance contextually true of t.T1tl1,;«-atw. 

Though the same English words could often be used to 

translate these synonyms, abundant contextual evidence 

was fotuad for maintaining at all times a difference of 
> , 

connotation. t_.,.,.,,,,AA-ot.w is a word of limited range, ex-

pressing mainly verbal rebuke with a v:tew to stopping, 

1. Hatch, p.20: urn a comparatively small number of 
cases a single Greek word corresponds to a single 
Hebrew word, with such accidental exceptlons as may 
be accounted for by a varlation in the text: it is 
legitimate to infer that, in such cases, there was 
in the minds of the translators, and since the trans
lators were not all of one time or locality, presuma
bly in current usage, an absolute identity of meaning 
between the Hebrew and the Greek." 
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} , y 
opposing, or reprimanding. E).-c..yA41, however, is a tre-

mendously potent word, capable of adapting itself to a 

variety of contexts.1 It is so full of meaning that a 

single English word seldom does it justice. Though it is 

used to depict a judicial act it is doubtful whether it 

ever gets entirely away from some corresponding action 

which takes place within the realm of consciousness. 

When it means expose, it means bringing to light the 

evil nature within man. When it means convict in the 

sense of judicial condemnation, it is not without convey

ing the meaning that the condemned sinner at that time 

recognizes the true nature of sin. When it means argp.e, 

confute, it is with a view to convincing by proof. when 

it means chastise, punish, it operates w.ith a persuasive 

love that acts not only on but within the sinner. 

' , E"'Tt 7"1)(el41 is a verbal expression of authority involving 

1. Hare, Vol. II, Note K., p.528: nin the early Greek 
1 "I " language indeed the prevalent sense of (/\rrXctv seems 

to have been to reprove, to rebuke, to reproach; as 
we see in the Homeric use, both of the verb, and of its 

""'" 'Y >.l x" derivatives ~J'\cy,...t:cl.. and t"cy c.c..s, which are applied 
as opprobrius terms to persons. But in the phrase
ology of the courts of justice, and of the schools, 
'tAr)"Xr'" implied demonstration and some sort of canvic-" (' / tion, differing however from «TToortvvuv;'' ,in that 
the latter was simply to prove, whereas £A 1:. yXn v in
cludes the refutation of an opponent ••• Hence a complex 
notion being comprehended in the word, its usage 
naturally swayed sometimes toward tbe one side, some
times toward the other: and this ambiguity we also find 
in the writers of the New Testament; wherefore the lead
ing notion can only be determined by the context in 
each case." 
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"E. , , X censure. 11ty '-> is a word of far·~ reaching spiritual ac-

tivity producing shame and conviction in the heart of the 

person reproved. It is not surprising then that John 
"'\" .;> ,.. 

uses (1\i:yX"' four times and riftTy.<aLw not at all. In the 
.,1 /" 

New Testament r: Tr 1 Tf/"-ott:.,) is used largely of Jesus' earthly 

J "' 
exercise of authority to rebuke. £ ~rtX(.) is used largely 

of spiritual activity after the Ascension. 
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CHAPTER III 
I , 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF E~c -rX~ 
IN THE FOURTH GOSPEL 

A. Introduction: The Method of Treatment 

)E.At'yAW occurs four times in the Gospel of 

John (3:20; 8:9; 8:46; 16:8). The purpose of this chapter 

is to provide a background of understanding of the Jo

hannine usage to prepare the way for a careful exegesis 

of Jo.hn 16:8 in the next chapter. Before study of this 

verb in relation to the Holy Spirit, it will be necessary 

to obtain a special understanding of the Johannine con

texts. The method of treatment will be to note certain 

general characteristics of the literary styl~ purpose 

and the content of the Gospel and then to make brief 

exegetical studies of John 3:20; 8:9; and 8:46 in their 

larger context. The extent of these studies will be 

limited by their purpose. Significant material will be 

summarized with a view to its bearing on the general 

trend of this study. 

B. General Observations 

In order to fit the study of specific passages 

into a picture of the Gospel as a whole a few introductory 

-89-
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observations are necessary. Although the scope of this 

study is so limited that the literary and theological 

problems which have been the subject of so much critical 

research are not immediately involved, yet some acquaintance 

with works in that field is essential and a limited but 

representative bibliography of that nature has been in-

eluded. VIJhile recognizing the tremendous division of 

opinion in the ranks of scholarship, the writer accepts 

the Apostle John as the author of this gospel.l 

1. The Purpose and Content of the Gospel 

The Author has so clearly stated his own 

purpose that it is needless here to gp beyond that to a 

discussion of purposes which have been ascribed to him. 

"These are written that ye might believe that Jesus is 

the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing ye might 

have life through his name." His purpose is evangelistic 

mainly rather than reportorial or polemic. It is evident 

** .. ~*~f~ .. 

1. Gloag, Preface, p.VIII: nDr. Schaff ••• observes: 
'The Johannine problem is the most difficult in the 
literature of the New Testament. That Gospel is a 
mystery as the work of the beloved disciple, but a 
still greater mystery if the work of some unknown 
Christian Plato of the second century.' Dr. Scott 
writing in 1906 (Preface p.V) said, 'It has been ap
parent, for some time past, that all the available 
material for forming a judgment on the date and author
ship of the Gospel has now been collected and 
thoroughly sifted. Different writers arrive at dif
ferent conclusions, but are unable to make any real 
addition to the evidence.'" 

The trend now appears to be toward accepting the Gos
pel as at least based on the Apostle's witness. See 
Bernard, p.IXIX (Vol. I). 
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also that he chose his material so as to provide an his-

tori cal supplement to the previous accounts, but this was 

not his primary purpose. The record appears to be 

that of an eye-witness and it is obviously the product 

of a highly spiritual nature who wrote from a deep ex-

perience of the reality of the believer's life in 

Christ. "It is only a Johannine Christian who can truly 

understand and interpret John's writings."1 

For convenient reference in placing passages 

in the general framework of the Gospel the following 

brief outline of the contents is copied from Gloag.2 

The Prologue; the incarnation of the Logos, i. 1-18. 
I. The revelation and ministry of the Son of God to 

the World. 
a. Testimonies borne to Christ: by the Baptist, 

i. 19-34; by the disciples, 1. 35-51; by His 
miracles, 1-11. 

b. The ministry of Christ: in Judea, ii. 13-iii. 36; 
in Samaria, iv. 1-42; :i.n Gal:i.lee, iv. 43-54. 

c. Christ's self-revelation as Son of God: in Jer
usalem, v; in Galilee, vi. 

d. Christ's min:tstry in Jerusalem: at the feast of 
Tabernacles, vii-x; at the feast of Dedication, 
ix, x. 

e. Christ's glorification as Son of God in the 
resurrection of Lazarus, xi. 

f. Close of Christ's public ministry, xii. 
II. The Revelation and Ministry of the Son of God to His 

Disciples. 
a. The last discourses of Christ to His disciples, 

xiii-xvi. 
b. The sacerdotal prayer, xvii. 

1. Gloag, p.77. 
2. Ibid., p.l59 --On this same page he lists references 

t'o more elaborate tables of contents in other com
mentaries. 
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III. The revelation of the Son of God in His Sufferings 
and Resurrection. 

a. The last sufferings of Chrlst, xviil, xix. 
b. The resurrection, xx. 

The Epilogue. 
a. The appearance of the risen Lord at the Sea of 

Tiberias, xxi, 1-14. 
b. The Lord and His two disciples Peter and John, 

xxi, 15-25. 

2. The Literary Style of the Gospel 

John's style is truly a work of art. Remark-

ably simple and ~~assuming its limited vocabulary and 

repetitions give it a rhythmlc majesty of movement that 

creates an atmosphere of profound religious feeling. 

"It omits words of local or temporary interest and rings 

the changes on a small number of elementary words and their 

synonyms."1 

"With the simplicity of style and diction, and even 
in the thoughts and sentiments of the Johannine writ
ings, there is combined a real profundity which no 
human intellect can fathom. • •• The v~itings of John 
may be compared to a well of water, so clear and 
sparkling that at first one thinks he sees to the 
bottom; but that well is so deep, that the more one 
gazes into it, the deeper does it appear, and no one 
has yet been able to fathom it. u2 

1. Abbott; Johannine _Vocabula~, p.348. 
2. Gloag, pp.73,74. Note also p.77: "The interpretation 

of the JOhannine writings is peculiarly difficult by 
reason of their profundity. • • It requires .such a. 
spiritual insight, as is rarely possessed, fully to 
fathom the deep things contained in them. Hence a. 
religious and spiritual nature is essential; we must 
have largely imbibed the spirit of Jesus Christ before 
we can enter into the spirit of John's writings." 
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c. Exegesis of John 3:20 

The context, verses 16-21, is as follows: 

16. nFor God so loved the world, tba t he gave his only 
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on him should 
not perish, but have eternal life. 

17. nFor God sent not the Son into the world to judge 
the world; but that the world should be saved through 
him. 

18. "He that believeth on him is not judged: he that 
believeth not hath been judged already, because he hath 
not believed on the name of the only begotten Son of 
God. 

19. 11And this is the judgment, tba t the light is come 
into the world, and men loved the darkness rather than 
the light; for their works were evil. 

20. nFor every one that deeth evil hateth the light, 
and cometh not to the light, lest his works Should 
be reproved. 

21. 11But he that deeth the truth cometh to the light, 
that his words may be made manifest, that they have 
been wrought in God. 11 (A.R. V.) 

\ ( 

The Greek for verse 20: n ct..s («f o 

\ .)1 !I " 
Tcl. ~fyat aiv,..ou. 

/ 

~«vAo{ 7Tflolt:rtrwV f1Ur~r 

,, ' , , X n" 
1 Vc{ ,r<. U L 1\ Cf V ~ 

There are no textual problems of any consequence 

in this passage. The correct text is substantially 

established. 

Now without going into too great detail, it 

will be necessary to observe the general features of the 

context and then to examine more closely the contribution 

of certain words to the sequence of thought. 

This third chapter of John tells of Nicodemus' 
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surreptitious visit to Jesus. Although a religious leader 

Nicodemus saw in Jesus a demonstration of spiritual power 

that made him dissatisfied. He sought him out and in 

their extended interview he saw a vision of eternal life 

and was presented with a challenge to be reborn into that 

life as a present reality. The issue was whether he would 

come into the light that is Christ or go back through the 

night to the trifling, worthless works of his present 

level of living. Some commentators split this chapter 

between verses 15 and 16, terminating the interview proper 

with verse 15 and beginning with verse 16, 11God so loved 

the world", etc., the evangelist's comments on Jesus' 

words to Nicodemus. 1 These comments are said to have 

been phrased with an eye to the Greek philosophies of the 

day. This theory has a difficult time standing on all 

four legs and seems to break up needlessly an otherwise 

clearly unified picture. In any case, whether the latter 

portion contains Jesus' teaching as opposed to static 

Judaism or John's versus sterile Gnosticism, it is cer-

tainly bth against fruitless unbelief. And spiritual 

truths that sometimes seem idealistic and unreal take on 

a terribly pointed practicality when centered on the im

mediate need of a human soul in the presence of the best 

and yet momentarily in danger of condemning itself by 

1. Godet, p.395. 
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unbelieving refusal to accept that best. This passage 

comes to life if it is all considered part of a most por

tentous interview between Jesus and Nicodemus. 

In that evening together, a human soul finds it

self walking on an eternal stage as part of a struggle 

in which the world is at stake. In the next chapter it 

will be essential to analyze the particular force of 
/ / 

some of the words used here, KOtr)A-OS --world, and V..fii/W. 

to judge. Jesus tells Nicodemus that the loving purpose 

of God is world-wide redemption. "For God sent not the 

Son into the world to judge the world: but that the world 

should be saved through him"(verse 17). Jesus then tells 

Nicodemus that this all-inclusive purpose is to be real-

ized on an individual basis. Nicodemus can be in God's 

plan or outside it depending on whether or not he believes 
.> 

into (ErS) the name of the Unique One. 11 He that believeth 

into him is not judged: he that believeth not hath been 

judged already, 1 because he hath not believed into the 

name of the only begotten Son of God" (verse 18). When 

a man refuses to accept the highest of Which he has had 

1. Cp. John 5:24. The judgment here is an immediate con
demnatory experience which the believer escapes by 
virtue of his belief not as a reward for it and with 
which the unbeliever is gripped 11as an internal fact" 
(Meyer, p.l33). Luther said, "He who does not believe, 
already has hell on his neck" (Meyer, p.ll33). 
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any experience he not only bars himself from it but he 

immediately stands self-condemned by the inner recognition 

that he has compromised himself. He has seen what ought 

to be and what can be and has refused it. A shaft of pure 

radiance from the source of all light falls into the inner 

chamber of his soul. ~ben he shuts the door to keep it 

out denying its Source, he is not at some fUture judgment 

placed in darlmess as a punisbmen t for his denial.l He 

is automatically by virtue of his act in the darkness he 

has chosen and he knows he is there. nAnd the condemna

tioif is this, that3 the light4 is come into the world, 

1. This view does not eliminate a concluding judf!fnent. 
It simply accepts a different emphasis for this verse 
(see Meyer, pp.l33,4). Judgment inherent in the pro
cess of history does not clash with ultimate judg-
ment. , 

2. Westcott, p.56: "More exactly the process (¥-purlS), 
and not the result ( Kp~)"-ot). 

Meyer, p.l34: 11But herein consists the condemnation 
(as an inner moral fact which, according to verse 
18, had already occurred)." e, 

3. "'Or1 introduces a clause in apposition with c:luT"" (Ro
bertson, p.699). It is interpreted because by Cbry
sostom "For this cause they are punished because." 
11But the use of a similar phrase in I .Jn. 1:5 and 5:14 
• • • conf'i rms the view thB. t 6't' here means 'that' tt. 
The very fact that men love darkness is their con
demnation" (Abbott, .Johannine Grammar, p.l58). Ab
bott,also quotes Ammonius as found in Cramer, nDis
belief is of itself a punisbment.u 

4. Not light but the light (To 4>c:ls). Cp. Jn. 1:4: "In 
him was lif'e: and the life was the light of men. 11 

( .:::; :~, - ' ,- ' : . 
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and yet1 men2 loved the darkness3 rather4 than the light; 
6 )' / 

because5 their works were habitually ('Y\.V} evil (noV)Itfol }" 

(verse 19). The condemnation is here expressed in gen-

eral terms related to men as a class and the historical 

reason is given for their free preference for darkness 

rather than· light. They stand self-convicted. The gen-

eral statement is now individualized in verse 20 by way of 

explanation. "For (example)7 every one who habitually 

' 1. Robertson, p.426: ~dl here can be stretched to supply 
the force and yet. 

2. Westcott, p.56: 11 Men as a class passed sentence on 
themselves in action." 

3. Ibid., p.56: "There are two words thus translated. 
The one which occurs here ( o- K6 ,....o.s), and in I John 
1:6, only in st. John's writings, expresses dark
ness a9solutely as opposed to light; the other 
(~KoTJ~) which is found in 1:5; 8:12; 2:35, 46; 
I Jn. 1:5; 2:8, 9, 11, darkness realized as a 
state." 

4. Godet, p.398:~~~Aav emphasizes free preference. 
5. Y~f> : The reason why they love the darkness ra-

ther than the light. (See Meyer, p.l34 and Dana and 
Mantey, pp.242-4.) 

6. Westcott, p.56. Godet, however, (p.399) says 
the imperfect "presents the life of the world in 
evil as a fact existing long before the appear-
ance of the light." , 

7. Meyer, pp.l34,5: The· second Yc:l.P is explanatory 
and introduces a psychological elucidation of why 
evil-doers loathe the light. 
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practices (n-fl~O"D"'wv) 1 base things ( ~Qtu,.\ ct) 2 hates the 

light, and comes not to the lieht3 in order that4 his 

works should not be shamed by exposure to the light 

which would reveal their worthless nature. It has been 

necessary to use a lengthy paraphrasia here to bring out 

1. Plurmner, p. 99: rrThe Greek word for doeth is not the 
same as that in the next verse; but it is not quite 
certain that any dis tinction of meaning is intended, 
although 5:29ninclines one to think so. There the 
words are paired in precisely the same way as here. 
On the other hand in Rom. 7:15-20 these same two words 
are interchanged indifferently, each being used of 
doing good and of doing evil. In order to make a dis
tinction lractiseth evil has been suggested. But evil 
also requ res retranslation, for in the Greek it dif
fers from evil in V.l9. The meaning in this verse is 
rather frivolous, good-for-nothin~, worthless. He 
that practiseth worthless thingsthe aimless trifler) 
hateth the light, which would show him the true value 
of' the inanities which fill up his existence.u 

Bernard, p.l22: "Both in this passage and in 5,..:29 
{the only two places where Jn. has the adj. ¢«u~os 
or the verb n pd.o-o-t• v) we have c#)otu.\C( -rrp Oi u-~ r.• v , but 
~y .. ~d. ( T'~Av ~;».~&t.latv, v. 21) lTor.tiV • 1T,oti.trr£tv does 
not carry with it the idea of anything accomplished, 
or abiding as the result of action, whereas Trotr?v is 
to make as well as to do." -

I' 

Meyer, p.l35: lrf'cl.tTtrwv, he who strives after, agit, 
pursues as the goal of his activity, and 7To• w v, he 
who does, facit, realizes as a fact. 

/ 

Westcott, p.56: "Jrp01..o-6"wrl' expresses scope and general 
character of' a man's activity; rrod:Jv, the actual re
sult outwardly seen. 

2. See Bernard and Plummer as quoted in Note 1. Also 
note Westcott, p.56: 11 {<j.«u~os) is different from the 
common word (TrovMpo.s) used in V.l9 ••• It occurs 
in 5:29; Rom. 9:11, 2 Cor. 5:10 {in each case con
trasted with good); Tit. 2:8; James 3:16; and corres
ponds to the English bad, as expressing that Which is 
poor, mean, worthless;n-

3. That is, into the open, where Christ is. Evil-doers 
are not afraid of company or publicity in itself -
they are afraid of righteous, Christian company and of' 
allowing Christ in their thoughts. Purity and holiness 
and eternal values possess a light intolerable to 

(Continued on next page) 
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the probable meaning o:f C A fyXCJ in tbis context. No 

single English word is adequate. Mo:f:fatt translates 

exposed. This :fits the general emphasis on light and 

corresponds to the usage in Eph. 5:11 and 13. And the 

ex in the English word has much the same :force as the 
.) 

f.t( in the Greek. Moreover the idea of' exposure :fre-

quently carries with it a sense o:f shame. Tnis then is 

probably the best single word :for this context. The word 

shamed gets away, :from the contextual stress on light. 

The word reproved (A.R.V.) carries the force o:f :fearing 

merited reproo:f but otherwise is inadequate. Plummer 

prefers convicted o:f being worthless, but the idea of' 

conviction and condemnation has already in the preceding 

verses been more than adequately covered. Westcott says 

the meaning is "properly, si:fted, tried, tested, and then, 

i:f need be, convicted, shewn :faulty and reproved, as by 

one having authority and aptitude to judge. 11 Meyer says, 
.>! '1 

"This eAryXo..s is the chastening censure, which they 

shunned both on account of' their being put to shame be

:fore the world, and the threatening feeling of repent~nce 

and sorrow in their sel:f-consciousness. "· Milliganl 
.) / 

says rA. rrXw "is remarkable, as it is more naturally 

(Note 3, con~inued ~rom the preceding page) 
those cf;!Q{v.A.ct Tfpol..trtrt .. JII. u , 

Note 4 :from preceding page -- II/ d.. .M't : de:fensive purpose 
behind this shunning o:f the light. 

1. Page 72. 
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applied to the doer than to his deed. Not only will 

the works be shown by the light -- be exposed in their 

true character; the works are looked on as if of themselves 

the criminals -- they will be self-convicted, self-condemned. rr 

But he fails to see that in this context the condemnation 

is not dependent on the exposure. The self-condemnation 

is what deters the evil-doer from seeking exposure. 

When the interview with Jesus. terminated and 

Nicodemus went home through the night the words of verse 

21 must have been a beckoning light to him. "But he that 

deeth the truth cometh to the light, that his works may 

be made manifest, that they have been ¥~ought in God.n 

That he responded in some degree at least and tested his 

own worthless works by the light of Christ and the eternal 

redemptive purpose of God is indicated by John 19:39:

"And there came also {with Joseph of Arimathaea) Nico

demus, he who at the first came to him by night, bringing 

a mixture of myrrh and aloes, about a hundred pounds. 

40:- so they took the body of Jesus, and bound it in 

linen cloths with the spices." 

D. Exegesis of John 8:9 

The context, 7:53 • • • 8:11, is as follows:-

7:53: "And they went every man unto his own house: 

8:1: "but Jesus went unto the mount of Olives. 

2: 11 And early in the mor.ning he came again in to the 
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temple, and all the people came unto him; and he sat 
down, and taught them. 

8:3: "And the scribes and the Pharisees bring a woman 
taken in adultery; and having set her in the midst, 

4: "they say unto him, Teacher, this woman hath been 
taken in adultery, in the very act. 

5: "Now in the law Moses commanded us to stone such: 
what then sayest thou of her? 

6: "And this they said, trying him, that they might 
have whereof to accuse him. But Jesus stooped down 
and with his finger wrote on the ground. 

7: "But when they continued asking him he lifted 
up himself, and said unto them, He that is without sin 
among you, let him first cast a stone at her. 

8: "And again he stooped down, and with his finger 
wrote on the ground. 

9: "And they, when they heard it, went out one by 
one, beginning from the eldest, even unto the last: 
and Jesus was left alone, and the woman where she was, 
in the midst. 

10: "And Jesus lifted up himself, and said unto her, 
Women, where are they? Did no man condemn thee? 

11: "And she said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said, 
Neither do I condemn thee: go thy way; from hence
forth sin no more." (A.R.V.) 

The American Revised version just quoted does 
) , 

not contain c:J.e yX'-J. The correct text of this en tire 

paragraph is impossible to determine with the evidence at 

hand. It is called the "Pericope de adultera". 1 It is 

not found in any of the early Greek uncial manuscripts 

except the Codex Bezae (D). "It is omitted by the oldest 

1. Pericope means a 11 sectiont' of a book or manuscript, 
that part which is cut out. 
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representatives of every kind of evidence.n1 

"The authorities on the side of the Pericope are 
almost wholly Western, and do not become numerous 
in any language until after the acceptance by Jerome 
of the section as Johannine. Jerome seems to have 
followed here some Greek MSS. not now extant. This 
evidence is, however, wholly insufficient to justifY 2 the inclusion of the narrative in the Fourth Gospel." 

Most critics and com.mentators agree that it is 

an interpolation3 

"The internal evidence (according to Westcott) leads 
forcibly to the same conclusion. The language of the 
narrative is different from that of St. John both in 
vocabulary and in struc·ture ••• The general 'tone' 
of the narrative is alien from St. John and akin to 
the tone of the com:mon Synoptic basis. • • • The inci
dent appears to belong to the last visit to Jerusalem·,: 
so that 1h e position which it occupies in St. Luke is 
perhaps historically correct.n4 

Those who accept it as genuine see this as another at

tempt to ensnare Jesus by forcing him to flout the law 

because of the failure of the officers to arrest him in 

the previous chapter. 5 Meyer, however, says this is 

1. Westcott, p.l41. He concludes a brief summary of the 
arguments pro and con by saying, 11 Thus the only natural 
explanation of the unquestioned facts is that the nar
rat.ive was current in the third century in a Greek but 
not in a Latin text, though over a narrow range; that 
towards the end of the fourth century it was introduced 
in various places but particularly where it now stands. 11 

2. Bernard (Int. Crit. Com.), p ."l.l6. 
3. Meyer, pp.256,259 lists many authorities. It is un

warranted dogmatism to conclude with Gaebelein, p.l54 1 
that all the argu_ments for cons ide ring the passage an, 
interpolation "have been proved invalid." 

4. Westcott, p.l42. On p.l41 he states that this para-
graph is found inserted in other places as follows: 

a. At the end of the Gospel by about eleven MSS. 
b. After Jn. 7:36 b~ 225. 
c. After Luke 21 by four MSS. 

5. Gaebelein, p.l55. 
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merely a reason for choosing this place for the interpo

lation.1 In any case most critics agree that the story is 

an authentic fragment o~ an early tradition relative to 

the sayings and activities o~ Jesus. 

The text contains more variations than in any 

other portion of the New Testament. Many manuscripts 

cantain explanatory glosses which were added at a very 

early date. 2 According to Westcott and Hort it was only 
:> ) / 

by virtue o~ one o~ these that £:11 f"YACJ entered the text 
) , 

o~ verse 9 in the ~ollowing MSS: EGHKS. After ocKouo-<>~VT€S 

these contain £.<oC~ ~Tr~ T~S a-uv e.1 J :,tTE. ws tA zyX~cv'ol 
making the entire verse read:- "And they when they heard 

it, and being reproved (convicted) by their conscience, 

went out one by one, beginning with the eldest even to 

the last; and Jesus was le~t alone vdth the woman who 

was standing in the midst o~ the company. tt3 The explana

tory clause is omitted in "OM Urfl fam. 13,1071 and the 

Lat. vss.u4 It is included in Nestle's text. 
~ ; 

It is evident then that the usage of E..l e yXw 

here cannot with any assurance be considered Johannine. 

It can however be accepted ~or study in connection with 

this passage, for whether added as a gloss or not is 

1. Meyer, p.256. 
2. Westcott, p.717. 
3. Translation follows, in part, Godet, p.86. 
4. Bernard, p.720. 
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relatively unimportant if the explanatory clause is con

sistent with the sense of the context. The only point in 

which the textual criticism would be important would be 

in determining whether the usage related to the first or 

a later century. It probably belongs to the first cen

tury even though it may not have been added to the text 

until the third. 

The sense of the passage is so clear that no 
1 '\ , 

problem exists concerning the force of tl\tyXw. It is too 

definitely set by the words nby their conscience." West

cott points out that this narrative "records the, single 

case in which the Lord deals with a specific sinful act. 

And thj.s he does 1) by referring the act to the inward 

spring of action, and 2) by declining to treat the legal 

penalty as that which corresponds to the real guilt. 

So there is opened to us a glimpse of a tribunal more 

searching, and yet more tender, than the tribunals of 

men. 111 But the Pharisees were not so concerned with 

the woman and her sin as they were with trapping Jesus.2 

When their plan failed and Jesus. turned the penetrating 

power of his moral authority on their own present 

motives and past conduct, they stood self-convicted and 

left one by one. It was an individual conviction in 

1. Westcott, p.l25. 
2. Godet, p.89. 
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each case. As a group they were discomfited but Jesus 

had set the conscience of each one '~rking and no one 

dared step out in the role of sinless judge. The ex

planatory phrase "And being convicted by their con

science" adds no thought that is not inherent in the 

story. If it is a gloss, it simply puts into words the 

meaning of the passage, which is almost more eloquently 
:;J " 

supplied without the explanation. The usage of £.At:yXw 

here is significant in this study because it is so plain

ly limited to the inner convicting action of the con

science as Jesus throws the light of his spirit on sin. 

E. Exegesis of John 8:46 

8:30: nAs he spake these things, many believed on 
him. 

31: "Jesus therefore said to those Jews that had 
believed hL·n, If ye abide in my word, then are ye 
truly my disciples; 

32: nand ye shall know the truth, and the truth 
shall make you free. 

33: "They answered unto hi.m, We are Abraham's seed, 
and have never yet been in bondage to any man: how 
sayest thou, Ye shall be made free? 

34: "Jesus answered them, Verily, verily, I say unto 
you, Every one that co~~itteth sin is the bondservant 
of sin. 

35: nAnd the bondservant abideth not in the house 
for ever: the son abideth for ever. 

36: "If therefore the Son shall make you free, ye 
shall be free indeed. 

37: "I know that ye are Abraham's seed: yet ye seek 
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to kill me, because my word hath not free course in 
you. 

38: "I speak the things which I have seen with my 
father: and ye also do the things which ye heard from 
your father. 

39: "They answered and said unto him Our father is 
Abraham. Jesus saith unto them, If ye were 'Abraham's 
children, ye would do the words of Abraham. 

40: "But now ye seek to kill me, a man that hath told 
you the truth, which I heard from God: this did not 
Abraham. 

41: ''Ye do the works of your father. They said unto 
him, We were not born of fornication; we have one 
Father, even God. 

42: "Jesus said unto them, If God were your Father, 
ye would love me: for I came forth and am come from 
God; for neither have I come of myself, bo_t he sent 
me. 

43: "Why do ye not understand my speech? Even because 
ye cannot hear my word. 

44: ''Ye are of your father the devil, and the 
lusts of your father it is your will to do. He was a 
murderer from the beginning and standeth not in the 
truth, because there is no truth in him. V\lhen he 
speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his ow.n: for he is a 
liar, and the father thereof. 

45: 11But becatlse I say the truth, ye believe me not. 

46: "Which of you convicteth me of sin? If I say 
truth, why do ye not believe me? 

47: 11 He that is of God heareth the words of God. 
(A.R.V.) 

The immediate context for the usage of l~;yXv 

here is supplied by verses 45 and 46:- ~yw J£ ~T• ~ 

T-vC:CA~6flol~ ).{'(w, 0~ TTl4T'C4;CT{ )AOt • II~ cj ~,/--!:JV 

CA;yxr• ~t: Tr!f~ ~fA-Ii?l"/Ol.s; c~~c) ~~~()ccd.ll >.c'yc.~, ~~~ 
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/(""' > , , 
Tl V~l:.l s 0~ Trto-TCCII:#C _,M.tH j 

No textual problem exists except the minor one 

in verse 46 concerning the inclusion of ~ c in a few MSS. 

It is not well supported though the sense of the verse 

allows it. The uncial MS.D omits verse 46 entirely but 

this is clearly because the copyist became confused by 

the identical endings of verses 45 and 46.1 

Analysis of these two verses readily falls into 
:;;» 

five divisions:- 1) The personal pronouns, 2) o~ 
/ 

rrtaorc,;c;[ J-10( (ye do not believe in me), 3) ~l~&ctclll Aryw 
c , :I .. 

(I speak the truth), 4) cu-c-at,P"rrct..s (sin), and 5) c.AryXr1. 

(1) The Personal Pronouns. The most obvious 

characteristic of these two verses, besides the repeti

tion of verse 45 in question form in verse 46, is the 

presence of six personal pronouns, four in the first and 
, 

two in the second person. In addition A~r~ in the first 

person is used once without the emphatic pronoun. Verse 
~ I I 

45 begins with ~r~ and ends with~ot, and verse 46 ends 

wit~d/. The protagonists in this controversy2 are the 
> , (' ..... 

speaker, Jesus (cyw), and the Jews (~c~~ ). The point 

at issue is evidently Jesus' claims about himself; i.e., 

his Personality. The larger context makes this exceedingly 

1. Godet, p.117. 
) , . 

2. £~c.yXs:1, it must be remembered, carries the atmos-
phere of a legal battle in court. 
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emphatic. This is one of the major emphases of the entire 

Gospel. 1 Chapter 7:10~13 strikingly indicates What tre-

mendous under-cover interest in Jesus was 1nanifest by the 

crowds in Jerusalem at the feast of the tabernacles.2 

When Jesus appeared openly and began to speak all were 

amazed and some said, "Is not this he Whom they seek to 

kill? And lo, he _speaketh openly and they say nothing 

unto him. Can it be that the rulers indeed know that this 

is the Christ?"3 All asked the question, "Who is he?tt 

and a division of opinion arose. Throughout the -Gospel 

and particularly in this eighth chapter John uses the com-
~ I ;J 

bination £yW E~l. It may well be that in Jol1..n' s account 

of these temple discourses the exact words of Jesus are 
. 4 

more accurately preserved than in the Synoptics. ·cer-

tain it is that the controversy centered on Jesus' use . 

1. Bernard, Vol. I, p.CXVII: "The frequency with which 
the personal pronouns • • • occur in Jn. is a marked fea-" , ture of his style. Thus t:yw is found 134 times in 
Jn., as against 29 occurrences in Mt., 17 in Mk., and 
23 in Lk. In large measure this is due to the emphasis 
which in the Fourth Gospel Jesus lays upon His claims 
and His personality, although the pronoun often ap
pears when no. such reason can be assigned." 

2. John 7:10-13: "But when his brethren were gone up unto 
the feast, then went he also up, not publicly, but as 
it were in secret. · 

11: "The Jews therefore sought him at the feast, 
and said, Where is he? 

12: "And there was much murmuring among the 
multitudes concerning him: some said, He is a good 
man: others said, Not so, but he leadeth the multitude 
astray. 

13: "Yet no man spake openly of him for fear 
of the Jews. n 

3. John 7:25, 26. 
4. Bernard, Vol. I, p.CXXI. 
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.) I ) 

of £ yw t:~ 1 • The reason is clear. In.· the Old Testament 

these words are impressively characteristic of the utter

ances of Deity.1 It is obvious, at least, that by placing 

this phrase in the mouth of Jesus, John claims Divinity 

for him. 2 In chapter eight, note the following sequence:-
.I , > 

Verse 12: '•I am (cyw t.Y"') the light of the world. 
(The Pharisees reply: Because you bear witness of your
self your witness is not credible.) 

1_!3:, "Yea and if I judge, my judgment is true; for 
I am (c'J4' ) not alone, but I and the Father that sent 
me. 

1 r ~ 

18: "I am ( c.yw Z"t)C-1 )' he that beareth witness of 
myself. 

.I , ,. 

23: ''Ye are from beneath; I am (c.yw E~') from 
above: Ye are of this world; I am (~r~ r~') not of this 
world. 

~ . 
24: "Except ye believe that I am (c.yw c!l"-' ), ye 

shall die in your sins. 

(The Jews ask (verse 25): Who art thou?) 
28: "When ye shall have lifted up the Son of man, 

than shall ye know that ~ {trw ~'Yt•). 

(The Jews ask (verse 57): Hast th9u seen Abraham?) 
58: ''Before Abraham was born, ~ (cyw c•..-'4• ) • 11 

The last three uses of this phrase are without question 

1. Bernard, Vol. I, p.CXVII. 
2. Ibid. In the Fourth Gospel Jesus describes himself 

thus: ,~ , ~ 
I am ( crw 'C!,.~Ar ) the bread of life {6: 35). 
I am the light of the world (8: 12). 
I am the one bearing vdtness of himself (8:18). 
I am the door of the sheep (10:7). 
I am the good shepherd (10:11). 
I am the resurrection and the life (11:25). 
I am the true vine (15:1). 
I am the way and the truth and the life (14:6). 
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equivalent to the absolute sense in which in the Old 

Testament the prophets ascribed Divine proclamation to 

Jehovah. 1 The last statement (verse 58} is su.cll an as-

tounding assertion and so clearly a claim to Divinity 

that the Jews immediately "took up stones therefore to 

cast at him" (verse 59). Jesus' claim to Deity cen-

ters this whole controversy around his Person; therefore, 

the per·sonal pronouns in these verses. Against this 

background the other ideas in verses 45 and 46 take on 

their proper significance. 

/ I 

(2) O'tJ Ttl<rTCUrrC.)lol. Verses 24, 30 and 31 

provide the setting for this phrase. 

Verse 24:- "Except ye believe that I am, ye shall 
die in your sins. 

30,31:- "As he spake these things many believed 
on ( t 7r I rrcv crat v ~ ~s ) him. Jesus therefore said to 
those Jews that had believed him ( lT£"' &G'"'r"E.~ K o "td. s 
.auT't>}, If ye abide in my word then are ye truly my 
disciples." 

The alternatives are presented in a critical challenge. 

Escape from sin is possible only if they believe Jesus is 

what he is; i.e. , not only the Messiah but the Eternal 

Now (the I AM), the Source of Light and Life.2 Some 

believe on him "in the fullest sense: cast themselves 

upon Him, putting aside their own imaginations and hopes, 

1. Compare also John 13:19. 
see also Bernard, Vol. I, p.CXXI. 

2. Westcott, p.l31, supports this view in somewhat simi
lar language. 
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and waiting till He should show Himself more clearly. 
, I 

This energy of faith in a person (Tr 1 a-7cvc/v CIS, 'to 

believe in any one') is to be carefully distinguished 

from the simple acceptance of a person's statements as 
, / 

true (iTtO"'Tt:uctv TtVI, 'to believe any one'), which is 

noticed in the next verse. rrl Jesus immediately challenged 

this second group to break from the bondage of legalistic 

concepts and to become truly his disciples. Their quick 

opposition to his further statements reveal the shallow-

ness of their belie~. It is to this opposition Jesus 

speaks in verses 45 and 46 first with a st~tement and then 

a question. nit is because I tell the truth, that you do 

not believe me •••• If I tell the truth why do ye not 

believe me? 11 (Moffatt translation) 

Literally it means not bidden, unconcealed. This "is one 

of the keywords of the Fourth Gospel. 11 2 It is used 

1. Westcott,pp.l32,133. Compare also, Godet, pp.l06,107. 
2. Bernard, Vol. I, pp.25,26: "The question of Pilate, 

'~fuat is truth?' {18:38) has received its answer. It 
was the purpose of Christ's mission that He Should 'bear 
witness to the truth' (18:37, c.f. 5:33). The Word of 
the Father which he came to proclaim is truth {17:8). 
He emphasizes the truth of His pronouncements to His 
disciples (16:7) and to the multitude {8:45). He is 

'a man that hath told you the truth' (8:40). Truth came 
through Him (1:17); He is 'full of truth' (1:14); His 
is the Truth itself (14:6). So He wil+ send the Spirit 
of truth (15:26; 14:17 •• • ), who is to guide the 
faithful into all the truth (16:13). Christ's disciples 
will 'know the truth, and the truth will make them 
free' (8:32) 'he that deeth the truth cometh to the 
light' (3:21; cf. I Jn. 1:6); and Christ's prayer for 
His chosen is that they may be 'sanctified in the 
truth' (17:17, 19). Everyone that is of the truth hears 
His voice (18:38)." For statistics on usage, see p.26. 
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repeatedly in this eighth chapter. Does it mean truth in 

the abstract, truth as a principle? Verse 32 states a 

great principle, "the truth shall make you free. 11 Such 

a concept was current in that day both in Jewish and 

Greek thought •1 But John represents Christ as claim:i.ng 

not only to teach but also to be the Truth.2 Here is 

Truth come alive and Personalized. Truth and Light and 

Life in Christ as opposed to Sin and Darkness and Death 

in the world are repeatedly mentioned. Jesus is here speak

ing the Truth that saves and which they reject.3 The 

word is used objectively in the sense of What is true. 

It is not merely as opposed to what is feigned, ficti

tious, or false, however, since that would limit the 
t . / 

meaning of O(.}ADI.~!•A in a way certainly not in keeping vv:t th 

the context. It is in contrast to the sUbjective use of 
J / 1\ 
«All\ o-t:t4l in verse 44, "there is no truth in him" (the 

devil); i.e., he has no s:tnceri ty of m:tnd or :tntegri ty of 

character.4 Jesus is speaking what is true because he 

is the Truth. His claim to be the Truth is what they 

1. Bernard Vol. II, p.305, and Westcott, p.l33. 
2. Bernard, Vol. I,· p.26. 
3. Godet, p .117:- 11Wha t, ordinarily, causes a man to be 

believed is the fact that he speaks the truth. Jesus 
has with the Jews the opposite experience. They are 
so swayed by falsehood, by which their father 'has 
blinded their hearts, that precisely because he speaks 
the truth, he does pot find credence w:tth them." 

4. Thayer, in loco. 
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reject, but it is true none the less. 

\ c , ( / 
(4) TI 'f' Qt~oc;>i•CI(.S. The verb ~~Tel~&.~ lit-

erally means to be without a share in, to miss the mark; 

therefore, it means also to err, to miss the path of 

righteousness, to go wrong, to sin. The corresponding 

Hebrew verb which also means to miss the mark, to sin, is 

sometimes used in the Old Testament purely in the sense 

of missing a mark. For instance in Judges 20:16 it is 

said of a group of seven hundred chosen left-handed men, 

"every one could sling stones at a hair-brea.dth, and not 

miss. n But the Septuagint translators are careful not to 
c / 

use QtPCI!,l'•vw in such cases. It is clearly reserved for 

the meaning to sin, to violate divine law.l 
c / 

The noun ~~p'T•Cil is used in the same sense. 

Thayer states that here in John 8:46 it means nej_ther 

error nor craft. 2 Jesus is not arguing against self-

delusion nor against the charge of deluding and cor-

rupting the people. His argument is the same as in 

7:18, 11he that seeketh the glory of him that sent him, 

the same is true, and no unrighteousness is in him. tt 

He is claiming that the truth of what he says cannot 

1. Thayer, in loco. 
2. Thayer cites Lucke and Ullman as having adequately 

refuted this view. See also Lange, p.294, where c , 
Schaff states that the uniform usage of q,.-'40lfT'ol in 
the New Testament is sin as moral offense. 
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be questioned by any attack on his actions. 11 Jesus af

firms that there absolutely does not arise from His moral 

conduct any ground of suspicion against the truth of His 

teaching. 111 Thayer states the thought behind Jesus' 

question thus:- nrf any one convicts me of sin then you 

may lawfully question the truth and divinity of my doc

trine for sin hinders the perception of truth.n2 The con-

text strongly supports this usage of the word. The issues 

are the same throughout the whole closely kn1.t passage. 

In verse 21 Jesus says:- "Ye shall die in your sin. 11 

Verse 24 is of focal importance in understanding any 

verse in this context:- "except ye believe tbat ~~ 

ye shall die in your ~·" From verse 32 on, the argu

ment centers on truth and freedom versus sin and bondage. 

The sinful works of these Jews are expressly ascribed to 

their father, the devil. Jesus' question is therefore 

extremely logical, "can any of you justly say the same 

of me?" His character was so well known, his goodness so 

self-evident, and his moral quality so widely accepted 

that by public verdict this question had already been 

answered. 

~ , 
(5) EAcyX'-J. The meaning of this verb in this 

context has been suggested already. Because the combination 

1. Godet, p.ll?. ~ , 
2. Thayer, article on «j<<tfT'cc. · 
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e~ i'yKn lt'Cf~ ~,-'(a!p'T.'ais is the same as found in John 

16:8 it is of particular importance to relate the criti
of 

cal issues/the seventh and eighth chapters to an under-
~'\ / v 

standing of these words. Now e A~'YAc.J 11 always implies 

the presentation of evidence. It is a decision presumed 

to be based upon a careful and discriminating considera

tion of all the proofs offered, and has a legal character. 111 

Its usage is limited to judgments that are just. It is 

not merely to refute in argument but to convict in 

conscience. It not only places a person in the wrong but 

aims to secure inner acceptance of the truth of the 

accusation. 2 

The full force of what Jesus is saying now 

becomes evident. The Jews could produce no evidence 

of sin in Jesus. Such a charge could not then be 

justified. And though·i:, possibly a false accusation might 

be made against him_or an ill-conceived rebuke be given 
I / 

(~rrtri)A-« w), it is inconceivable that Jesus 1 conscience 
, / 

could convict ((AtyXw) him of sin. The controversy rages 

around Jesus' claim to be the I· AM of the Hebrew Scrip-
' 1, 

tures. Deity can never be the object of tAcyXw. The 

Eternal One can be rejected but never shamed. Jesus has 

1. Jacobs, H. E.: In the Int. Stand. Bible Encyc., Vol. 
II, p.708. 

2. Hastings Bible Dictionary, Vol. I, article on convict. 
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been pointing out to the Jews their own bondage to sin and 

has with reason and with evident results relied on the pow-

er of self-conviction. Now he challenges them individual-
/ :1 J (' " 

ly:- "Vfuich of you" (TIS C.] upwV), to convict him of sin. 

We must imagine a significant pause after he puts the. 

question. 1 Opportunity is given to anyone to speak out. 

No one speaks. And after the silence Jesus puts another 

question, Well, then, if I am without sin (as your si

lence proves) and therefore must teach the truth, why do 

you not believe me (to be what I am)? But they 11 are not 

of God" (verse 47), their motivation comes from their 

father, the devil, who is both a murderer and a l:tar. 

"They are trusting to the promptings of a liar, but they 

will not trust Jesus who tells them the truth. Indeed, 

it is because He speaks the truth that his words are 

unwelcome, for His hearers are spiritual sons of one in 
' 

whom truth is not. 112 Therefore they sought to kill him 

whom they could not convict of sin but who was convicting 

them of sin. 

F. Chapter Summary 

Three passages in the Fourth Gospel have been 

examined in this third chapter with a view to gaining an 

1. Goclet, p.ll7. 
2. Bernard, Vol. II, p.315. 
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~ / 

understanding of the Joha.nnine 1J.sa.ge of lA1::y('-l. Addition-

al evidence has been produced to show that this is a word 

of complex meanings. It is very sensitive to contex-

tual coloring. Though not used frequently it occurs in 

relation to many of the great ideas of the Gospel:- light, 

truth, belief, darkness, sin, judgment. 

The first passage (3:20) came in that se·ction 

of tlw Gospel telling of the ministry of Christ in Juda.ea; 

when Nicodemus came to him, Jesus proclaimed himself as 

the saving light of the world rejected of men, because 

"every one who habitually practices base things hates the 

light, and comes not to the light in order tba t his words 

should not be shamed by exposure to the light vvhich would 

reveal their worthless nature. n 

The second passage (8:9) came in the "Pericope 

de a.dulteratt, the authorship of which is in doubt. Since 

the original story is probably authentic and since the 
) / 

quality of the incident and the usage of &.At:y /(~ are in 

keeping vd. th the Johannine ·a. tmosphere, it presented no 

problem within the scope of this study. On the contrary, 

it added to the progress of the analysis and threw light 

on Jesus' dealings with the Pharisees. The incident 

emphasized strongly the constant challenge Jesus was 

to the church of that day and how readily and skillfully 

' / he set the consciences of men to working. E A~ y Xw was 

used to depict the inner convicting action of the 
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conscience as Jesus threw the light of his spirit on sin. 

The Pharisees ubeing convicted by their conscience, went 

out one by one." 

The third passage (8:46) came in that section 

of the Gospel telling of the ministry of Christ in Jeru-

salem at the feast of Tabernacles. Jesus was the center 

of a storm of discussion and controversy. The issue 

concerned his Person and his Doctrine. nWho art thou? tt 

they asked. He answered tti AM. u The outraged Jews then 

sought to kill him. It was in the midst of this clash 

that Jesus challenged them to convict hl.m of sin. Though 

they rejected the Righteous One, their silence gave assent 

to his claim to moral perfection. Deity cannot be made 
) \ / 

the object of CAryXw; Deity is properly the subject of 

this verb, as will be seen in the next chapter. 

Each of these three passages has brougpt out 
) / 

with particular emphasis the inner action of t~t.yXu in 

relation to sin. In John 16:8 in the last discourses of 

Jesus to his disciples this Whole issue is projected in

to the future as Jesus predicts and promises the activity 

of the Holy Spirit. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PERSON AND THE WORK 
OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

IN JOHN 16:8 



"Vfuen the Helper comes, 

Whom I will send to you from the 

. Father, even the Sp1.rit of Truth 

~~ch issues from the Father, 

He will bear witness to me." 

(John 15:25 -- Moffatt Translation) 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PERSON AND THE WORK 
OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

IN JOHN 16:8 

A. Introduction 

It will be necessary to discuss briefly two 

preliminary points:- First, the reason for special treat

ment of this passage and second, the method of treat-

ment. 

1. The Reason for Special Treatment of John 16:8. 

As stated in the general introduction to this 

study, the point of major interest is determ:lned by the 

fact that only once is the Holy Spirit the subject of 
.II I' 

the verb t~ t r X....,. ThUS logically and au toma ti cally the 

study must be brm.1ght to a focus on this passage. More-

over, the larger context supplies concepts of profound 

importance. And finally, Jesus uses 'EAiyXu in the future 

tense here thus giving unusual present value to the mean-

ing of this verse. Therefore, it is obvious that abun

dant reasons exist for special treatment. 

2. The Method of Trea "bmEn t 

This exegetical study will be conflned as much 
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as possible to verses 7 to 11 inclusive. The first step 

will be to determine the correct text and to discuss 

possible dislocations of the text. The next step will 

be to make brief lexical studies of those related terrns 

bearing on the Person and work of the Holy Spirit in this 

context. It wilL then be necessary to note the syn-
' cr 

tactical force of rrc~l and ~r1 in the structu.re of the 
~ \ I 

passage. Then the contribution of t:.1u:y,(l.) in depicting 

the activity of the Holy Spirit will be analyzed. In 

th:ts connection usage will be made of the history of 

interpretation of this verb. The next logical step will 

be to paraphrase the verses 7 to 11. The conclusion will 

attempt to evaluate some of the results of this study. 

B. The Text 

John 16:7: "Nevertheless I tell you the truth: It is 
e.A'J)edient for you that I go away; for if I go not 
away, the Comforter{l) will not come unto you; but if 
I go, I will send him unto you. 

8: "And he , when he is come , will convict the 
world in respect of sin, and of righteousness, and of 
judgment: 

9: nor sin, because they believe not on me; 

10: HOf righteousness, because I go to the 
li'ather, and ye behold me no more; 

11: "Of judgment, because the prince of this 
world hath been judged. (A.R.V.)" 

*****i~" 

1. A.R.V. marginal readings give Advocate, Helper, Greek 
Paraclete. 
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There are three minor textual problems which 

are or no consequence in the interpretation. These are 

as indicated in the notes. Although there is no question 

concerning t~~ correctness of the text, there is specu-

lation as to whether the traditional sequence of chapters 

> /' 
1. £yw is omitted in five uncial MSS. and the Textus 

Receptus. See Godet, p.308. 
2. Nestle gives the parenthesis as a variant reading. 

It is less emphatic. 
3. Godet, p.309. The parenthesis (did not believe) is 

found in the Vulgate the a few minor MSS. It is evi
dently a~ alteration of tense to fit the viewpoint of 
the copyist. 

4. Bernard follows Spitta and Moffatt in this view. See 
Vol. I, pp.XX-XXIII. 
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13 to 17 represents the intention of the original writer. 

Bernard1 presents certain well-considered but inconclusive 

reasons for adopting a revised order; namely, 13:1-30, 

15, 16, 13:31-38, 14, and 17. This would place the words 

identifying the Paraclete with the Holy Spirit (14:26) 

after the passage under consideration. 2 But it is not 

necessary to find in these discourses a~ exact logical se-

quence of thought nor even a progression in the develop-

ment of the idea of the Holy Spirit as Bernard tries to do 

on the revised basis and Westcott attempts on the tra-

ditional order. Sequence is here not so important as 

full content. Furthermore, since this study does not take 

in the total doctrine of the Holy Spirit the possible dis

location of the text as indicated is a matter of background 

interest only. The verses considered for present analysis 

form a concise unit beyond wh:tch only incidental reference 

will be made. Note how they are bracketed by verses 6 

and 12: 

6: nBut because I have spoken these things unto you, 
sorrow hath filled your heart. • • • 

12: "I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye can
not bear them now." 

1. Bernard follows Spitta and Moffatt in this view. See 
Vol. I, pp.XX-XXIII. 

2. Bernard, Vol. I, pp.XXI, XXII: 11 The teaching about the 
Paraclete seems to fall into shape more readily if we 
place cc. 15, 16 before c. 14. In 15:26, 16:7, we have 
the 1fq_f~K) '"''().s described as the Advocate of Christ, 
confuting the hostility of the world and confounding 
its judgments. This is the primary meaning of 

(Continued on next page) 
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·c. Related Terms Bearing on the Person and the Work 
of the Holy Spirit in John 16:7-11 

The significant tePms in the passage are all 

contained in the eighth verse either by pronominal 

representation as in the case of 1Talfcl·li<A'kl"0.S or actually 
' c I " 

as in the case of 'lol(ocr-foo.S, e~i!"'-~TIOl , ~•Kaltocruv""" and 
/ 

~f'~'s. The very structure of the sentence singles out 

these words for emphasis. Special treatment is necessary 

because the usage is complex and the meanings are pro-

found. 

1. n elf ~ K' A~ "t" o...s 

a. Derivation 

This noun comes from the verb \T"cl.fol K' etA [ u. 
, / 

The root meaning of Tr«f~ is beside, and of K..l~ cw , to call. 

The compound verb thus means to call beside. 

b. General Usage 

(Note 2, continued from preceding page) 
TratP~ K~"" ,..o s ; • • • ar.d so far, the idea of the 
"lt'ciF~\()l4.14..S as the Helper or Guide of Christian 
disciples has not appeared. Then, at 16:13, we pass 
to a new thought: the 1Tatp~ \1( i\'"',..os is to guide the 
apostles into all truth about Christ, and is to reveal 
future things to them. He is now the Paraclete of the 
Church, not of Christ. Then, at 14:16, it is promis
ed that He will abide with the Church until the end 
of time, so that Christian disciples may not be left 
o,o4>atvol, or without a Friend. Finally at 14:26, 
we return to the idea that He will lead them to the 
truth, which is now described as 'teaching' them, and 
will always keep in their memory the words of Jesus 
Himself. At this point, for the first time, He is 
explicitly identified with the 'Holy Spirit' of God.n 
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The original meaning in Classical Greek was 
1 

call to one's aid. Other resultant meanings are to call 

.:!?.£, to cheer, to encourage, to comfort, to exhort. These 

resultant meanings are all round in both Classical and 

New Testament usage.2 In the New Testament it also 

means to beg, to entreat, to beaeech, 3 for whtCh Thayer 

cites considerable classical support that is hardly in

dicated in Liddell and Scott. The noun then would refer 

to a person who is called to one's side, to assist or 

atrengthen.4 In classical Greek, it is a court room term 

equivalent to the Latin advocatus. It therefore meant 

a legal assistant, an·advocate (Dem. 341.10). Philo 

used it in speaking of an intercessor, one who pleads 

another's cause. This latter meaning apparently corres-

ponds to the usage in 1 Jn. 2:1 vmere it is applied to 

nchriat, in his exaltation at God's right hand, pleading 

with God the Father for the pardon of our sins.n5 

1. The root meaning j_a possible in Acta 28:20. See Thayer 
and margin of A.R.V. 

2. Compare Lk. 3:18, Rom. 12:8, Acta 2:40 and extensively 
in Paul's writings. 

3. Compare Matt. 8:5, Mk. 1:40, Acts 16:9. 
4. The passive form indicates this sena~rather than 

the active sense, comforter (TTeLfa(\IC~">'\TWf --Job 16:2 
in LXX). See Godet, p.278. 

5. Thayer, p.483. Moffatt and the A.R.V. use Advocate 
in I John. 
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c. The Usage in the Fourth Gospel 

The noun is found only four other times in 

the New Testament and is confined to John 14 to 16 Where 

it is used of the Holy Spirit. In 14:16, 17 Jesus says, 

ni will pray the Father, and he shall give you an
other Paraclete that he may be with you forever, (even) 
the Spirit of Truth: whom the world cannot receive: 
for it beholdeth him not, neither knoweth him: ye 
know him; for he abideth with you, and shall be in 
you." 

A few verses later (14:26) Jesus said, 

nBut the Paraclete, (even) the Holy Spirit, whom 
the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you 
all things, and bring to your remembrance all that I 
said unto you." 

In the next chapter Jesus warns his disciples that the 

world will hate them as it hated him thus fulfilling the 

prophecy "They hated me without a cause.n Then he said 

(15:26), "But when the Paraclete is come, whom I will send 

unto you from the Father, (even) the Spirit of Truth, 

which proceedeth from the Father, he shall bear witness 

of me." The fourth instance is the focal passage of this 

study. Vfuereas 14:16 identifies the Paraclete with 

the Spirit of Truth, the two concepts are somewhat sep

arated in the 16th chapter where verse 8 speaks of the 

action of the Paraclete on the world and verse 13 later 

says that he, the Spirit of Truth will guide the dis-

ciples into all truth. Though these four instances are 

in the sa:me discourse, or ser.ies of discourses, certain 

differences of emphasis are observable. In 14:16, the 
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Paraclete is to be given by the Father at Jesus' request. 

In 15:26, he is to be sent by Jesus from the Father. In 

16:7, he is to be sent by Jesus when he goes to the Fa

ther (verse 5). He is identified with the Spirit of 

Truth in each case except in 14:26 which carries over that 

identification from 14:16, makes the further identifica-

tion with the Holy Spirit, and emphasizes the idea of truth 

by saying "he shall teach you all thj_ngs. 11 In 14:6, Je-

sus says:- 11 I am the way and the truth," even Vllhile an-

nouncing his departure from the disciples. In verse 18, 
~ / 

he says :- "I will not leave you orphans n (Of 4>c:A.vou !> ) • 

This is the context in which he says:- 11and he shall give 

you another Paraclete, that he may be with you forever, 

even the Spirit of Truth. u It is necessary not only 

to consider what Jesus' true teaching, strengthening 

presence, and clear leadership mean to this group he is 

addressing, but also to realize that he is foretelling 

greater activity to come on their part (14:12). This 

promised presence must then be described so as to seem 

adequate replacement. He is to accomplish tremendous 

tasks. In 14:16, he is to be an inner presence, suffi-

cient compensation for the loss of the Master's earthly 

presence. In 14:26, he is to be a Revealer (In

structor) of all things and a Reminder of all Jesus' 
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sayings~l In 15:26, he is clearly Jesus' Advocate before 

a hostile world. And in 16:8, he is at least an Advocate, 

possibly a Prosecutor or Convictor of the \rorld. A single 
J 

rendering for TI d.fd ~A ~"Tus is certainly desirable.. The 

word Paraclete means nothing to the English mind. The 

word Comforter used in the American Revised version has 

the root meaning one who strengthens (L. Con-fortis) but 

has unfortunately lost this connotation today. It par-

tially answers the need indicated by the word orphans in 

verse 18, but is otherwise much too weak and limited in 

meaning. The word means one who is called to aid or as-

sist and the Holy Spirit is to perform that function, but 

Assistant carries with it the idea of a subordinate per-

son. The word Helper is better especially when given the 

connotation it has in the hymn, 11 0 God Our Help in Ages 

Past. n2 This word fits in with the context of the 

1. Although the Paraclete is a teacher, this meaning as 
a rendering for the Greek (advanced by Hofmann among 
others) "has no foundation philologically, and the ex
pression the Spirit of Truth (ver. 17) is not suffi
cient to justify it." Godet, p.279. 

2. Moffatt uses Helper in all four of' the Gospel passages. 
Godet (pp.278,279) translates, "He will give you ano
ther support" and similarly in the other three instan
ces. But his comments make one wonder why he did not 
use Advocate. He notes that the Greek was taken by 
Origen and Chrysostom in the active sense, Comforter. 
"It was under the influence of the Vulgate that this 
false sense passed into our French versions. It is ack
nowledged at the present day that the word 1Tct,.a~k'ilk,..o.s , 
of the passive form, must have a passive sense: he who 
is called as a sustaining help, as a support; it is 
precisely the meaning of the Latin term advocatus, and 
of our word advocate: the defender of the accused be
fore the tribunal.n 

21 ~0) 
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passages in Chapter 14, but Advocate is rar more appro-

priate in 15 and 16 as has been suggested and is certainly 

not inappropriate in 14 to indicate one who will support 

them and their cause against the hatred of the world. 

Pnd in English the word advocate has grown beyond the 

court room into much br~ader usage. It is strongly 

urged by Lightroot1 and Hare2 and will be adopted in this 
,J / 3 

study because of its stronger affinity for Ei\eyX'-'. 

d. The Person of the Holy Spirit 

The Paraclete {Advocate) is ident~ed with 

the Spirit of Truth and the Holy Spirit. This raises 

l.!..::~,Lightroot: non a Fresh Revision of the New Testament 11 , 

pp.58-62. 
2. Hare, Note J, p.523: Who says, however, that "at present, 

, so many sacred associations have connected themselves 
with the name of the Comforter, that it would seem 
somethjng like an act o.f sacrilege to change it. 11 

This thought may have prompted the use of Helper by 
some, as being a word of warmer connotation. It might 
be urged, however, that ir the church merited and relt 
the hostility or the world more today, the word advo
cate might be equally attractive. Lightfoot says--
(p.62): t'The word Comforter does indeed express a 
true ofrice of the Holy Spirit, as our most heartrelt 
experiences will tell us • • • but the function of the 
Paraclete, our Advocate, is even more important, be
cause wider and deeper than this. 11 

3. This also has the advantage of conforming to the usage 
in I John where Jesus is the Advocate and thus adding 
strength to the words "another Advocatetr in John 
14:16. See Lightfoot, p.62 and Stevens, p.l91. 
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»the question whether the Spirit in John designates an 

impersonal principle or a distinct personality.nl The 

problem is much larger than the scope of this analysis. 

Certain points may be mentioned, however, as at least 

indicative of the writer's thought in the matter. Cer-

tain passages expressly distinguish the Holy Spirit from 

Christ -- namely, 14:16, 26; 15:26; 16:7, 14 and 15. 

Note the explicit statement:- "It is expedient for you 

that I go away: for if I go not away, the Paraclete will 

not come unto you; but if I go, I will send him unto you" 

(16:7). The use of masculine pronouns is extremely sig

nificant because in Greek Spirit (Trvz:';J_.u.o..) is grammatical

ly neuter. In the passages cited above the neuter is 

used only in three instances {14:17, 26: 15:26) where 

relative pronouns have ~v~u~~ as an immediate antece-

dent. But as soon as gram~atically possible, Joh~ uses 

the masculine pronoun, for example:- "the Holy Spirit 
c./ ~ """ which (o) the Father will send in my na:me, he (c~r,vo...s 

shall teach you all things" (14:26). Stevens concludes:-

nit thus appears that John, when not prevented from so 
doing b:y the grammatical gender of TTveu.,....oL , uniformly 
designates the Sp~rit by masculine pronouns imply
ing personality. 11 

Moreover, the activities of the Spirit are personal and 

take place with regard to or within persons. Personality 

1. stevens, p.l93. 
2. Ibid., p.l96. 
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is the sphere within Which the Spirit operates. The Spir-

it speaks, teaches, proclaims, guides, reminds, glorifies, 

tea tifies, convicts, abides with, etc. Even those who 

argue against the distinct personality of the Holy Spirit 

adrdt that the exegetical evidence shows that John be

lieved it. Their rejection of the doctrine is based on 

a priori assumptions designed to explain scriptural mis

conceptions. Since an exegetical study has for its pur

pose understanding the mind of the writer, it is not 

necessary to follow Reuss and Scott in their speculative 

theories. 1 It is needful here to recognize only that John 

1. The view of Reuss has been taken from Stevens' refu
tation of it, pp.l97,203. Scott, pp.320-352, shows 
great skill in determining and rephrasing John's mean
ing but frequently expands into theories which fail to 
do justice to the _ : .. J~sychological evidence that the 

Fourth Gospel in many instances provides more exact first 
hand information than the Synoptic a. He says: "Not 
a few of the expositors of the Gospel, both in early 
and recent times, have discovered the very core of its 
teaching in these prophecies of the future activity of 
the Spirit. It may, indeed, be granted that no other 
Johannine doctrine has exercised a profounder influence 
on the whole course of theological development; but it 
does not follow that John himself recognized the full 
significance of his conception. So far from being 
central to the main thought of the Gospel, it serves 
to obscure its main intention. All that is essential 
in the doctrine of the Spirit has already been expres
sed under other categorles. If the passages in ques
tion were altogether omitted, the general thought would 
only gain in clearness and simplicity, although cer
tain isolated ideas, which have proved infinitely 
fruitful, would disappear.n (p.320) Scott apparently 
means that if omitted, there would be less that he can
not accept and must therefore explain away. 
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presents a Person proceeding from the Father in the name 

of Christ to continue the work of Christ. This work is 

within and by the means of the disciples. The Advocate 
/ 

also acts on the \(Oo-JAO..S • 

a. Derivation and Early Usage 

The primary meaning is order, an apt or har-
' / 

monious arrangement. Kc::t.T"a.. \(oo-,...u.ov- meant in order. In 

the Iliad {8.179) Homer used the phrase 

to mean shamefully. Resultant meanings in classical Greek 

are 1) good, order, decency, discipline; 2) ornament,l 

decoration, dress; 3) ruler, regulator; 4) the world or 

universe from its perfect order as opposed to chaos. In 

Alexandrian Greek, it was used to mean the known world. 

b. The New Testament Usage 

In the New Testa~ent, the usage is limited 

to some aspect of the world. A wide variety of meanings 

are found. It is not necessary to cover these in detail, 

but Johannine examples can be noted with particular 

benefit to this study. Thayer gives these classifica

tions:- 1) The world, the Universe: Jn. 21:25, "And there 

are also many other things which Jesus did, the which if 

1. In the LXX, it is used of the arrangement of the stars 
as the ornament of the heavens, Gen. 2:1; Deut. 4:19; 
Is. 24:21. 
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they should be written every one, I suppose that even the 

world itself would not contain the books that should be 

written.n Jn. 17:5;- 11Father glorify thou me with thine 

own self with the glory which I had with thee before the 

world was. 11 (also Jn. 17:24). 2) The earth, the circle 

of the earth:- Jn. 11:9, 11If a man walk in the day, he 

stumbleth not, because he seeth the light of this V'!Orld. 11 

(Also Jn. 12:5). 3) The inhabitants of the earth,~ 

human race, ~:- Jn. 3:16, "For God so loved the world, 

that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever be

lieveth on him should not perish, but have eternal 

life. 11 (Also Jn. 1:10, 29; 3:17, 19; 6:33, 51; 8:26; 12: 

47; 13:1; 14:31; 16:28; 17:6, 21, 23). Compare Jn. 17:21, 

nfor the joy that a man is born into the world. 11 (Other 

variations are Jn. 1:9; 4:42; 6:14; 7:4; 8:12; 9:5, 39; 

11:27; 12:19, 46; 14:19, 22; 16:33; 17:11, 12, 13; 18:20, 

37.) 4) The ungodly multitude; the whole mass of men 

alienated from God, and therefore hostile to the cause 

of Christ:- Jn. 15:18, "If the world hated you, ye know 

that it hath hated me before it hated you. (19) If ye 

were of the world, the world would love its own: but be

cause ye are not of the world, but I chose you out of the 

world, therefore the world ha.teth you. 11 (Also Jn. 7: 7; 

14:17, 27; 16:8, 20, 33; 17:9, 14f, 25; and other varia

tions Jn. 8:23; 15:19; 17:14, 16.) Compare Jn. 12:31, 
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"Now is the judgment of this world: now shall the prince 

of this world be cast out. 11 (So also in Jn. 14:30 and 

16:11). 5) Worldly affairs, thj.ngs earthly, goods, riches, 

desires, etc.:- Jn. 18:36, 11 My kingdom is not of this 

world, (i.e., of earthly origin and nature): if my king

dom were of this world, then would my servants fight. n 

Jn. 16:33, 11 In the world ye have tribulation: but be of 

good cheer; I have overcome the world" (i.e., obstacles to 

God's cause). 6) Any aggregate or general collection of 

particulars of any sort. This usage is found only in James 

3:6 in the New Testanent, 11 the sum {world) of all ini

guities." 
I 

John uses the word Koo;"'-o.s more than any other 

New Testament writer. It occurs in Matthew nine times, 

Mark three times, Luke three times, John seven~-six times, 

Romans nine times, I Cor. twenty-one times, and I John 

twenty-three times. The other books have five instances 

or less. It is evident from the groupings above that the 

world usually means the world of men and often the world 

of ungodly men who are hostile to Christ and "not of 
/ 

God • 11 Westcott says, "The fundan ental idea of K o 0",;4A 0 S 

in st. John is that of the sum of created being which be

longs to the sphere of human life as an ordered whole, 

cons ide red apart from God. 111 

1. Westcott: John, p.31. 
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c. The Usage in John 16:8, 11. 

It is evident ~rom the emphasis of Jesus 

in Chapter 15 that he is talking not about the world apart 

from God but the world separated from God,l the world that 

hates him and will continue to hate his disciples. It 

is, however, to this world that he sends his followers 

as witnesses (15:27). Jesus is preparing them for their 

task. Joln1 deals more at length with Jesus' teaching of 

his disciples than do the Synoptic v~iters. Therefore it 

is no wonder that this word occurs so often as Jesus fore-

warns and forearms them against the world. It is the 

reason why they need the Advocate, the Helper. It is clear 

that in verse 8 the meaning is the world of hostile unbe-

lievers. In verse 11, "The prince of this world hath 

been judged 11
, the reference is to the father of liars men-

tioned in John 8:44. This world of the ungodly 

has a prince whose judgment will be a sign to them of the 

vindication of Christ, for the vwrld he rules is transi-

tory and opposed to the eternal world ruled by tl1e Prince 

of Peace. 

1. ·westcott, p.31: "Thus 1 the world' comes to represent 
humanity in its present state, alienated from its Ma
ker, and so far determining the character of the whole 
order to which man belongs. • • • The comL~g of Christ 
into the world was necessarily a judgment •••• Thus 
the whole has become divided. Part attaches itself to 
God in answer to ·His call: part still stands aloof from 
Him. In contrast with the former the latter is 
called the world • • • hostile to believers. 11 
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( / 

3. A/~ d? TId.. . 

This ~~rd has already been treated in chapter 

three in the analysis of John 8:46:- ttWhich of you con

victeth me of Sin? 11 It was noted that uniformly throughout 

the New Testament it means a moral offense, sin, a viola-

tion of the divine law. In John 3:20, it was noted that 

rejection of the light automatically makes the sinner hide 

his worthless deeds in darkness, because, being convic-

ted, he knows the light will expose him. In John 8:9, 

the Pharisees were shamed in the presence of Christ 

by a sense of their own sins. In John 3:46, Jesus had no 

sense of sin but had just told the Pharisees they were 

slaves to sin and because of their unbelief would die in 

their sins. 

11 The want of belief in Christ when He is made known, 
lies at the root of all sin, and reveals its nature. 
Sin is essentially the selfishness wnich sets itself up 
apart from, and so against God •••• To bel::teve in 
(Christ) is to adopt the principle of self-surrender 
to God. Not to believe in Him, is to cleave to legal 
views of duty and service which ::tnvolve a complete 
misunderstandig of the essence of.sin."l 

I 

1. Westcott, p.229. Godet, pp.309,310, says that ti{OCT_,.4A 0 .S 

is here the Jewish world, which was in error respecting 
sin, seeking to find it only in the shameful excesses 
of tax-gatherers and the gross infractions of the Le
vitical law ••• The Spirit will reveal to it its om 
state of sin by means of a crime of which it does not 
dream, unbelief towards its Messiah, the messenger of 
God." It is true Jesus, a Jew, was teaching Jews to be 
free from bondage to the law and, by setting himself up 
as the fulfillment of the law, was incurring the violent 
hostility of the religious leaders of the Jews. But 
it is certainly wrong, in order to emphasize this tre
mendously significant clash, to make the world equiva
lent to the hostile Jews. Although at the time the 
disciples were probably provincial in their thinking, 
Jesus was not; nor were the Gospel writers at the time 
of writing. 
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As John views unbelief it is not only failure to become 

completely dependent on God but it specifically involves 

also (as was noted in discussing chapter 8) failure to 

accept Christ as Messiah and as identical with the I AM of 

Hebrew Scripture. Identification with Christ by believing 

into him as he is and claims to be is part and parcel of 

receiving life in him. Therefore, their rejection of his 

claims meant they would die in their sins. John 16:9 

clearly emphasizes this:- "Of sin, because they believe 

not on (into) me. 11 

a. Derivation and Early Usage 

The root is Lll t( from which comes the 

Latin, dico, indico, condicio, and the Greek ~(w)\ (right). 

Originally S :~"" meant custom, usage, which determined the 

right. From this word comes i'/Ka,o.s , an adjective des

cribing those Who observed customs or the rules of right; 

i.e., the righteous. It also meant well-balanced, law

~' just, real, genuine. Thus S•l(d.\oa-uv"'- meant the 

character of the S.' ~~<c:uos , righteousness, justice and had 

tlus usage in Classical Greek.l 

b. New Testament Usage 

This word in the New Testament is found 

1. Liddell and scott. 
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mainly in the writings of Paul. It is used about thirty-

four times in Romans alone. V~ile in general it means 

integrity, virtue, purity of life, uprightness, correct

ness ~n thinking, feeling, snd acting, in Paul 1 s usage it 

has a peculiar meaning applicable to those Jews and Juda

izing Christians who set special store by the Mosaic law. 

They stressed earning salvation by observance of the law 

and thus gaining favor with God. They tried to force 

Gentile Christians into this mold •. Paul proclaimed sal-

vation by faith in the gift of Christ, which faith is 

reckoned to the man as righteousness. Thayer says this 
/ 

S d(d.\ o""'u V'll\ denotes "the state acceptable to God which 

becomes a sinner's possession through that faith by which 

he embraces the grace of God offered him in the expiatory 

death of jesus Christ." 

c. Usage in John 16:8, 10 

Though the Pauline usage is dominant in the 

New Testament, it is not appropriate to the two instances 

where it is used in John, both of which occur in the 

passage under consideration. Here it means according to 

Thayer, perfect moral purity, integrity, sinlessness. 

This is certainly in keeping with Jesus• claim for him

self in 8:46. But John's usage and Paul's are not 

unrelated for this righteousness of Christ forms the 

backbone of Paul's thesis. Compare Phil. 3:9:-
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"And he found in him (Christ), not having a righteous
ness of mine own, even that which is of the law, but 
that which is through faith in Christ, the righteous
ness which is from God by faith. n 

It is the righteousness of Christ which makes faith in 

him justified and which is wholly acceptable to God. The 

issue in John is not how is the sinner reconciled to God 

but how is Christ's righteousness to be evidenced to those 

who reject him. He was crucified as a criminal; how then 

can he be righteous? Jesus says the proof will be in that 

"I go to the Father and ye behold me no more. 11 His As

cension is to be a demonstration. The final words seem 

to imply that the continued activity of the other 

Paraclete whom he will send will prove Jesus' presence 

with the Father and "consequently his perfect right

eousness" (Acts 2:24, 27).1 .. 
/ 

5. K(~ I a- I .s 

a. Derivation and Early Usage 

There is some doubt as to the root of this 
/ 

word. It comes from K;> \ 11w , to separate, to pick out. 

1. Godet, p.310: Godet continues to identify the world 
with the Jewish world but otherwise presents strong 
reasons for not accepting the views of Augustine, Mel
ancthon, Calvin, Luther, and others that the righteous
ness is ttthe justification which the believer finds in 
Christ." 

Rejection of the Pauline usage and stress on vindication 
of the righteousness of Christ does not exclude J. 
Ritchie Smith's view (p.l78) that the Spirit will de
clare the true nature of righteousness by manifesting 
that of Christ. 
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Liddell and Scott favor the root t<Rl but recognizeiKAP 

as possible, evidently largely because of a Lithuan:tan word 

skir-iu equivalent to the Latin seEaro or eligo. The 

meaning to pick out, to choose led to the following re

sultant meanings in Classical Greek:- to decide disputes 

or a contest, to judge, to estimate, to determine to do a 

thing, to bring to trial, to accuse, to pass sentence 
/ 

upon, to condemn. The noun Kf•~·~ had corresponding mean-

ings:- a separating, a decision, a judgment, a choice. 

In this legal sense it meant a trial or the result of a 

trial, condemnation. It also had a remoter meaning, the 

event or issue of a situation, or the crisis in a disease. 

b. New Testament Usage 

This word is found mainly in Matthew where it 

occurs twelve times and John where it occurs eleven 

times. Paul hardly uses it at all. It occurs four 

times in Luke, II Peter, and Revalation and fewer times 

or not at all in the other books of the New Testament. 

It is concentrated in Matthew 12 and John 5 occurring in 

each chapter five times. It means quite uniformly some 

form of judgment.1 In a universal sense it is found in 

1. Thayer says that in Matt. 5:21, it means a special 
tribunal of seven men as distinguished from the San
hedrin. '~e have heard that it was said of old time, 
thou shalt not kill; and whosoever shall kill shall be 
in danger of the judgment (the college of judges)." 
In a few passages it seems to have the sense of right, 
justice. Compare Matt. 23:23, "and have left undone the 
weightier matters of the law, justice, and jercy, and 
faith." See also Matt. 12:18, 20. 
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John 8:16:- '~ea and if I judge my judgment is true; for 

I am not alone, but I and the Father that sent me." Com

pare also, John 7:24:- t'Judge not according to appearance 

but judge righteous judgment." It is used in a forensic 

sense of the jud~aent of God or of Jesus as in II Thes. 

1:5:- "The righteous judgment of God. n It refers to the 

last judgment in Heb. 9:27; Matt. 11:22, 24; etc. The 
) / 

usage in Jude 15 was noted in connection with cAryXw, 
11 to execute judgment upon all and to convict all the un

godly. 11 It has the force of specific condemnation in 

Hebrews 10:26, 27:- "For if we sin wilfully after that we 

have received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth 

no more a sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful ex-

pectation of judgment.n (Compare also Heb. 10:27; Rev. 

18:10; Jas. 5:12; Mk. 3:29.) 

c. Usage in John 16:8, 11. 
I 

John's usage of ~f'~'~ in certain passages 

is closely linked together. According to Thayer, it de

notes:- 1) nthat judgment which Christ occasioned, in that 

wicked men rejected the salvation he offered, and so of 

their own accord brought upon themselves misery and 

punishment. tl 'l'his has been noted in Chapter Three in the 

examination of John 3:19 where men are condemned by the 

entrance of light into the world. In 5:27, the Father gave 

the Son "authority to execute judgment because he is a 
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son o£ man." In 12:31, condemnatory sentence is passed 

upon this world in that it is convicted of wickedness and 

its power broken (Thayer), 11 Now is the judgment of this 

world: now shall the_prince o£ this world be cast out." 

The usage in 16:8, 11 is similar to this last, with a change 

in tense indicating potential victory is already realized 

"because the prince of this world hath been judged"; i.e., 

"Christ has .rendered the supreme wickedness o£ Satan evi-

dent to all, and put an end to his power to dominate and 

destroy. 111 Evil carries with it its own destruction; but 

this is realized imperfectly, if at all, until the light 

of Christ judges it and reveals it for what it is. Till 

a man sees Christ (and, too often, even then) he is prone 

to fight evil with evil until he becomes the evil that he 

fights.2 But when he sees that Satan is already judged 

as opposed to Christ, then he understands that·all evil 

is thereby judged and'the judgment becomes a part of his 

essential grasp of the meaning of life. It becomes not a 

threatened event only, predicted by pious, excitable 

people, but an eternal refining process suddenly brought 

to bear on.the whole range of his life to check its quality 

at every point. When man's existence is measured in terms 

of an eternal life of fellowship with God made possible 

I' 

1. Thayer, article on ~p1vW. 
2. From a recent sermon of Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick. 
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by redeeming love, then anything that opposes this highest 

and most desirable goal is seen in its true visciousness. 

The mind refuses to accept the world's rejection of Christ 

as final. Such a verdict must be reversed. In Jesus' 

words to his disciples, he is promising an effective ac

tion which will bring home to the consciousness of the 

world the fact that in Christ final sentence of judgment 

already has been passed on·the prince of this world.l 

And what can make that more evident than the continued 

activity of the Holy Spirit making available to sinful 

man the redemptive power of Jesus Christ?2 He thus dem-

1. Bernard, Vol. I, p.clvii-clx, points out that Jesus 
always spoke to men in language which they could best 
understand; and as the disciples were Jews, he spoke to 
them as a Jew would speak, conveying to them at the same 
time deeper and more spiritual truths than any of which 
Jews had dreamed. nHe was, in truth, the Messiah of their 
ancient tradition." But Christ breaks through tra
ditional language, fulfills it, and transcends it. 
Chr:i.st takes unto himself all Jewish concepts of judg
ment, frees them from Judaistic narrowness and relates 
them to the eternal righteousness of God. Note the em
phasis on the final judgment in 5:29, "they that have 
done good unto the resurrection of life; and they that 
have done evil, unto the resurrection of jud@llent. 11 

In the same chapter, the broader concept is stated:-
5:30, 11I can of myself do nothing, as I hear I judge: 
and my judgment is righteous; because I seek not mine 
O\m will, but the will of him that sent me.r1 5:22, "For 
neither doth the Father judge any man, but he hath given 
all judgment {Thayer says, the whole business of judg
ing) unto the Son." 

2. Meyer, p.449: The devil "is judged; i.e., actually 
condemned, by the fact that Christ has accomplished His 
world-redeeming work, whereby in truth every one who 
becomes a believer is withdrawn from the sway of the 
devil, so that his cause in and with the fulfillment of 
the redemptive work is objectively a lost one." 
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onstrates in each individual thus redeemed what must even-

tually be demonstrated in terms of the whole world. 

' / t:/ 

D. The Contribution of :..:- .; neP1 and ott 
· to the Structure of the Passage 

The major concepts in th:is· passage have been 

considered. These are held together in a carefully bal-
~ ~I 

anced strt:tcture by the preposi t:ton iTtf' and the word oTI 

which may have relative or conjunctive force. 

/ 
1. Tr€f I 

The. root meaning of this preposition is around. 
) 

It is used with the ·genitive to mean about, concernin~, 

and with the accusative to mean around, about .• · Dana 

and Mantey dist:tnguish the two by saying tha. t with the geni-

tive it implies general relationship while with the ac

cusative it implies position around.l It is not found 

with the accusative in John.2 It points out that concern-

ing which, in reference to which, in relation to which 

the action of the verb takes place. After the verb con-

viet or convince the English word of is adequate speci

fication of that of which, or about which, or in relation 

to which the world is to be convicted.3 

1. Dana ·and Mantey, p.l09. 
2. Abpott, Grammar, p.272. 
3. Westcott, p.228: Tr~f (equals in the matter of. 
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C/ 

2. Orr 

Dana and Mantey say:- nThis conjunction in form 

is simply the neuter indefinite relative pr~noun o ~r.n1 
The problem in this passage is whether :i.t is used as a 

causal particle meaning because or for2 or whether the 

relative force is meant which would make it equivalent to 
.) ~ "' ¢' 

CIS U{tJVO oil {verse 9 would then be, "so far as they, 
3 namely, do not believe on me 11 ). There is no way of de-

ciding this question except by sensing the kind of rela-

tionship involved as the strength of each idea is weighed. 

As these ideas have been examined thus far it has seemed 

that in each of the three specifying statements the force 

is stronger than a mere explanation of the area of ac-

tivity or the extent of that activity. In each case, a 

definite act or occurrence gives causal impetus to the 

activity of the spirit. The distinction is a fine one 

because the explanatory words 11 in that 11 can be so em-

phatic that they take on c~usal strength. This, how-
C/ 

ever, argues for giving ol"t the meaning because. And 

1. p.252. 
2. Westcott, p.229: 11 The conjunction is not to be taken 

simply as explanatory (in so far as), but as directly 
causal: 'because this and this and this is beyond ques
tion, the innermost secrets of man's spiritual nature 
can be and are discovered'. Compare Luke 2:34, 35. 11 

Note also Marcus Dods in the Expositors Gr~'.·!i!ext, Vol. 
I, who says ~t, is explanatory but translates it as 
causal. 

3. Meyer, p.44?. 
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Meyer in commenting on verse 9 uses the causal·words 

because and for in his explanation. 

/ I' 

E. The Contribution of C. A~ r 'Xw 
to the Meaning of the Passage 

;> \ I' 'V 
The meaning of r~c~~w in John 16:8 has largely 

been covered already. For when full study has been made 

of the meaning of a word and then full study of the major 

ideas of a passage in which that word is significantly 

used, the two should fit together as if they belonged to 

each other. Such is the case here. So adequate is this 

verb to express that phase of the activity of the Holy 

Spirit depicted here that the substantive form of the verb 

might well be used to describe the Paraclete. 'E. A r: y Xos 

the Prosecutor, the Convictor, the Advocate, gathers up 

in one word meanings impossible to cover so adequately 

by any other single word. 1 Certainly no English word 

is available which does it justice either as a verb or as 

a noun. 

1. Abbott, Grammar, pp.48?,488: "Philo (I.l96) regards 
Joseph as the type of the wandering soul to whom the 
ideal Man • • • who dwells in our hearts • • • 
speaks as a eonvictor (~A~yXoJ) asking us what we 
regard as the object of our life. 11 

••• The Convictor 
is supposed by Philo to put this question to every 
wandering soul who may answer it wrongly or rightly." 
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;, \ r "V: 
The history of the translation of f/\Z}"/\v in the 

various versions and by various commentators is in

stnlctive.1 Chrysostom translates by convict ih the sense 

of condemnation of the world. So also do Theodore of 

Mopsuest'a. and Apollinarj.us. Hare argues that conviction 

of sin is unto salvation and notes in contrast that man 

is far readier to convict and condemn than to bless. 
e. 

Augustin;gives it the sense of reprov~ from the Latin 

arguet. Beza, however, says "argu.et id est, convincetn. 

Donne also stresses the double force of arguere. Tholuck 

and Olshausen mix together notions of convincing and re-

proving. The Rheims version has argue, Wycliffe has re 

prove, and Tyndal and Cranmer rebukeo Ta-uler translates 

into the German strafen and comments that the Spirit will 

reprove, declare, explain, rebuke the world in us, and 

reveal the world in us. Luther also translated by strafen 

and said the Holy Ghost is to rebuke the vrorld by these 

his messengers. Hare makes the statement that there was 

general agreement a~ong translators for reprove but that 

expositors since the Reformation used convince. The Re-

formers relate the rebuke of the Holy Spirit to the world 
,> r 

of their day. Calvin wrote, Nam verbum r.A:~yX.t:rV pro con-

vincere hie accipitur. Grotius also used convincere. 

1. The material on the versions has been taken from Hare's 
extensive 11 Notes" in his second volume, pp.534-543, and 
from T. H. Bernard, pp.270,271. 
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Hare objects to Bossnet's il convaincro as a Roman 

Catholic stress on the outward evidence by which the 

Spirit was to produce his conviction. He says this is a 

shallow Romish notion of faith and neglects the element of 

rebuke. Lampe comments "non coactiva sed convictiva". 

Ackerman says f..:AttXc.J means more than to convince; it is 

a nbreaking down and casting out of the whole power of 

ungodliness in the life of the world and in the inner life 

of the conscience. 11 (p.892). 

Since Hare's day, the tendency has been toward 

the use of convict in John 16:8. In English today, 

"convict is outward, objective; convince is inward, subjec-

tive," says J. Ritch:l.e Smith. 

"He is convicted "Who is shown to be in error; he is 
convinced who owns himself in error. Convict is, 
therefore, the better rendering here. It points to the 
nature, while convince would point to the effect of 
the Spirit's witness. He so presents the truth to 
men that thev ought to believe; whether they do be-
lieve the word does not indicate. ttl -

> I' . 

But it has been shown that t' A~ yXtV is a subjective word 
1 I 

even if convict is not. E'AcyKu takes the convicting 

action inside men. It is true they may not believe but 

in that case they stand condemned, self-convicted. 

11 The thought of self-conviction has in this Gospel an 

importance that can hardly be over-estimated.n2 If this 

1. Smith, J. R., p~l77. 
2. Milligan, p.73. 
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subjective, penetrating quality in the· Greek C ~;'ry"' is · 

read into the En.gllsh word convict it becomes as near as 

possible to fulfilling the demands of this context. It 

is idiomatic English to say nconvict of sin 11 but meaning-
•• fl 

less to say convict of righteousness. 
/ 

The Greek Tr £fl 

must be reflected in English so as ~o avoid this dif
, / v. 

ficulty. Moffatt uses two words for £Ar'r-t'-' and translates 

convict of sin and convince of righteousness. It is bet-

of ~ 'c/rX'. ter, if possible, to understand the f~ll force ~~ ~ 

as applied to all three areas. The Spirit is to convic.t 

the world in relation to sin, in relation to righteousness, 

and in relation to jud~~en~~ The Spirit convicts of root 

sin, not symptoms, in all these areas. This kind of 

activity is beyond the power of any earthly, h~~an being. 

It is properly the function of Divinity. ·rherefore, 

here at least, even ·though here only.J ·lthe subject of 
~ I 

!A~l'Xu must be the Holy Spirit. 

F. A Paraphrase of John 16:7-11 

It is well to crystallize some of the results 

of this study by attempting a paraphrase of the passage. 

This will be preceded by a concise lj_ teral r en de ring of 

the Greek so as to try to catch in English something 

of the Greek idiom. 

1. Literal Translation 
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But I the truth speak to you, it is expedient 

for you tl~at I go away. For if I do not ~o away, the Ad-,--

vocate will by no means come to you; but if I go, I will 

send him to you. And having come that one will convict 

the world in respect of sin and in respect of righteous-

ness and in respect of judgment: of sin, because they do 

not believe into me; of righteousness, because to the 

Father I go away and no longer ye behold me; of_ judgment, 

because the ruler of this world is judged. 

2. A Paraphrase 

In spite of your short-sigh ted sorrow, I con tin-

ue to speak the truth you must come to tmderstand -- it 

is for your ultimate good that I go away from you. For 

.if I do not take from you the leadership of my physical 

presence, my Advocate and yours cannot come to you in 

the power of my name sent by God to become an inner 

Presence in your lives guiding you into all truth. But 

if I go to the Father, I assure you I will send h~ to you 

as I promised and when he is come, he will be an active 
absolute 

inner Pro::?ecutor, testing all men at the bar of/truth, 

and will convict a hostile, self-righteous world in rela-

tion to its essential sin, in relation to the true nature 

of the righteousness it rejected vn~en it refused to grant 

the claims of the Righteous One to be Messiah and God 

Incarnate, and in relation to the inevitability of 
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judgment in terms of eternal moral issues once the light 

of Christ has made these plainly manifest:l the world will 

be conscience-stricken with its sin because it will see 

its unbelief in him as sin and the root of sin; it will 

1. For comparative purposes, note these well-worded para
phrases by Godet and Scott. A portion of Scott's was 
used above. 

Godet, p.311: "Thus by the testimony of the Spirit 
the world, righteous in its own eyes, will be declared 
sinful; the condemned malefactor will be proved 
righteous; and the true author of this crime will re
ceive his irrevocable sentence: such are the three 
ideas contained in this passage, whose powerful origi
nality it is impossible not to recognize. It does 
not differ except as to form from 12:31, 32; the three 
actors mentioned -- the world, Satan and Jesus --
are the same, as well as the parts which are attributed 
to them. Our passage only adds this idea: that is the 
Holy Spirit who will reveal to men the true nature of 
the invisible drama consummated on the cross." 

Scott, p.336: "The thought appears to be that through 
the spirit sent by Him the claim of Christ will 
be triumphantly vindicated, so that the world will 
realise its sin in not believing on Him; will ack
nowledge His righteousness, established beyond all 
doubt by His return to the Father; will know itself 
judged when He manifestly overcomes the powers of sin 
and darkness. Thus interpreted, the passage ceases to 
stand in contradiction to the other sayings in which 
the Spirit is described as the peculiar possession of 
the c om.rnuni ty of believers. 11 

Bernard, T. H., p.271: "The Spirit will convict the 
world of false ideas and grave mistakes concerning sin, 
righteousness, and. judgment." 
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t•acknowledge his righteousness (because) es tabll shed beyond 

doubt by his return to the Father 11 and by the demonstra-

tion of the Spirit in his name in those who see Jesus no 

longer in the flesh; and it will know itself judged be-

cause of every evidence in victorious lives that the source 

of evil and enmity to Christ already stands judged and 

therefore the ruler of a lost cause. 

Thus the world will be an active ferment of 

moral issues constantly stirred by the effervescent power 

of ,the Spirit. Repentance will lead to redemption and 

new life in Christ. Rejection will lead to self-

condemnation and darkness without lieht. 

G. Summary and Evaluation 

The road charted at the beginning of this study 

has been followed to its logical conclusion. The synonyms 
.) / ) / y. 
ttrlifp.alw and c.,\cr""' were found to be superficially 

.similar in certain meanings but basically different in con

notation and usage. The first was objective and limited 

in meaning. The second was subjective, complex, and super

sensitive to contextual coloring. Its New Testament us~ 

age made of it a word so much devoted to depicting the 

elemental issues of the soul that when ascribed to the 

work of the Holy Spirit, it was found to breathe with the 
) " 

essential Personal:i.ty of its Subject. £ ~crXt..~ describes 
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that activity of the Holy Spirit which so clearly presents 

all the evidence correctly that the true nature of man is 

I ' " exposed and the man shamed into self-conviction. E l\£yXu 

probes unsparingly but with a view to healing. It per

suades and prompts to repentance; for the Holy Spirit is 

sent in the name of him who came to seek and to save that 

which is lost. 

The direct and indirect values gained from this 

study have been many. A few may be mentioned. 

1. Tools of thought have been sharpened. Many words 

have gained in content and in clarity of definition. 

2. Many passages of Scripture have been viewed in 

new relationships and have been examined with sufficient 

care to release new meaning. 

3. The Septuagint has stood out as a fruitful field 

for study. 

4. The Commentators have gained from the writer 

new respect for thej_r amazing labors though sometimes 

less for their opinions. 

5. The major research value of this paper lies in 

the fact that it represents a complete study of the usage 

of "trr•T~~"' and ~).~rXw in the Septuagint and in the New 

Testament. Aside from the points mentioned above, it may 

be observed that: 

a. Deity can never rightly be the object of 
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) / 

b. E~ryXw appears always to carry with it 

inner recognition of the truth of the charge. 

c. It carries with it a sense of shame. 

d. Its purpose is corrective and redemptive 

rather than condemnatory for it spr:tngs from the love of 

God ~~d only the Source of evil is already judged w:tth 

finality. 

e. In Ph:tlo, its usage is allegorical and 

imaginative; in John its usage is radically spiritual and 

always in a context where it crosses swords with the 

realities of life. 

6. This study has incidentally made more v:tvid to 

the writer the astounding claims of Christ, their dra-

matic impact on the crowds in Jerusalem, and the basic 

reasons why they were rejected. 

7. It has value as an introduction to the Johannine 

·writings. 

8. It has also provided an introduction to greater 

understanding of the Person and Work of the Holy Spirit. 

It should be observed in this connection that: 

a. The Spirit is a distinct Divine Personality 

operating on and within human personality. 

b. 1~e Spirit continues the work of Christ 

in the name of Christ. 

c. The Spirit proceeds from the Father. 
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d. The Spirit is sent to the disciples and 

through them to the world. 

e. To the extent we are sinning, the Spirit con

victs us; to the extent we are believing, he convicts 

others through us. 

9. Many homiletic values are inherent in the study 

that has been made. Archdeacon Hare's five lengthy 

se~1ons on this passage are heavy for the present day but 

are truly amazing for their spiritual insight. 

Although in one sense this analysis has been 

completed, in many ways the road stretches on to fur

ther study and new life. It remains then only to take 

a brief forward look by way of general conclusion. 



GENERAL CONCLUSION 



11As he who looks in tent, 

And striving with searching ken how he may see 

The sun in his eclipse, and throu~h desire 

Of seeing loseth power of sight; so I 

Peer'd on that last resplendence." 

(Dante's Paradise, Cary's translation) 



GENERAL CONCLUSION 

The field chosen for this study has been neces

sarily limited. The purpose has been to provide an exe

getical basis for further study of the Holy Spirit in 

other fields; namely, Biblical Theology, Systematic Theology, 

and History. The Johannine concept of the Holy Spirit has 

been treated only incidentally because full analysis would 

involve many other passages. Theories and controversial 

aspects of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit have been 

avoided as much as possible. Although exact thinking, 

however difficult, is desirable, complete intellectual 

grasp of this doctrine is neither possible nor neces

sary. Than_"!{ God man does not need to understand W'.aat 

electricity is before he starts making use of its heat, 

light, and power and thus transforming his life in mar

velous ways. Although no attempt has been made to de

fine the Holy Spirit, every effort has been made to deter-
,~ ... , 

mine the fullest possible sense of a verb (£.J\c.yXw) 

which describes His activity in a significant phase of 

His work, so that His transforming power may become more 

available to us. Men of science and industry by their 

faith and vision and energy have performed 'ronders. But 

somehow there has not been equivalent or adequate progress 
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in the realm of the spirit. Human nature remains an 

unsolved hazard. Sin operates as an active deterrent to 

any permanent progress. It makes itself evident in two 

ways. It weakens men who are unable to adjust to the 

new scope and tempo of life. Degeneracy, criminality, 

and immorality increase to weaken the fibre of the so

cial fabric. It also equips men who are strong with the 

power to dominate, terrorize, and destroy. So much power 

has been released in the world that control of that 

power has become the crucial issue of modern life -

political, economic, and religious. No control is chaos, 

man control is tyranny, self-control is hmn~nism, God 

control is freedom. Something will dictate the course 

of events. The message of Scripture can be phrased in 

many ways; but if it says nothing else, it proclaims that 

Sin can be conquered by the power of Jesus Christ and that 

God can control the far-flung destiny of man by the dic

tatorship of the Holy Spirit. The all-sufficiency of the 

will of God cannot be questioned. "Thy will be done 11 

is an adventure of faith not a wail of resignation. And 

the versatility of God in working out through all kinds 

of men his purposes must be more fully appreciated. 

When the results of this study are viewed in 

the light of these larger thoughts, it is possible to 

grasp the significance of the presence of the Holy Spirit 
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in the world. He is an active agent of God's purpose op

erating on a world-wide basis. His efforts are directed 

against Sin, to spot it wherever found and reveal its 

true nature in the light of the righteousness of Jesus 

Ghrist and the certainty of the final judgment. And He 

can be relied on to function within the heart of each man 

and woman to convict and convince, to Shame and to ex

pose, to chasten and correct, to reprove and condemn, as 

the need may be. For the Holy Spirit is a perfect diag

nostician and adapts his message to the needs of each 

individual. Herein lies the message of tlrls passage 

(Jn. 16:8) for the Christian. As he witnesses to Ghrist 

and lives the ministry of reconciliation, he has a Helper 

who does the actual work of changing human nature. He 

must learn to count on the operation of the Holy Spirit 

and give him opportunity to work. He must expect and 

utilize the convincing activity of the Spirit of God. 

And he will probably find the Spirit searching his own 

soul and filling him with a sense of unutterable humility 

even while God uses him. 

The other teachings and truths concerning the 

Person and the Work of the Holy Spirit cannot help but 

crowd in on this limited analysis. 

We are in the presence here of eternal purposes 

so comprehensive that the mind staggers far in the rear of 

even those glimpses of truth vouchsafed to a sanctified 
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imagination. It is best to be humbly grateful that the 

revelation is adequate to our present needs and is intense-

ly practical. The theories that have been framed to re

solve the mysteries of eternity 11serve only to render dark

ness visible. A complete theodicy is beyond our power, 

and there is large room for the exercise of faith." 

trspeculation is lost in endless contradictions; nl faith 

and obedience lead to boundless satisfactions. Somehow 

we are in a finite process with an infinite purpose. In 

the economy of God there can be no waste. It must be that 

the goal of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus is of 

such value that it is worth the risk of all the sin and 

suffering, futility and anguish of this earth-bound pro-

cess. We have not been left orphans: through it all we 

have a Prosecutor to convict us of things as they real-

ly are, a Helper to lay His strength beside our weak-

ness, a Spirit of Truth to lead us in unerring ways, and 

an Advocate to plead our cause incessantly before the 

throne of grace. 

11Romans 8:18: nFor I reckon that the sufferings of this 
present time are not worthy to be compared \rlth the 
glory which shall be revealed to us-ward • • • 

26:" ••• the Spirit also helpeth our infirmi
ty: for we know not how to pray as we ought; but the 
Spirit himself maketh intercession for us with groanings 
which cannot be uttered; 

1. Smith, J. R., p.l88. 
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Romans 8: 2'7: ttand he that searcheth the hearts knoweth 
what is the mind of the Spirit, because he maketh 
intercession for the saints according to the will of 
God. 

to 
28: nAnd we know that/them that love God 

all things work together for good, even to them that 
are called according to his purpose ••• 

33: 111Jilho shall lay anything to the charge of 
God's elect? It is God that justifieth: 

34: t1who is he that condemneth? It is 
Christ Jesus that died, yea rather, that was raised 
from the dead, who is at the right hand of God, Who 
also maketh intercession for us." 

Wj_th such spiritual resources available, it 

behooves the Christian Church to stretch its vision, in-

crease its faith, and move toward greater utilization of 

the power which God has made available. New leadership is 

needed. Back in 1891, a Scotch Minister, Dr. Paton J. 

Gloag of Galeshiels, with amazing perspective wrote a 

forecast of the age of the Spirit. 

ttin the present unsettled state of theological views 
we require a great theologian to arise to give a full 
view of Gospel truth and to grasp it in its entirety, 
embracing all the three phases of Christianity, and 
promulgating a theology more rational than that of 
Romanism, more human than that of Calvinism, and more 
divine than that of Arminianism; one who, like Luther, 
will embody in his person the spirit of the age, ar.d, 
like him, bring forth some regenerating truth from the 
obscurity in which it has lain buried for ages, vllield 
that truth by the overpowering force of eloquence 
combined with the mighty and irresistible rushing wind 
of the Spirit. We may be fast approachin_g the age of 
the Spirit, when religion will be not only understood 
but felt, when men will be rescued from infideli~, 
agnosticism, and materialism by a living faith-- a 
faith which says, 'I believe, because I see and 
know.' we greatly need this spiritual in£luence in a 
world of doubt, scepticism, and materialism on the one 
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hand, and of luxury, mauon-worship, and indifference 
on the other, when a new Pentecostal age will da\v-n 
upon the world, and when Christianity will prove its 
divine origin by its supernatural effects on the 
human race. tt (p.429) 

But what the world needs today is no waiting for the r:t se 

of another Luther but individual comm:ttments on a colos-

sal scale through the w:ttnessing of many !Uthers through-

out the world relying on the ever-present convicting power 

of the Holy Spirit. 



T~ou will receive power 

when the Holy Spirit comes upon you, 

and you will be my witness ••• un

to the ends of the earth. 11 

(Acts 1:8) 
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